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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 





vs . ) 
AARON KYLE HARRIS 
AND 





APPEAL FROM THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
THE HONORABLE John T. Mitchell, DISTRICT JUDGE 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, PRESIDING 
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL 
ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL 
80 NORTH COLE RD 
BOISE, ID 83704 
LAWRENCE WASDEN 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
P.O. BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720 
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Date: 8/4/2009 Firsf' ')iicial District Court - Kootenai County 
Time: 03:27 PM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 7 Case: CR-2005-0002408 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Defendant: Harris, Aaron Kyle 
User: OREILLY 
State of Idaho vs. Aaron Kyle Harris 
Judge 
To Be Assigned 
To Be Assigned 
To Be Assigned 
Eugene A. Marano 











New Case Filed - CV 05-1059 
Affidavit Of Probable Cause 
Advisory Form and Notice of Refusal 




BNDC Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 640530 Dated 
02/10/2005 for 1000.00) 
To Be Assigned 





Notice To Defendant 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial 
Conference/Arraignment 03/01/2005 01 :00 PM) 
Notice of Pretrial Conference 
Records Check 
Amended Complaint FiledI2nd offense 
Charge Reduced Or Amended (118-8004 {M){2) 
Driving Under The Influence (second Offense)) 
Certificate Of Mailing 
Hearing result for Pre-Trial 
ConferencelArraignment held on 0310112005 
01 :00 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Notice of Appearance, Plea of Not Guilty & 
Demand For Jury Trial 
Defendant's Request For Discovery 
Plea Of Not Guilty 
Piaintiffs Response To Discovery 
Plaintiffs Request For Discovery & Demand for 
Written Notice of Intent to Offer Defense of Alibi 
Letter from CDA PA to Brian Long Re: Video 
Requested 
Administrative assignment of Judge 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference 
05/25/2005 01:OO PM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled 
0611 312005 08:30 AM) 611 3-6/17 
Notice of Pre-Trial Conference and Trial 
Speedy Trial Limit Satisfied 
Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference held on 
05/25/2005 01:OO PM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled held on 
06/13/2005 08:30 AM: Hearing Vacated 
611 3-611 7 
Statement Of Defendant's Rights--DUI 
Charge Reduced Or Amended (11 8-8004 {M) 





To Be Assigned 
To Be Assigned 
Barry E. Watson 




To Be Assigned 














To Be Assigned 
To Be Assigned 
To Be Assigned 
To Be Assigned 





Penny E. Friedlander 
Penny E. Friediander 




Penny E. Friedlander 
Penny E. Friedlander 
Penny E. Friedlander 
STRS 
HRVC 





Penny E. Friedlander 
Penny E. Friedlander 
001 
Date: 8/4/2009 Firr" "ydicial District Court - Kootenai County 
Time: 03:27 PM ROA Report 
Page 2 of 7 Case: CR-2005-0002408 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Defendant: Harris, Aaron Kyle 
User: OREILLY 




MILLER Probation Ordered (118-8004 {M} Driving Under Penny E. Friedlander 
The Influence) probation term: 2 years.- 
(Unsupe~ised) 
MILLER Sentenced To Pay Fine (118-8004 {M) Driving Penny E. Friedlander 
Under The Influence) 
SNPF 
MILLER Sentenced To Incarceration (118-8004 {M) Penny E. Friedlander 
Driving Under The Influence) Confinement 
terms:Jail: 180 days.Suspended jail: 170 days. 
MILLER Case status changed: closed pending clerk Penny E. Friedlander 
action 
MILLER Bond Converted (Receipt number 651749 dated Penny E. Friedlander 





511 012005 NOTE 
MILLER Judgment Penny E. Friedlander 
MILLER Cash Bond Exonerated (Amount 161.50) Penny E. Friedlander 
MILLER Clerk's Notation; Defendant's Driver's License Penny E. Friedlander 
sent to 1.T.D with copy of Judgment 
MILLER Affidavit of Probation Violation-Failure to Comply Penny E. Friedlander 
S.A. EVAL BY 7/8/05 
7/28/2005 ASCP JOKELA Application To Show Cause Why Probation Penny E. Friedlander 
Should Not Be Revoked 
8/3/2005 HRSC CARLSON Hearing Scheduled (Order to Show Cause Scott Wayman 







Case status changed: Reopened Scott Wayman 
Certificate Of Mailing - osc Penny E. Friedlander 
Hearing result for Order to Show Cause held on Scott Wayman 
09/02/2005 10:OO AM: Failure To Appear For 
Hearing Or Trial 
CARLSON Warrant Issued - Bench Bond amount: 5000.00 Scott Wayman 
Failure to Appear For Hearing Order to Show 
Cause 9-2-05 10:OOAM Defendant: Harris, Aaron 
K 9-2-05 rnc 
WARB 






Kootenai County Sheriffs Incident Report-fla Scott Wayman 
Warrant Issued - Bench Bond amount: .OO Scott Wayman 
Failure to Appear for Sheriffs Work Program as 
Ordered Defendant: Harris, Aaron K 9-26-05 MC 
CARROLL Hearing Scheduled (ArraignrnentIFirst Robert B. Burton 






Case status changed: Reopened Scott Wayman 
Warrant Returned Failure to Appear For Hearing Scott Wayman 
Defendant: Harris, Aaron K 
Warrant Returned Failure to Appear for Sheriffs Scott Wayman 




Date: 6/4/2009 Fir< 'ydicial District Court - Kootenai County , 
Time: 0327 PM ROA Report 
Page 3 of 7 Case: CR-2005-0002408 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Defendant: Harris, Aaron Kyle 
State of Idaho vs. Aaron Kyle Harris 



















CARROLL Hearing result for ArraignmentIFirst Appearance Robert 8. Burton 
held on 07/25/2006 0200 PM: Hearing Held 
CARLSON Hearing Scheduled (Order to Show Cause Scott Wayman 
09/05/2006 03:OO PM) 
BROWN Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 5000.00 ) Scott Wayman 
BROWN Notice of Pretrial Conference Scott Wayman 
BROWN Notice To Defendant Scott Wayman 
CARLSON Hearing result for Order to Show Cause held on Scott Wayman 
09/05/2006 03:OO PM: Interim Hearing Held 
CARLSON Hearing Scheduled (Order to Show Cause Scott Wayman 
10/16/2006 03:OO PM) 
CARLSON Notice of Hearing Scott Wayman 
BARKER Hearing result for Order to Show Cause held on Scott Wayman 
10/16/2006 03:OO PM: Hearing Vacated 
CARLSON Hearing Scheduled (Order to Show Cause Scott Wayman 
11/21/2006 01:30 PM) 
CARLSON Notice of Hearing Scott Wayman 
MOLLETT Hearing result for Order to Show Cause held on Scott Wayman 
11/21/2006 01:30 PM: Hearing Held 
CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Evidentiary Hearing Scott Wayman 
1211 312006 10:OO AM) 
CLAUSEN Notice of Hearing Scott Wayman 
MOLLETT Sentenced To Pay Fine (IPV Probation Scott Wayman 
Violation-misdemeanor) 
MOLLETT Sentenced To Incarceration (IPV Probation Scott Wayman 
Violation-misdemeanor) Confinement terms: Jail: 
10 days. 
MOLLETT Order After Hearing On Probation Scott Wayman 
ViolationlContempt 
MOLLETT Hearing result for Evidentiary Hearing held on Scott Wayman 
12/13/2006 10:OO AM: Hearing Held 
MOLLETT Case status changed: closed pending clerk Scott Wayman 
action 
MCCANDLESS Notice Of Withdrawal Scott Wayman 
MCCANDLESS Evaluation4lcohol/Drug-Legacy House Scott Wayman 
Document sealed 
OREILLY **+******* ACCOUNT IS IN Scott Wayman 
COLLECTIONS********** - Step 1, Failure to Pay 
Fines and Fees - Charge # 2, Probation 
Violation-misdemeanor Appearance date: 
211 312007 
GLASS Affidavit of Probation Violation-Subsequent Scott Wayman 
Offense VIOLATE NO LAW CR06-15983 
CR07-4775 
Date: 8/4/2009 
Time: 0327 PM 
Page 4 of 7 
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411 012007 STAT 
HRSC 
OSCI 
411 212007 CERT 
411 612007 
411 812007 ASCP 










7/31 12007 INHD 
HRSC 
NOHG 




GLASS Affidavit of Probation Violation-Subsequent Scott Wayman 
Offense VIOLATE NO LAW CR06-15983 
CR07-4775 
HAMILTON Application To Show Cause Why Probation Scott Wayman 
Should Not Be Revoked 
WATKINS Case status changed: reopened Scott Wayman 
WATKINS Hearing Scheduled (Order to Show Cause Scott Wayman 
06/06/2007 03:OO PM) 
WATKINS Order To Show Cause Issued Scott Wayman 
MCCANDLESS Certificate Of Mailing-OSC Scott Wayman 
GLASS Affidavit of Probation Violation-Failure to Comply Scott Wayman 
REC PROG BY 4-1-07 
MCCANDLESS Amended Application To Show Cause Why Scott Wayman 
Probation Should Not Be Revoked 
WATKINS Amended Order To Show Cause Issued Scott Wayman 
MCCANDLESS Certificate Of Mailing-Amended OSC Scoff Wayman 
CARLSON Hearing result for Order to Show Cause held on Scott Wayman 
06/06/2007 03:OO PM: Failure To Appear For 
Hearing Or Trial 
CARLSON Warrant Issued - Bench Bond amount 5000.00 Scott Wayman 
Defendant: Harris, Aaron Kyle 6-7-07 MC 
CARLSON Case status changed: Inactive Scott Wayman 
MCCANDLESS Notice Of Withdrawal Scott Wayman 
ROBISON Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 5000.00 ) Scott Wayman 
ROBISON Notice To Defendant Scott Wayman 
MCCANDLESS Warrant Returned Failure to Appear For Scott Wayman 
Hearing, Order to Show Cause 6-6-07 3:OOPM 
Defendant:. Harris, Aaron Kyle 
MCCANDLESS Case status changed: Activate (previously Scott Wayman 
inactive) 
CARLSON Hearing Scheduled (Order to Show Cause Scott Wayman 
07/31/2007 03:OO PM) 
CARLSON Notice of Hearing Scott Wayman 
WATKINS Hearing result for Order to Show .Cause held on ' Scott Wayman 
07/31/2007 03:OO PM: Interim Hearing Held 
WATKINS Hearing Scheduled (Probation Violation - Scott Wayman 
AdmitlDeny 09/17/2007 03:OO PM) 
WATKINS Notice Of Hearing Scott Wayman 
CARLSON Hearing result for Probation Violation - Scott Wayman 
AdmitlDeny held on 09/17/2007 03:OO PM: 
Interim Hearing Held 
CARLSON Order Appointing Public Defender Scott Wayman 
911 912007 HRSC CARLSON Hearing Scheduled (Order to Show Cause Scott Wayman 
IOI~QI~OO~ 03:oo PM) 004 
Date: 8/4/2009 
Time: 03:27 PM 
Page 5 of 7 
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ROA Report 
Case: CR-2005-0002408 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
User: OREILLY 
Defendant: Harris, Aaron Kyle 
State of Idaho vs. Aaron Kyle Harris 




1 1/5/2007 HRSC 







CARLSON Notice of Hearing Scott Wayman 
MCCANDLESS Notice Of Appearance Scott Wayman 
CARLSON Hearing result for Order to Show Cause held on Scott Wayman 
10/29/2007 03:OO PM: Interim Hearing Held 
CARLSON Hearing Scheduled (Probation Violation Scott Wayman 
12/17/2007 10:OO AM) P.V. Dispo. 
CARLSON Notice of Hearing Scott Wayman 
CARLSON Hearing result for Probation Violation held on Scott Wayman 
12/17/2007 01:OO PM: Continued P.V. Dispo. 
CARLSON Hearing Scheduled (Order to Show Cause Scott Wayman 
02/05/2008 10:OO AM) 
CARLSON Notice of Hearing Scott Wayman 
CARLSON Hearing result for Order to Show Cause held on Scott Wayman 
02/05/2008 10:OO AM: Failure To Appear For 
Hearing Or Trial 
CARLSON Notice of Bond Forfeiture Scott Wayman 
CARLSON Warrant Issued - Bench Bond amount: 5000.00 Scott Wayman 
Failure to Appear For Hearing, Order to Show 
Cause 2-6-08 10:OOPM Defendant: Harris. 
Aaron Kyle 2-6-07 MC 
CARLSON Case status changed: Inactive Scott Wayman 
MORELAND Motion to set aside forfeiture and exonerate bond Scott Wayman 
and conditional request for hearing 
MORELAND Affidavit of Shaun Skogrand in support of motion Scott Wayman 
to set aside forfeiture and exonerate bond 
MORELAND Affidavit of Deon Price in support of motion to set Scott Wayman 
aside forfeiture and exonerate bond 
9/3/2008 HRSC CARLSON Hearing Scheduled (Bond Hearing 10/31/2008 Scott Wayman 
03:OO PM) 30 Min. 
STAT 
911 012008 NOHG 
10/14/2008 ORDR 
11 /3/2008 DENY 
11 /5/2008 ORDR 










Case status changed: Reopened Scott Wayman 
Notice Of Hearing on Motion to Set Aside Scott Wayman 
Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond 
Request to Appear By Telephone For Hearing on Scott Wayman 
Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate 
Bond 
Order to Appear by Telephone for Hearing on Scott Wayman 
Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate 
Bond 
Hearing result for Bond Hearing held on Scott Wayman 
10/31/2008 03:OO PM: Motion Denied 30 Min. 
Order Denying Motion to set aside Forfeiture and Scott Wayman 
Exonerate the Bond 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 824052 Dated Scott Wayman 
1 1/26/2008 for 100.00) 
Appeal Filed In District Court John T. Mitchell 005 
Date: 8/4/2009 
Time: 03:27 PM 
Page 6 of 7 
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ROA Report 
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Defendant: Harris, Aaron Kyle 
User: OREILLY 
State of Idaho vs. Aaron Kyle Harris 
Date Code User Judge 
EST1 
BNDC 
CAMPBELL Estimate Of Transcript Costs Scott Wayman 
John T. Mitchell OREILLY Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 828122 Dated 
1/2/2009 for 65.00) 
CAMPBELL Notice of Lodging Transcript NLTR 
LODG 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell CAMPBELL Lodged -Transcript - Motion to Set Aside 
Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond Hearing 
CAMPBELL Bond Converted (Transaction number 9500815 
dated 1/12/2009 amount 42.25) 
BNDV John T. Mitchell 
CAMPBELL Bond Converted (Transaction number 9500816 
dated 1/12/2009 amount 22.75) 
CAMPBELL Receipt Of Transcript - Public Defender's Office 




John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
HAMILTON Case status changed: inactive 
MITCHELL Receipt Of Transcript - Two Jinn Inc. (mailed 
postage pre-paid) 
CAMPBELL Notice Of Settling Transcript On Appeal and 
Briefing Schedule 
NOTS John T. Mitchell 
MOTN MCCANDLESS Motion to set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate 
Bond Hearing 
DARNELL Motion For Extension Of Time For Filing 
Appellant's Brief 
John T. Mitchell 
MOTN John T. Mitchell 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Oral Argument on Appeal John T. Mitchell 
05/27/2009 04:OO PM) 
CLAUSEN Notice of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
CLAUSEN Order Granting Motion for Extension of Time for John T: Mitchell 
Filing Apellant's Brief 





MCCANDLESS Respondent's Brief John T. Mitchell 
STONE Motion to Appear by Telephone for Oral John T. Mitchell 
Argument 
CLAUSEN Order Allowing Counsel for Two Jinn, lnc to John T. Mitchell 
Appear by Phone for Oral Argument 
CARROLL Transcript Filed - Appellant's Reply Brief John T. Mitchell 
ORDR 
TRAN 
HRHD CLAUSEN Hearing result for Oral Argument on Appeal held John T. Mitchell 
on 05/27/2009 04:OO PM: Hearing Held Susan 
Campell (TwoJinn, lnc) to appear by phone 
CLAUSEN Order Affirming Magistrate Decision John T. Mitchell ORDR 
BNDV OREILLY Bond Converted (Transaction number 9502107 John T. Mitchell 
dated 6/18/2009 amount 100.00) 
BNDC DANDERSON Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 854097 Dated John T. Mitchell 
6/24/2009 for 100.00) 
OREILLY Appealed To The Supreme Court John T. Mitchell 
OREILLY Notice Of Appeal Due Date From Supreme Court John T. Mitchell 
APSC 
NAPL 
Date: 8/4/2009 Firr 'ydicial District Court - Kootenai County , 
Time: 03:27 PM ROA Report 
Page 7 of 7 Case: CR-2005-0002408 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
User: OREILLY 
Defendant: Harris, Aaron Kyle 
State of Idaho vs. Aaron Kyle Harris 
Date Code User Judge 
7/6/2009 NLTR OREILLY Notice of Lodging Transcript Reporter julie John T. Mitchell 
Foland Pages 19 
COEUR D'ALENE . , .  ...... ,, . . . 0 ,.--.;7 5 2 6 6 
POLICE DEPAR w r o A ~ o ~ o m . ~ c r r ~ ~ ~ o ~  N, 
THE STATE OF w e ,  .. , . ~  IN AND.FO~THE'CO-E&~ . . . . . . . .  .-ur ~*.  itQ#&-,#.v$3f$f)n l,.KQOTENAI 
-STATE OF IDAHO . .  , . . . . . . .  ) COMPLAINT SUMMONS: 
VS. 
. . . , 
Last'Name 
. . . .  ........ . . . . . . . . .  , 
AM ... I .  a ,  , , ) . , . . , I'l ;C6niPani;n: Citation 
Name ~ia!& Initia': ... , . . . .  : ) -...(. . . .  ,,. 
AttaAed:~ 
. . :: .. 
IPUC# , . ;. USDOT % census #' . . _ _ .  ' .  . , i  :7 :' . . . . . . . .  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
%operator O..Uass.A --O..Class.B.. :U ClaSdC .&class D :Other' " 
.. 
1 GW 26001 + . [ ,I 16+ Pe+ins ] Placard HazardouS Materials. . : , DR# ,l\ . .  , ~, ..,". ...... .  ' 7  *. P$'& 3x3. Home Address"" %q ..,.. ~ . ~ ~ . ' ' ~  
,, , ' "2 :.' , , ' :' . , , . 
~usiness~ddress  cL Ph# : I S 4 2  1'9L ,' 
................ . .,. , 
, ,  , . . . , ;  . ,  .,.. 2 . . .  , ... ........... ... ......... --- dl-..-:... ...-... . . ,, : : ~ocation k 4 . 9 ~ ' L ' L -  t- .  
. . " .  
. . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  Hwy : , ', .,  KOOTENAI . . County, Idaho. . . .... -:: ,Kr3?, .;. w* 
::r, .,z,rr:, ;~;;e.c~!:+rof6~~~.p~ . .  , .: . . .  Serial#/Address - Dept. 





z ............ ..... 3 >. 
8 Defendant's Signatme .....- @,? 
I hereby certify s e ~ ~ i c ?  upon the defendantpersonaUy.on 
@ffiC& 
NOTICE: See ~everse side of your copy for PENALTY 
PD I32 
Rev. 1/03 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF - 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
KOOTENAI MAC 
I STATE OF IDAHO, 
1 
) 
I Plaintiff. ) 
) 
vs. ) APFIDAVIT 
))&~,4-d kd i  ) \ I ! R - 0 5 - ~ 6 8  
Defendant ) 
I. - h . k \ \ n ~ A  ,a  Police officer 
employed by the Cwur d'~lene city Police Depamnent, do soiemnly swear/affim 
that the attached reports are hue and correct copies of my original reports and, further, 
that theattached reports and uniform citation are true and correct accounts of the 
incident leading to the amst on Idaho Uniform Citation No. 01LD ID . . 
~ p k  
Affiant 
I. I haCe reasonablegrou~ids 19 believe that you were driving or were in physical conlrol .. of . a motor vehicle while u ~ ~ d e r  the influence o f  . 
alcohol, drugs, or other intox~cating substa ? F R - o ~ - J u ~ ~  , . . .  . . 
2. Y ~ U  are required by law to takc one or more ev~dent~ary tests to etermme tile concentration of alcohol or the presence o f  drugs or other 
intoxicatins substances in your body. After submitting to the test(s) you may, wll~.n practical, at your own expense, have additional tests 
m a d e  by a.&Fon,o~your 6wn:cho&ing; . -., , 
I A. Your ldallodriverls license or:per~nit.will be seizcd if youhave i t  i n  your.possession, and if it is current and valid you will be issued a.teniporary permit. 'l'emporary permits cannot be issued to drivers operating conlmercial vehicles. I 
I B. You have a right to submit a written request within seven (7) days to themMagistrate Coun of +k&..,LaW ' County for a hearing to show cause why you refused to submit to or complete evidentiary testing and why your driver s l~cense should not-be suspended. I 
- 
P 
I, T i  h . c4\\ *<T , the undersigned, being Erst duly sworn on oath, depose and say that: 
@rim) 
IN IN D m c r  COURT OF THE 
2L .  JUDICIAL D m C T  OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF kd-e ,WI, ' #  
;+ 
I. I am a peace officer anployed by Lnr4.r 3 .A!e,r 'b if- . 
r 
TIE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plainfiff, 






State of Id&, 
County of ke,kenu ' . 
2. The defendant was d on G$I\ LC?\ 7 zt / 3 faCClM UPM for the crime of ctriving while 
under the influeace of alcohol, drugs dr ady other intoxicating substances pursuantto Section 18-8004 Idaho Code. 
Second or mon: DUI offense in the Last five &YES EN0 DFELONY ~ E M E A N O R  
I 
COURT CASE NUMBER 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF ARREST AND/OR REFUSAL TO TAKE TEST 
 
t 
'\ .-C). 3. Location of Ocmerence . ? .%\.+' \- \\(< .SL 
4. Identified the d e f b k t t  as: (print name) &?z,*-~, ., K ,  <\- &&. \ by: (cb& box;) 
UiWitary ID UState ID Card DStuderxt ID Card .@'&?rivers Licease DCredit Cards 
OPaperwotk found Elverbal ID by defbmht 
Witness identified defendant 
Other 
5. Actual physical control estabikkd by: Obmvdoq by aEtiant l&~bsendon  by Officer \jul\e s 
D Admission of Defendant to , Statement of W m :  
I3 Other: 
6. I believe that there is probable ouse to b e E m  the ddmdant cornmined such crime becanse of the following 
fact!x 
(NOTE: You must state the so- of all idomdon provided below. State wha5 you obsemed and wfiat 
you learned from someone else, iden- that person): 
01 1 
PROBABLE CAUSE FOR STOP AND ARREST: .- 
nJrL 
" F.4 Iwk5-kL 
D.U. I. NOTES Sobriety Tests -M& Decision Points? 
Odor of alcoholic beverage &Yes iTNa GazeNystagmus likes ON0 
Admitted drinking alcoholic beverage @yes DNo Walk & Tum %Yes U N o  
S l d s p e e c h  @Xes UNo *Leg Stand ayes UNa 
Impaid  memory @yes UNo 
Gkssyhioodsix~t eyes Ryes m o  Cxash Involved Oyes &o 
~ t h a  kiw mes UNO 
Drugs Suspect& UYes Qko Dmg b g n i t i o n  Evaluation Perfi~xmed OYes I240 
Reason Drugs are Suspected 
Prior to being offered the test, the defendant was s u b m y  infonned of the conseqmces of refusal and Mure 
of the test as required by S d o n  18-8002 and 18-8002.4, Idaho Code. 
El Defendant was tested for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances. The test($ wadwere 
performed in compliance with Sections 18-8003 & 18-8004(4), Idaho Code and the stan- and methods adopted 
by the Departgent of Law EnfommenL 
BAC: by: ClBw@& Instrument Type: OIrdoxilyzex 5000 UAlco Sensor Serial #: 
ElBlood AND/OR ClUrine Test Results Pending? Yes No (Attached) . . .  
Name of person ad gbmthtesr. Date Ceirtification Exp'ues: 
@~efenaimtrefusedthe test asfoliows: %r \ n ~ >  1 4 2. re&+% ~~\apirdk b\& bbL! 
3 &&A< - S+W% 
By my signature and in the presence ofa person authorized to administer Oaths in the Stare of Idaho, I hereby 
soiemnli swear that the i n f o d o n  contained in this document and attmfied reports and documents that may be 
included herein is true and correct to the best of my information and belie£ 
~ated:@jBLLI(.,r, 
< 
sign& a i L 4 - G  I, 
L 
s&smi and w- to hfore, on. & 
I ..*ai 
! 
PERSON AUTHORZJXl TO 







COEUR D'ALENE POLICE DEF .'MENT \ J, Gilim',- 1<37 REPORT #: 488653 
CRIMEIMISC: I)UI 2nd Offense CODE: 18-8004 FELONY C] MISDEMEANOR 
DAY C] NIGHT UNKNOWN OCCURRED FROM: 02/09/05 ' TIME 1 :31 Warrant 1 CIT: 
ARREST: ADULT [ql JUV C] TO: 02109105 1:31 075266 
REPORTED: 02/09/05 1:31 DISTRICT 84 
. , 
ADDRESS INCIDENT: Marie Ave &Julia St BUS.NAME: BUS. PHONE: 
DESCRIBE LOCATION HighwaylRoads 
SAME 
VICTIM OR SAME AS BUSINESS RESIDENCE C] BUS.ADDRESS C] AS 
BUS.PHONE EXT. RES.PHONE MESS.PHONE AGE DOB HT. WT. RACE I SEX 
-- 
RELATIONSHIP - VICTIM IS: OK TO SUSPECT ADD. VlCTS C] 
SAME AS VICT. C] RP-REPORTING PARTYIP-PARENTIDC-DISCOVERED CRIME SAME 
NAME (LAST,FIRST,MIDDLE CODE RP RESIDENCE C] BUS.ADDRESS C] AS 
Resort Security Martha 115 S 2nd St Cd'A, ID 83814 
BUS.PHONE EXT. RES.PHONE MESS.PHONE AGE DOB 
(208) 765-4000 000 (000; 000-0000 (208) 765-4000 
RACE 1 SEX 
EXTENT OF INJURIES 
PROPERTY: VALUE: 
ENTRYWEAPON: 
VEHICLE: ST LICENSE YR MAKE MODEL COLOR VIN# 
v n  s[ql ID . Slf78 92 Volkswagon Jetta -' Green 3VWRAZ1 GXNM0309 
SUSPECTED ALCOHOL USE V C] S AND/OR DRUG USE V C] S C] 





LAST SEEN WEARING PICTURE ATTACHED: 
SUSPECT NAME (LAST.FIRST,MIDDLE) RACE I SEX AGE HGT. WT. HAIR EYES 
Harris Aaron Kyle ---- W M 26 5'11 190 --Bro Haz 
ADDRESS DR.LIC.# ST HOME PHONE WORK PHONE SOC# 
1127 Marie Ave #I2 Cd'A, ID 83815 PW215681D - ID (208) 661-2626 (208) 667-2782 
OCCUPATION Bartender WORK ADDRESS 210 E Sherman Ave 
AKA double "A" Ron - - - --- POB Aurora, _ - Ca - ARRESTICIT MIRANDA 
ADD. 
SCARSIMARKSITA~TOOS: Tat both shoulders & Stomach SUSPECTS Yes Yes 
NARRATIVE: 
Dispatch advised officers of a possible DUI leaving the Cd'A Resort. Resort Security watched a 
male get into a car and drive away. Security knew the male was intoxicated. Officer Vulles was 
able to  locate the suspect vehicle. Officer Vulles followed the suspect vehicle to the parking lot 
of 1125 Marie Ave. I met with Officer Vulles at the parking lot. I did not activate my emergency 
lights when I entered the parking lot. The driver, later identified as Harris by his Idaho drivers 
license, had already exited the vehicle. I identified myself andasked Harris i f  he had a moment to 
speak with me. I immediately could smell an overwhelming odor of and alcoholic beverage 
coming from his breath. Harris's eyes were glassy and bloodshot. Harris slurred his words 
sianificantlv when he saoke. Harris aareed to sveak with me. 




I ' Page 2 of 2 Continuation Page REPORT #: 488653 
Harris t ~ l d  me he had consumed six beers and multiple shots in the last 2 hours. The shots were 
called a "Vulcan mind meld". Harris swayed front to back approximately 1 inch while I spoke 
with him. I asked Harris if he would submit to some Field Sobriety Tests, (FST's). Harris agreed 
to complete FSTs. 
I asked Harris a series of questions. He does not wear glasses or contacts. He is not under a 
doctors care. He is not taking any medications. On a scale of 1-10 with 10 being the best he 
rates his overall health a 8 or 9. Harris said he does not have any problems with his feet, legs, or 
knees. Harris completed the following FST's. 
HGN: 
Both eyes tracked equally. There was obvious lack of smooth pursuit in both eyes. There was 
distinct nystagmus at maximum deviation. There was nystagmus onset prior to 45 degrees. I 
observed vertical nystagmus. Harris swayed left to right approximately 2 inches. Harris failed 
this evaluation. 
WALK AND TURN: 
Harris stepped off line during the instructional phase. He stepped off line on step #3. Harris had 
to catch himself when he stepped off line. He leaned far to his right with his leg in the air for 
balance. Harris took 8 steps up the line. Harris took 10 steps back down the line. Harris missed 
heel to toe on steps 5 and 6. Harris had to step back to catch himself. Harris failed this 
evaluation. 
ONE LEG STAND: Lifted right leg. 
Harris swayed right to left approximately I inch. Harris put his foot down on the ground two 
separate times. I had to remind Harris to keep his foot parallel to the ground. Harris failed this 
evaluation. 
I placed Harris under arrest for DUI. I placed Harris in handcuffs checking for proper fit and 
double lack. Harris wantec! his house keys to stay wit!: the passenger ~f the cz:. I traxsporteted 
Harris to PSB where I checked his mouth and began the observation period. I played the English 
recording of the ALS form for Harris. Harris initialled the form advising all of his questions had 
been answered. At the end of the observation Harris refused to give a breath sample. Harris said 
he was told to refuse a breath sample by a lot of people. 
I read Harris his Miranda rights from my Miranda warning card. I completed a DUI interview form 
with Harris. Dispatch advised Harris had a previous DUI conviction 07/04. Harris was booked 
into PSI3 for DUI 2nd Offense. 
EVIDENCE: 
NOTE: 
The audio in the vehicle works intermittently. The proper filled out noting the 
problem. 
Video tape #05-013 placed into a manilla envelope and submitted. Taped is cued up when I met 
Harris. 
Reporting Ofricer: J. Gillmore K37 Supervisor: 
, . i i a l  MAP ,&.la Idaho Dnveh L i m e  Number License Class Rest"cti0n.s ?c. 
Maifin$ Address 
Out-ofState D"ve<s ticense Number Stale 
TO. ~l -5 
Cihr Stale citation #: 0 7 S2 Lb 
1 alcohol, drugs, or ;;the[ intoxic&ting subs&ces. I 
I 
.
2. You are required by law to take one or more evidentiary tests to determine tile concentration of alcohol or the presence of' drugs or other 
intoxicatine substances in your body. After submittine to the testb) you may, when practical, at your own expense, nave additional test5 I - ... 
made by aberson of your own choosing. 
3. You do not have the right to talk to a lawyer before taking any evidentiary tests to determine the alcohol concentration or presence of 
drugs or other intoxicating substances in your body. 
4. If you refuse to take or complete any of the offered tests pursuant to Section 18-8002, Idaho Code: 
A. Your Idaho driver's license' or permit will be seized if you have 'it in your possessi~n, and if it is current'andvalid you will be issued 
a temooraw uennit. Temporary permits cannot be issued to drivers operating commercial vehicles. 
I 
. - .  . . 
B. You have a right to submil a written request within sewn (7) days to the ~agistrate  Court of .uL2&:_- County for a hearing 
to show cause why you refused to submit to or complete evidentiary testing and why your driver's license should not be suspended. I 
C. If you do not request a hearing or do not prevail at the hearing, your license will be suspended by the court with absolutely no driving 
privileges for 180 days ifthis is your fmt  refusal; if this is not your f ~ s t  refusal in the last five years, your license will be suspended 
with absolutely no driving privileges for one (1) year. THIS SUSPENSION FOR REFUSAL OF EVIDENTIARY TESTING IS 
SEPARATE FROM ANY OTHER SUSPENSION ORDERED BY THE COURT. 
5. Ifyou take and fail the evidentiary test@) pursuant to Section 18-8002A, Idaho Code: 
A. Your Idaho driver's license or uermit will be seized if you have it in your possession, and if it is current and valid you will be issued 
a temporary permit. ~ e m ~ o r a &  permits cannot be issued to drivers operatkg commercial vehicles. Nan-res~dent iicenses will not be 
seized and shall be valid in Idaho for tlurty (30) days from the service of this notice of suspension, provided h e  license is valid in the I . . - .  . . 
issuing state. 
B. I will serve you with this NOTICE OFSUSPENSION that becomes effective t h i i  days from the date of service on this NOTICE, 
suspending your driver's license or privileges. If this is your fust failure of an evidentiary fest your driver's license or driving 
privileges will be suspendea for ninety (90) days, with absolutely no driving privileges dunng the f i s t  thirty (30) days. You may 
repuest restricted driving privileges for the remaining sixty (60) days ofthe suspension. If this is not your first failure of an,, 
evidentiary test within the last five (5) years, your driver's license or &ving privileges will be suspended for one (1) year wtth 
absolutely no driving privileges of any kind during that period. THIS SUSPENSION, FOR FAILURE OF THE EVlDENTlARY 
TEST(S) IS SEPARATE FROM ANY OTHER SUSPENSION ORDERED BY THE COURT. 
C. You have the right to an administrative hearing'on the suspension befpre the IDAHO 
cause why you failed the evidentiary test and why your driver's Iicege should ~t be suspended. The 
writing and be received by the department within seven (7) calendar days from the date of service 
You also have the right to iudicial review of the Hearing Officer's decision. 
I 1 - 
NOTE: If a blood or urine test was administered, the department may serve aNotice ofSuspension upon receipt of the test results. 
0 DW: BAC L .08 or higher, 818-8002A Refnsai: (original c o p y t o k t )  818-8002 
Operating CMV: BAC is .M to $usthan .08, 818-8002.4 0   peta at in^ CMV: BAC is .08 or higher, ~18-80024 
0 Under 21: BACia .02 tolessIhan.08, $18-8002A 0 Blood Test (mulbpendiig) (i18~8002A Urine Analysis (mule pending) 818-800ZA 
This Section Provides Temporary Driving Privileges. 
Ilf the driver was  operatins a commercial vehicle. this permit will not provide commercial driving privileges of any kind.) - - .  - 
If issued, this pem~it grants the same driving restrictions and privileges a!, those granted by the licensclpermit seized, and sl~all be valid for thirry 
(30) days from the date you were scrved this Nor~cc ofSu~penrion for failure or refusal of the evidentiary test(s), ur~less it is canceled or I 
Coeur d9Aiene City Police Department 
INFLUENCE REPORT 
Contacts - Yes -0 Glasses -Yes _ ~ r =  No Removed Giasses =.=&~ec+-_=- 
Horizontal Gaze Nvstaamus - Eyes track equally Y N Vertical Nvstaamus 
L R No - 
_y y Eye does not pursue smoothly Pupil s ze 
i ~ .  Distinct Nystagmus at maximum deviation 
Yes + 
Dilated 
J 1 Nystagmus onset before 45 degrees - Constricted S 
&P6f";6f";d LZE-K 1 
Comments a.br\l\r %ar. .C.-$. ;b Normal 
(Circle) Surface Gravel Dirt Grass ~rade-ight Mod. Lighting - ~ a y c s t r e e t  Light 
WALK AND TURN - Failed to Follow Directions Y N Comments 
sL.!, t d 4  
Can't keep balance Y& Comments 5 fi crw. \g\ne &.-, lnsbdc~~~,! n6d+ &* ,&hk 
Starts too soon Y QCqmments 1 >fie\ 
Stops too soon Y &omments 
improper Tum @&comments 
UP BACK 
Q Stoas Waikinq [I! 
UP BACK 
C1 Misses Heel to Toe 
BACK 
t i n  s ; i, i -s& ?+ hn-L -b wL.L 
BACK 
& Raises Arms Ci 
UP BACK 
Puts Foot Down 
2 5'sk.os BACK qULrona No. oiSteas * 1: + .
ONE LEG STAND - Failed to Follow birectiond?,~ Comments '.7--\; 1 , ~ 4 -  C C i  \?~+IJ<I~L 
Len- Right & ( Mark which leg was used j 
Swa s whiie N 
Bal2cing . Specifics %>y% h 4 ~ l r  1 1 -e'rn, 
Uses ~ r m s  Y 4. 
TO Balance Specifics 
&@j.pg Y " -0 
Specifics 
a ,/.- 
~ o w n  specirics \ LJ-~\ A&n\VS- 
BC'S - Highest grade completed- Knows English alphabet? Y N 
Failed to Foliow Directions Y N Comments 
(Put a slash over or circle letters missed - Expiain letters stated out of order) 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
\ Counting - Requested count from - to - and then - back to - 
\ Failed to Foliow Dlrectlons Y N Comments / Unusual ActionslStaternents 
DUI Interview 
Miranda mus t  b e  read. understood and waived nr ior  to auestioning. 
Subjects Name h a ~ n  \C %..&i'<, S~X&M-F Daterrime 03 \ oq 1 0 3 
I 
~$36 
Circle - Y for yes and N for no when marking answers to interview. 
Do you have anything in yourmouth? Y @Mouth Checked Y b ~ o r e i g n  Substance Y ~ @ l f  so, what? 
Do you limp? Y B ~ r e  you sick? Y a j u r e d ?  Y 0 What time did the accident occur? - 
Seeing a Dr.? Y& Diabetic? ~ m ~ ~ i i e ~ t i c ?  Y@J Where were you going before you were stopped/accldent? 
Do you take insulin? G> ( \&A- 
Have you taken any medication in the last 24 hours? Y& 
Prescription; Y@> Nun-prefcription?& PIC!.*' I 
Last dose? &?:\km HOW much? 50 y:, 
Cocaine? Y @ Maniuana? Y B ~ t h e r ?  
Do you have impaired vision? Y 0 
Do you wear corrective lenses? Y& 
--. 
Wearing them when stoppedlbefore accident? YO 
Did you work today N l ime got off? 03130 .t3 
Hours of sleep iast night? b 
Were you driving the v e h i c l e 6  N 
Anything mechanically wrong with vehicle? Y.& 
Without looking, whavtime do you think it is? 
6@30 Actual time (LsaVO 
What streetlhighway were you on? p\Liw., \4 A&- Si-^ 
Direction of travel? &Si- 
Where did you start from? %-sw&- What time?- 
What day of the week is it? Actual day A 
V m A - e  ~ ! What CitylCounty are you in? c & ~  A 
What is !he date? (~91 ~ f q j  US Actual day o C 
Have you been drinking alcoholic beverages? @N 
What have you been drinking? Gcec 
How much? 
Who have you been drinking with? 
Have you been involved r injured in any collisions in- Where were you drinking? - / ~ P % C J C . ~  
The past 24 hours? Y 
Time of iast drink? -3 b 
Have you had any alcohol to drinksince you were Do you think your ability to drive was affected by your alcohol 
Stoppedlin fhe collision? Y@ and/or drug usage? 'b/ ~ 5 .  
What? How much? Comments 
Attitude Coordination Clothes Eyes Facial Color Odor of lntox. 
Kcoooerative n GOO^ &Orderlv • Normal Normal None 
~ o o d  Swings @+air tl ~o i led :~ow tj Watery W i u s h e d  C] Faint 
Argumentative Poor Other: n Sleepy Pale 17 Medium 
fl W i n s  Fumbled for C1 Shoes m l o o d s h o t  Other strong CI laughing License Explain: Pupils Dilated ej'Obvious 
CI Other: - 0 Other: Pupils Constrict Cl Other: 
Speech Officer's Opinion Subjects Native Passengers: 
Good (of impairment) Language 
Fair fl Slight 
Repetitive @-Obvious 
Fast fl Extreme 
%&slurred 
0 Incomplete resp: 
i observed the subject during the entire observation period. 
DN 
Dunng that tlme the subject dld no1 vomlt, eat, drlnk smoKe 
Burp, or place any forelgn SUOSlanCe in nlslher moutl, Y& 
I am certified to operate the lntoxiliier 50110 on the date of 
This t e s t 0  N 
PRE-BOOKING INFORMATION SHEET 
Booking # KOOENAI COUNTY PUBUC SAFElY BUILDING 
Name ID # Date ~ ~ \ t 7 q l 0 S  
ARRESTEE: 
Name \\cvr:s c t ~ a n  ky\4.. 
Lasr mr6t Middls 
AKA Th&L. A- a n  
Address \ a7 Mw. e 4, lk 12 
city E)c..\(L A' A- i .?fie ST TQ t i p  S351< 
Home Phone (3 \ d l -  31 Q ( 0  SS
CityIState of Birth A ~ h r  arck , Cb '4-  Employer 1 I 3-05 
D.L. # Q~.3a1f;bg)~ State 5-C) occupation '2d $+.Ac,c Work Phene # 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: 
"fight .% ' li ". weight= Sex&  air& E Y ~ S ~  
qace Glasses Y I@ Conta c4 X+{~F , 
Scars, ~ a r k s , d ~ $ G >  ia- 94 YJ\ & d i p r  
T;A,&\ . mr\ hril *. 
:lothing Description &@sc; s\\~c\. 
ARRESTING OFFICER INFORMA-~ON: 
- 
3ate 1 Time of Location 11 3.5 &&c ,k- ~ i s t f i  
4rresting Officer @. 01% Po Arrival at PSB-.,.&)&O 
. 
ZHARGES AND BAIL: ARREST TYP 
s the arresting officer aware of any mental or physical condition& this inmate may have which might affect hlslher safety or 
lbility to be held without special attention by jail staff? wc, 13 Yes (Explaim) 
Accepted by: "LrCq 
Agency Case # L\ Y X'LS.3 




Locker # 1~38 . 
Location 
Hold For: 
For DUI Charge: 
Was Call Requested 
Was Call Made 
- -  
VEHICLE INFORMATION: 
Jehicle Lic. 1 \ 7 5 x 1  YR- ~ a k d \ I  ~ o d e l ~ d 6  Body Y Door ~ o l o r ( s ~ @  1
Jehicle Disposition fer-3 @ Scpqc? '?\I L-\ EAa \ &% d ( 3 3  Q%S& 
CITIZEN ARREST: I hereby arrest the above named susped on the charge@) indicated and request a peace 






Race Sex DOE P 
I I 
I I I I I 
VICTIM'S RIGHTS INFORMATION: Code: P=Phvsical lni. T=Threat of Phv. Ini. S=Sexual Offense 
Name: Code Mult. Victims Address: Phone: 
I I I yes NO I I. 
RaceISex Aoe DOB Business Address: Bus. Phone: 
I I I I - 
COEUR B'RLENE 
DEPARTMENT romo WORM CITA~IC)N 66' 7 5 2 6 ki 
!.N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE I st JUDICIAL DXSTNCT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, w AND FOR T H ~  COW OF ~ o ~ ~ E ~ A ~  




) 2 Misdemeanor Citation 
Last Name ' .. [ ] Accident Involved 
I .  e ) 
~ i d x e  initial ) [ ] Companion Citation 
, . Attached 
FUC# USDOT TK Census # 
@.Operator 0 Class A 0 Class B L3 Class C &class D I3 Other 
[ 1 G W  26W + [ 1 1, Persons 1' Phcard Hazardo~~s DR
Home Address 1 \%q &3d.C ' 4 kt:a < 
Busmess Address -4 &-"eS . ~ h #  1>L.j-dL 
THE UNDERSIGNED OFFICER (PARTY) HEREBY CERnmES AND SAYS. 
p 1 cahfy I have reasonable grounds, and belteve the abovenamed Defendant, Race 1. 1 
DLorSS# Q ~ Q J S ( - ~  state XX) Se
Height wt. 14 b *air tE5-a E y e s k  ~ ~  
Veh. Lit.# state yhof vehicle % ~ a k e  *a 
Did commit the foUowine a d s )  on 2 0 6  at fiir?\ hours. 
'=\h <.I . d &h\c LI Location i ' . D J & - t a  
Hwv MP. - KGPGPTEMAI County, ~daho.  
j; Date Witnessing Ofi-r Senal#/Address Dept. 
Z 
0 THE STATE OF IDAHO TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT: -c You are hereby summoned to appear before the Clerk of the Magistrate's Court of the, 
5 
9 ~ i t r i c t  court of KQQTENAI county,COEUR D'ALENE, Idaho, 
Z 






0 Defendant's S i p h u e  
I hereby certify service upon the defendant personally on , 20- 
Officer 
NOTICE: See revme side of your copy for PENALTY and COMPLIANCE instructions. 
REOf7DER FROM iM%oSf-gmup.eom r (2081 SBI-7830 - 1-886670~7880 MmE.9 1WW) 
ID IFSR --- 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OFTHE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
KOOTENAI MAGISTRATE DIVISION 




VS. ) AFFIDAVIT 
11 I*,&,J x.+ ) 
, z ~  r .: 
-.. -. Defendant ) 1 
. 7 - 3  
, a Police ofiicer 
employed by the Coeur d'Alene City Police Deparment, do solemnly swearlaifinn 
that the attached reports are hue and correct copies of my original reports and, further, 
that the attached reports and uniform citation are true end correct accounts of the 
incident leading to the arrest on Idaho Unifonn Citation No. ~ 7 & 3  (a in 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
I 
1 STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
t 
i Plaintiff, ) 
I 
1 
vs. ) ORDER FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE 
I 
F\c,pi:s L\ sL,i ) I 1 -t CIlATlON NUMBER t?'? b&'L (- 
I Defendant, ) 
The above-named defendant having been charged with or arrested for, the 
1% - ??&a4 
l 
and the Court having examined the affidavits OT&&-A h 'l\\ w . r s  
, the Court finds probable cause, based on substantial evidence, 
for believing that said offense has been committed and that the said defendant 
committed it. 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that a Warrant or Summons may be issued for 
the arrest of the above-named defendant, or, if the defendant hasbeen arrested without 
Warrant, that the defendant may be detained, and that he/shemay be required to post 
bail prior to being released. 
DATED this day of -20- 
12 
Affiant 
ED to More ne liis u 9 day of 
f ; " .  
i 
Magistrate 
ORDERFINDING PROBABLE CAUSE 
i I'D #I33 

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COU-~EENM IDf 38 
CLERK DISTRICT Cclutv 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
plaintiff, 1 &?-05- a40@ 
VS. ; ORDER FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE 
qcal.fk, La \ Kyl + j , )  
CITATION NUMBER bq s&'& k- 
Defendant, ) 
The abovenamed defendant having been charged with, or arrested for, the 
offense(s) of % a ad & c ~  2% - P ; ~ ~ O L I  
and the Court having examined the affidavits o - T L  h . Y A ) \  fir-* 
, the Court finds probable cause, based on substantial evidence, 
for believing that saidoffense has be? cornmittxi and that the said defendant 
, . 
committed-it. 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that a Warrant or Summons may be issued for 
the arrest of the abovenamed defendant, or, if the defendant has been arrested without 
Warrant, that the defendant may be detained, and that he/she may be required to post 
bail prior to being releas d. 
DATED this 4- day of (20 
ORDER FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE 
PD #I33 
CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
P.O. BOX 489 
COEUR D'ALENE. IDAHO 83816-0489 
\ 
'\-.-.-$TATE OF IDAIQ 
G W N T Y O F K ~ N A ~ ) ~ ~  
FILED: 
TELEPHONE: (208) 769-2323 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL D'I 
I 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) CASE NO. CRM-05-2408 
Plaintiff, ) TICKET NO. 75266 
) AMENDED CRIMINAL 
vs . ) COMPLAINT 
1 for the crime of DUI 
AARON K. HARRIS, ) 
Defendant. ) I.C. Section 18-8004 (1) (a) 
\ 
Amended to reflect the charge of 2nd Offense Driving Under 
the Influence. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
Gounty of Kootenai ) 
n9C+PERSONALLY APPEARED before me this \ 8 
, 20&Fwho being duly sworn, complains and says 
that: 
PART I 
The defendant, AARON K. HARRIS, on or about FEBRUARY 9, 
2005, in the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, was 
under the influence of alcohol, drugs or any other intoxicating 
substances, or any combination of alcohol, drugs and/or any other 
intoxicating substances, or had an alcohol concentration of 0.08, 
while driving or in actual physical control of a motor vehicle 
upon a highway, street or bridge, or upon public or private 
property open to the public, at or about JULIA ST. & MARIE AVE. 
All of which is contrary to Idaho Code, Section 
18-8004(1)(a) and against the power, peace and dignity of the 
State of Idaho. 
AMENDED CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
PART I1 
And further the defendant, AARON K. HARRIS, has pled guilty 
to or been found guilty of one (1) prior violation of any 
substantially conforming foreign criminal violation of Driving a 
Motor Vehicle Under the Influence, to wit: pursuant to RCW 
46.,61.502, within five years from FEBRUARY 9, 2005. 
To wit: in Case No. C509183, on or about JULY 23, 2004, 
under the name of AARON K. HARRIS, in the District Court, of the 
State of Washington, in and for the County of Spokane, said date 
of violation being on or about MAY 14, 2004. 
All of which is contrary to Idaho Code, Sections 18-8005(4) 
and against the power, peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
Said Complainant ther 
to law. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN t 
2 0 ~ 5  
3 
AMENDED CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 

~ I C ~ I ~ O W N O F  ,~m~?.llf, 
WAWSP rL - 1 oo ooURTORI~ CIJko 
THE UNDERSIGNED CERTIFIES AND SAYS THAT IN THE STATE OF WASHINGTON. 
SN\TE EXPIRES PHom 1.0. ON P E R W  
n (@YES U N O  
117 I 1 
FIRST MiDDLE - 
! 
i 
M I P W  IF OTHER THbN DRIVW 
34dr cA-J &door 
ADDRESS CrrY STAIE aP CODE 
L WASHINGTON UNIFORM COURT DOCKET - COURT COPY 
( ) 
W E  W T I O N  DATE [7 l m R P R E E R  NEEDED 
MI OR ABOUT 14PIOUR cl?U 7 1 
AT LOoATlON 
DID OPERATE THE FOLLOWING VEHICLEMOTOR VEHICLE ON A PUBLIC HIGHWAY AND 
' 
STYLE WLOR 
TRUER I ,  UCENSE NO. STATE EXPIRES m. YR. WLER n L~CENSE NO. STATE EXPIRES TR. YR 
I I 
I I I I I I I 




RDORESS STATE l l P  W D E  
I 
WASHINGTON UNIFORM COURT DOCKET - COURT COPY August 2202 . . ... . .. . . . - 
WASHINGTON UNIEORMCOURT DOCKET - DOL Go@ - I ~ u g u ~ t  te-- 
U U ~ ~ ~ V L L ? ~ L *  L ID&).-- , ~ L ~ L ~ ~ I L U I V ~ ~ V U  IL V ~ ~ Y  1 I~Ku..~-Y\'I '~u~\ UW&K Page 1 of 2 
i & WASHINGTON, PLAIK; ';/  CASE^ ,,$a,: - - 
D CITY OF SPOKANE, PLAETDT - L -  
REPORT m E R :  O4q50Sl0 
K D  MATE: JAIL/GEIGER 
* 
gment of GUILTYl(C0  the following sentence: 
I I , I I I I , I 
REPORT DATE: Time:a .m/p.m CI Jail D EHM CI 24 hr DUI Alternative 
0 Weekends or other Cl Auth Geiger Confinement CI Work Release D Work Czew 
Faidily A 0 GPS Active Cl Passive 
s i t a c t  JaiUG-by tel &$ours to arrange a report date. Ci Other 
Jail Phone No. '477-2278 onxo.  477-3255 You must appear at the JaiUGeiger drug and alcohol free. 
Failure to contact or report to jaiUGeiger as ordered could result in issuance of a BENCa WARRANT. 
(ORDER OF RELEASE: D O.R. Defendant C7 Release Defendant RELEASE DATE: 
The Defendant is placed on U Supervised CI Monitored Unmorcitored probation 
months, with the terms listed herein to be completed immediately and complied 
probationary period. DEFEMDANT SEfALL: 
Cl PretPost Investigation due back on 
Device for Cl Sobrietor VICAP CI SCW. 
coho1 evaluation & follow up treatment TmEc Safety School 
Impact Panel a Anger Management Program Cl HIV TestICounseling 
CI D.V. Perp. Evaluation/Treatment CI NCO 0 Have no contact with DOB- 
tl Theft Awareness TraininglClass Cl Sexual Evaluation~Treatment 
e no violationslcharges of any criminal traffic laws 
t drive a motor vehicle until properly licensed and insured to do so 
of alcoholic beverage or controlled substance unless prescribed by a physician 
nrl 
' ACBLOOD READING 2Z'$zII o NO BAC o REFUSAL DRUG RELATED 
Z T S :  @bation& %qOk 
\ 
URe itution by H r  h37g 
Cl BAC Fee - UI Recoupment Fee ~ b f & b W a r r a n t  Fee - 0 Jail Fee - &P.D. ~ e e m -  - - . 
TIME PAY at %* /month s t a r t i n g m  , . c;$D sod t h e m  day of each month thereafter. 
Total amount due: m e  pa3 paid in full by 
Dated in ~~okane , Jp ,  this -&!aay of L J  I 
Defendant's signature 
p.B. nb.* 38' ~ . / / !  ?h K2SC_1? 3& - &&I ., 9.~22.4 
Mendant's address and phoneiii;J I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THE RIGETS, CONDITIONS AND WARNlNGS ON BOTa SIDES OFTEI $&@ 
J&S/Commit/hob. Order F1620 (REV2104) COURT- white PROBATION-canary DEFENDANT-pink DEB COUNSEbblue PROS - green 
REV. 05-04 
FILED 
JUL 2 3 2004 
COUNTY DIS~RICT 
I SPOKANE DISTRICTlMUNICIPAL COURT OF WASHINGTON I 
FOR THE COUNTY OF SPOKANE I 
COUNTY OF SPOKANE 
[ ] ClTY OF SPOKANE 
Plaintiff 
~40.0S K An,; s 
Defendant. 
STATEMENT OF DEFENDANT ON 
PLEA OF GUILTY 
1. My true name is 4 ha& < &Q-L~'c, 
2. My age is 2s‘ 
3. I went through the l a- grade. 
4. I HAVE BEEN INFORMED AND FULLY UNDERSTAND THAT: 
(a) I have the right to representation by a Iawyer and that if I cannot afford to pay for a lawyer, 
one will be provided at no expense to me. 
The elements are: 
5. I UNDERSTAND THAT I HAVE TEE FOLLOWING IMeORTANT RIGHTS, AND I GlVE 
THEM ALL UP BY PLEADING GUILTY: 
(a) The right to a speedy and public trial by an impartial jury in the county where the crime 
is alleged to have been committed; 
STATEMHNT OF DEl%h?DANT ON PLEA OF GUILTY - Page I of 4 
CrRLJ-04.0200 (OSl2002) - CrRLJ 4.2(g) 
(b) The right to remain silebt before and during trial, and the right to refuse to testify against 
myself; 
(c) The right at trial to hear and question the witnesses who testify against me; 
(d) The right at trial to testify and to have witnesses testify for me. These witnesses can be 
made to appear at no expense to me; 
(e) I am presumed innocent unless the charge is proven beyond a reasonable doubt or I enter 
a plea of guilty; 
(0 The right to appeal a finding of guilt after a trial. 
6. IN CONSIDERING THE CONSEQUENCES OF MY GUILTY PLEA, I UNDERSTAND 
THAT: 
(a) The crime with which I am charged carries a maximum sentence of 36 b- days in jail 
and a $5660 fme. 
(c) The judge does not have to follow anyone's recommendation as to sentence. The judge can 
give me any sentence up to the maximum authorized by law no matter what the 
pmsecuting authority or anyone else recommends. 
(d) The judge may place me on probation for up to fivc years if I am sentend under RCVir 
46.61.505s or up to two years for alt other offenses and impose conditions ofprobation. If 
the court orders me to appear at a hearing regarding my compliance with probation and I 
fail to attend the hearing, the term of probation will bc tolled until.1 appear before the court 
on the record. 
(e) The judge may require me to pay costs, fees and assessments authorized by taw. The 
judge may also order me to make restitution to any victims who lost money or properly as 
a result of crimes I committed. The maximum amount of restitution is double the amount 
of the loss of all victims or double the amount of my gain. 
(0  If I am not a citizen of the United States, a plea of guilty to an offense punishable as a 
crime under state law is grounds for deportation, exclusion from admission to the United 
States, or denial of naturaIization pursuant to the laws of the United States. 
NOTIFICATIONRELATING TO SPECIFIC CRIMES: IF ANY OF THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS 
APPLY. THE BOXSHOULD BE CHECKED AND THE PARAGRAPH INITIALED BY THE 
DEFENDAM: 
I ]g Thecrimeof &&- has a mandatory minimum 
sentence of 2- days in jail and % / 0 7a tine plus costs and 
assessments. The law does not allow any reduction of this sentence. 
STATEMNT OF DEITNDANT ON PLEA OF GUILTY - Page 2 of 4 
CrRLJ-!l4.0200 (0812002) - CrRW 4.2(g) 
[ Jh If this crime or a drug offense associated with 
for the human immunodeficiency 
(AIDS) virus. 
[ ]i This plea of guilty will result in suspension or revocation of my driving license or privilege 
by the Department of Licensing for a period of I u&n . This period may not 
include suspension or revocation based on other matt&. 
[ 3 IunderstandthatI , or have under my control any firearm unless my 
of record and that I must immediately smnder  any 
[ ]k If this crime involves a for state and federal education benefits 
will be affected. 20 
f l  If this case involves driving while under the influence of alcohol and/or being in actual 
physical control of a vehicle while under the influence of alcohol andlor drugs, I have been 
in rmed and understand that I will be subject to 
the penalties described in the "DUI" Attachment. P! OR 
[I  thesepenalties: The mandatory minimum sentence of days in jail, 
days of electronic home monitoring and $ monetary 
penalty. I will also be required to drive only motor vehicles equipped with an ignition . .. 
interlock device for years. My driving privilege will be suspended orrevoked by 
the Department of Licensing for the period of time stated in paragraph 6(i). In lieu of the 
- - .  
minimum jaii-term, the judge may order meito serve . . daysin . 
electmiic home monitoring. If 1 do not havea dweliing, telephone service, or any other 
necessity to opkrateelectronic home monitoring;if I live out of state;or.if the judge 
determines I would violate the terms of electronic home monitorhg, the judge may waive 
electronic home monitoring and impose an alternative sentence which niay include 
additional jail time, work crew or work camp. 
[ ]m I understand that if with a minor in the second 
or attempt, solicitation or 
involving a minor, as defmed 
sheriff as described in 
[ In If this crime involves or communication with a minor for immoral 
purposes, I will be sample collected for purposes of DNA 
identification 
7. I plead guilty to the crime of ~h..f~ / ( A  / as charged 
in the complaint or citation and notice. I have received ;copy of that complaint or citation and 
notice. 
8. I make this plea .freely and voluntarily. 
STATEMENT OF DEFENDANT ON PLEA OF GUILTY - Page 3 of 4 
CrRLJ04.0200 (0812002) - CrRLJ 4.2(g) 
9. No one has threatened harm of any kind to me or to any other person to cause me to make this plea. 
10. No person has made promises of any k i d  to cause me to enter this plea except as set forth in this 
statement. 
1 1. The judge has asked me to state in my own words what I did that makes me guilty of this crime. 
This is my statement: 
m s t c a d  of making a statement, I agree that the court may review the police reports andlor a 
v 
statement of probable cause supplied by the prosecution to establish a factual basis for the plea 
12. My lawyer has explained to me, and we have fully discussed, all of the above paragraphs. I 
understand them all. 1 have been given a wpy of this "Statement of Defendant on Plea of Guilty." 
I have no further questions to ask the judge. /' 
Date: 7 - 2 3  -d 
I have read and discussed this statement with the 
defendant and believe that the defendant is competent 
and fully understands the statement. 
The foregoing statement was signed by the defendant in open court in the presence of the defendant's lawyer 
and the undersigned judge. The defendant asserted that (check the appropriate box): 
[ ] (a) The defendant had previoudy nz& or 
[ ] @) The defendant's lawyer had previously read to hi or her, or 
[ 1 (c) An interpreter had previously read to the defendant the entire statement above and 
understood it in full. 
I find the defendant's DIM of d l t v  to be knowingly, intelligently and v & ! /  ntari made. De !&ndant 
understands the ch &e e~nsequences 
defendant is guilty as 
DATED: 
STATEMENT OF DEFENDAW ON PLEA OF GUILTY - Page 4 of 4 
CrRLJ-04.0200 (0812002) - CrRLJ 4.2(g) 
I 
w ~ ~ w ~ ~ a s I . w  
u COURS 
(D 
Department of Licensing - DUI Administrative Sanctions and Reinstatement Provisions 
3 (As amended through Juiv 27,2003) - - s a 
E 





Note: An individual convicted of DUI or physical control will have hisker driving privilege placed in probationary stahis for five years from the 
date hdshe is eligible to reinstate hisher driver's license (see RCW 46.61.5055 and 46.20.355). An individual granted a deferred 
prosecution under RCW 10.05.060 will have hisker driving privilege placed on probationary status for five years from the date of the 




Minors With 0.02 or 
Greater 
. . 
. .. ... . . <. i ..': . . , .  *: .-:,, RE~.ij&fq&q~&FOR:-ij*A'i;EMENT OFa~mNC.PmdiF;;:j : , . : , ;, 
... >.: :.,, ... . . .. :, .. . , > . 'r~:::.. :.,*2:. . :. .,.... . . .~ ...?.. , . . . . . . . . , .  , . , . ,  ,. : .- .. ,... .. '. . .  . - , . . . . .. .. . . , ' . . . 3  




Adults With 0.08 or 
One Year License Revocation 
One Year License Revocation 
90 Day License Suspension 
m I I 
(D 
I 
a * If suspension or revocation is the result of a criminal conviction, the driver must also show proof of either,(l) enrollment and satisfactory 






Two Year License Revocation 
Two Year License Revocation Or Until Age Twentv-One Whichever Is 
First Adminisfrative Action 
90 Day License Suspension 
One Year License Revocation Or Until Age Twenty-one Whichever Is 
Longer 
8 File and maintain proof of financial responsibility for the future 
with the Department of Licensing as provided in chapter 46.29 RCW 
8 Pay $150 driver's license reissue fee 
Driver's ability test NOT required 
$150 Reissue Fee Effective June 11. 1998 
- 
Longer ! i  , ' 
Second or Subsequent Administrative Action 
Two Year License Revocation 
File and maintain proof of financial responsibility for the future with the 
Department of Licensing as provided in chapter 46.29 RCW 
Pay $150 &ver's license reissue fee 
Satisfactorily complete a driver's ability test 
I I (1)DUI (RCW 46.61.502) (oran eqoivalent lo& ordinance) charged W h D U I o r P .  Cont, or on equiv(11ent ~oea lo~&&~e.  or (1) DUI ( R W  46.61.502) (*or equivalent locayordinance) (2)Phys. Cant (RCW46.61.504) (or an equivalmt local Veh. Homicide (RCW 46.61.520) or Veh. Assmrlt (RCW46.61.522) (2) Phys. Cont (RCW 46.61.504) (or equiv. Localordinance) ordinance) (I) Neg. Driving 1st (RW.46.61.5249) (3)Neg. Driving 1st (RCW 46.61.5249, or equiv. Local ord.),jf (3) Veh. Homicide (RCW46.61.520) or Veh. A ~ a u l t  (RCW (2) Reckless Drivihg (RCW 46.61.500) rlte oerson war ori~inollvchmedwith Drlior Pkvr rnnt 
"mthh seven years" m- thzl themest far aprior offense(r) occurred withb seven yean ofthe mert for thecunentaffeorc. (3s definedin RCW 46.615055) 
Alcohol Concentration Less Than I No Prior Offenses FYiltin Pas! Seven I One Prior Offense HJithirr Past Seven I Two or .More Prior Offenses U'itltirt Past 





.15 or No Test Result Years Years Seven Years 
" , ~ ~ o~~~ ~- ... - ~,-. -- ... 
far on equiv. Local ordi. or Veh. Horn (aCW4661520i or 
Jail Time*** 
Electronic Home Monitoring* 
Fine 
* ~ l e c l r & n l c ~ ~ m e  Monitorisg: ng in lieu of the mandatory minimum jail time. C o r n  may waive electmnic home monitorkg in witing stating the reasons 
thedareand facts mliedupoa with simikpunitiveconsequences. RCW 46.61.5055 
Vek Assault fRCR46.61.522) (4) Equiv. out.af.srature for any of the above offenses 
11-365 Days (24 consecutive hours non- 130-365 Days (30 days non- 190-365 (90 days non-suspendable) 
Driver's License '. 
I&itio&nterlock Device 
** IgniIion InterlackDevire mD): mandatory f o r  subscqumt m) rqirpments under RCW 46.20.720 will be imposed by DOL. For application in DUI Deferred Prosecution. see: RCU' 
10.05.140. If the violation a a  undm 16 was in the vehicle, the court must ordn insmllation and use of I D  for at leal 60 days or exlend apreviourly imposed I D  requirement by at least 
(41 Equiv. out.of.sUmte for any of the above offenses 
suspendable) 
In Lieu of Mandatory Minimum Jail 
Time, Not Less Than 15 Days 




July 22,2001, the cam must impose an additioml of$50. RCW 46.64.055. PSEA assessment applies. 
wlstatutory assessments****) 
90 Day Suspension 
Court may order** 
*yright~003 Stateof Washmgton A Omce of the Courts. AU Rights Reserved 
Sentendag Grld Effective July 27,2003 
suspendable) 
60 bays 
$5~@$5,900 ($1,078 total minimum 
Printing and Lamination CorcResyofthe 
Washington T d c  Safety Commission 
,-I. 
1.20 Days i! , :  , 
i,. '/ 
$1,000-$5,d00'($1,928 total fme ‘r' 
finewlstatutory assessments****) 
TWO Year Revocation 
One Year** 
K~CO~OW'DIU~E~~. of;Treatmeqt 
Moho1 Con5entration at  ~ k a s t  .15 
In Lieu of Mandatory Minimum Jail 
T i e ,  Not Less Than 30 Days 
$50055.000 ($1,078 total minimum fur $/50-$5,000 ($1,503 torsi minimum $1,500-$5,&0 ($2,778 total minimum tine 
wistatutory assessments****) ne wlstatutory assessments****) wlstatutory assessments****: r'. 
'. I 
Driver's ~ < ~ n s e : -  '. :: 1 \ One Year Revocation &00;Day Revocation Four Year Revocation . 1 
lanition In&rlockQevi~c -; I \ One Year** //one Year** One Year** 
.Alcohov~&~ Ed;.& ~ria&edt \ As Determined by the Court / IAS Determined by the Court As Determined by. the COW 1' . I 
As D e t e r g k W q 3 t t . l  \ 
p&& Offenses Within ~ a s t ~ e v e p j  
/ Years 
wlstatutory assessments****: 
Three Year Revocation 
One Year** 
{or bre&&k:or Test Ref8 
Jail Ti&*** -j - & ,, ; - -  < ~ .  : # 6  i, 
I i. -- . - .,. :. . ,  
sal ,
2-365 Days (2 co.nsecutive days non- 65 Days (45 days non- 120-365 Days (120 days non-suspendable) 
suspendable) 
&Determined by the Court 
One Prior Offense Within Past 
\ .  Seven Years 
As Determined by the Court 




S7iRST .JUDICIAL DICTRICT COURT. STATEOF IDAKC), COTmTV .OF JLOOlXlrYH 
h. 
272 YL ~ ~ ? . ~  1 JE, PO. ED^ W, COm D'PLLEII, 3 p BS!~7LdP330 
'-. -- ., . 
STATE OF ;UhEO V 
~ O ~ P ; ~ ?  
The defendant having been fully advised of hielher statutory and constitutional rights including the flght to be represented by counsel, and 
17 Been advised of right to couft appointed counsel if indigent 
CI efendant waived right to counsel 17 Judgment--Not Guilty 
Defendant represented by counsel $' 17 Judgment on Trial--Guilty . 
Eljudgment, Plea of Guilty1 Rights Waived 17 Judgment for Defendant / Infraction 
• Withheld Judgment Accepted 17 Judgment for state / infraction 
Dismissed 01 Bond Forfeited / ConvictionEntered - Case Closed 
17 Bond Forfeited / Dismissed 
MONIESORDEREDPAID: A $2.00 handling fee will be imposed on each installment. 
~ i n e  /Penalty $ /. Costs $28- 5lf t%$Probatlon Fee $10.00 Suspended $ zaf=-' 
WPay by a ~ ~ p  , or enroll in time payment program BEFORE due date. 
CI Community Service hours by Setup Fee $ Insurance Fee $ 
17 Reimburse 
Restitution 
BBond Exonerated, provided that any deposit shall first be applied pursuant to Idaho Code 19-2923 in satisfaction of outstanding fines, kes 
and costs w~th any rema~nder to be refunded to the postlng party. 
C] No Contact Order, as condition of bond, terminated. 
/ $0 days, Suspended / Yo days, Credit byS 
U Repoftto Jail - 
elease 
Work Release Authorized (if you qualify) q In-Home Monitoring 
Sheriff's Community Labor Program in lieu of Jail (I you qualify) *O hours by -- cj? -05- Must sign up within 7Qs. 
DRIVINGPRIVILEGESSUSPENDED 1'2d dayscommencing .. m w  ? . fL& 
REINSTATEMENT OF DRIVING PRIVILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED before ydu can drive. Apply to DRIVER'S SERVICES, P.O. Box39. 
Boise, ID. 83707-1 129. 
Temporary Driving Privileges Granted commencing 
To, from and for work purposes1 required medical carelcourt orbred alcohol program lcommunity sewice. Must cany proof ol wit 
schedule and liability insurance at all times. Not valid if insurance expires. 
PROBATION ORDERED FOR YEAR(S) ON THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: ClSupewised - See Addendum 
Violate no federal, state or local laws more serious than an infraction. C]Commit no similar offenses. 
Maintain liability insurance on any vehicle that you drive. 
Do not operate a motor vehicle with any alcohol in your bloodstream. 
You must submit to any blood alcohol concentration test requested of you, with reason bie cause, by a peaceofficer. 
P Obtain a Substanc Abuse,- Evaiuation, and file proof of evaluation, within 0 days. Enroll &*ULIwI? program, and file proof, within L--" days. File proof of completion within day 
ISj Notify the court, in writing, of any address change within 10 days. Agrees to accept future sewice by mail at the last known address. 
!J Interlock ignition device required on vehicle for year(@. To be installed per attached addendum. 
THESUSPENDEDPENALTIESARESUBJECTTOYOUR COMPLIANCE WITH ALLJJRMSHEqElN 
THEDEFENDANTHASTHERIGHTTO APPEAL 
THIS JUDGMENT WITHIN 42 DAYS 
Judge # 37/ 
Copies To: 
Def. 1 C Def. ~ t t y .  1 @- [ 1 p r o s .  [ I Other n 
iW Jail (fax 446-1407) [ ] KCSO RECORDS fax 446-1307 (re: NCO) A m n. on,.. - r r r  t n,..+tnr r e r n  r 1 nhnp ,fnu AAG-laan) nRPssl4b6 nanutv CI 
C I T Y  ATTORNEY'S O F F I C E  .- PROS. 
7 1 0  E . MULLAN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 8 3 8 1 4  
TELEPHONE : (208 ) 7 ' 6 9 - 2 3 2 3  
I N  THE D I S T R I C T  COURT O F  THE F I R S T  J U D I C I A L  D I S T R I C T  O F  THE 
STATE O F  IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY O F  KOOTENAI 
STATE O F  IDAHO, 
P l a i n t i f f ,  
V S  . 
AARON KYLE HARRIS, 





D e f e n d a n t .  
i 
) A P P L I C A T I O N  
) TO SHOW CAUSE WHY 
) PROBATION SHOULD NOT 
) B E  REVOKED AND/OR 





COMES NOW, MICHAEL C . GRIDLEY, C i t y  A t t o r n e y  for C o e u r  
d 'Alene, K o o t e n a i  C o u n t y ,  Idaho, and respectful ly  applies t o  t h e  
above-entitled C o u r t  f o r  an  order d i r ec t ing  the  defendant i n  t h i s  
act ion t o  appear before t h e  above-entitled C o u r t  t o  s h o w  cause 
w h y  t h e  probation h e r e i n  should n o t  be revoked, o r  t o  s h o w  cause 
w h y  t h e  defendant should not be he ld  i n  c o n t e m p t ,  pursuant t o  
Idaho C o d e  Section 7 - 6 0 1  e t  seq. P l a i n t i f f ,  i n  support of sa id  
applicat ion,  presents t o  the C o u r t  t h e  f o l l o w i n g :  
T h a t  on May 09, 2005 , the  C o u r t  entered an  order or 
j u d q m e n t  requir inq  t h e  above named defendant t o  c o m p l v  w i t h  
OBTAIN A SUBSTANCE ABUSE EVALUATION AND FILE PROOF BY JULY 8, 2005 
APPLICATION TO SHOW CAUSE: 
That t h e  f i l e s  and records of t h i s  case show t h a t  the  above 
named defendant had personal knowledge of s a id  order o r  judgment. 
That t h e  above named defendant has f a i l e d  t o  comply with 
s a i d  order o r  judgment. 
WHEREFORE, i t  i s  respectfully requested t h a t  t h e  defendant 
be ordered t o  show cause why his/her probation should not  be 
revoked, o r  t o  show cause why he/she should not  be held i n  
contempt, and tha t  s a i d  defendant be returned t o  t h i s  Court 
forthwith f o r  pronouncement of judgment and sentence. 
DATED t h i s  z+day of July ,  2005. 
i s t a n t  City Attorney 
MICHAEL C . GRIDLEY 
Ci ty  Attorney 
APPLZCATION TO SBOW CAUSE: 
First Judicial District Court, State of Idaho 
In and For the County of Kootenai 
324 W. Garden Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ldaho 83816-9000 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
P l a i n t i f f ,  ) 
vs . ) Case No: CR-2005-0002408 
Aaron K Harr i s  ) 
1127 W Marie S t  #12 ) AFFIDAVIT OF THE RECORD FOR 
Coeur dqAlene,  I D  83815 ) ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE - PROBATION 
DOE : REVOCATION/CONTEMPT 
) Judge: penny E. Fr ied lander  
1 
Jamie K. Miller, being first duly swom, deposes and says: 
1. I am a Records Custodian employed by Kootenai County District Court. I have 
reviewed the file and records in this case. 
2. An Order or Judgment was entered in this case on May 9,2005 requiring the above 
named defendant to comply with conditions of probation including; 
OBTAIN A SUBSTANCE ABUSE EVALUATION AND FILE PROOF BY JULY 8,2005 
3. The records in this case show that the defendant had personal knowledge of the 
court's order or judgment according to the distributionlmailing. 
4. The defendant has willfully failed to comply with said order according to court 
records: 
[ ] a copy of the failure to comply report is attached 
~ r o o f l v e r i f i c a t i o n  of com~liance reauired, but not 
/ submitted 
subscribed & sworn to before me Monday, July 25,200 
. $ .  <: . ,. 
Copies and attachment(s) serit by affiant Monday, July 25,2005 via interoffice mail to: 
Michael Gridley Coeur d' Alene PA 
AFFIDAVIT OF THE RECORD FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE-PROBATION REVOCATIONICONTEMPT 
FIRST JUDICIAL D T C T  COURT? SXKl'EU# W-v! u v u r v a  s u r n  -- - 
322 W. GARDE1\T T, P.O. 3 3 ~ ~  5?000, COFXXRD'ALENE, ' '<,,0 ~ 8 1 6 ~ ~  
4LJ :I 
CATE Q F ~ A H O .  v , ,, . mi- 
ARORKIIILBRIS 
- 2' 3 - 9 -0 5 ~ ~ 1 j . m  
37W.3VYlffIE.ST#12,,.. o m I y ~  .ID:- , ,, , ,,. .". . ,- ." ,,,, . *.,.. ,..,. ",,. .,. ..: .~ .$?, ' ,,.,: ,,.+.< .. , . ,.,... .. 
...#w?, r*.*..m".w,*v;a*~L* .opt,1ERR1p. ,, .,-.. - $I?!: .,,, *..,*." .... *u,,,arir*? ,.*,r".~r-rw. ...,.,. I .<,,,, ..* ..,. . ,*%,, 
OR 11114- & $ a + & ~ ~ ~ C O ~ D  
WE tt ~zan I innnzdna  CITATION ft 75 
The defendant having been fully advlsed of hlslher statutoiy and constitutional rights includ~ng the r~ght to be represented by counsel, and 
Been adviaad of tight to court appointed counsel H indigent 
C1 Judgment--Not Guilty 
Judgment on Trial--Guilty 
, ~udgrnent, Plea of Guilty I Rights Waived • Judgment for Defendant I Infraction 
0 Withheld Judgment q Accepted • Judgment for State / Infraction 
Dismissed C1 Bond Forfeited / Conviction Entered - Case Closed 
Cl Bond Forfeited I Dismissed 
MONIESORDERED PAID: A $2.00 handling fee will be i ed cf~ each installment. @ 
plr[~ine /penalty$ 1, Costs $ ~ f d f d 6 q P r o b a l ~ o n  Fee $10.00 suspended $m 
@pay by , or enroll in t ~ m e  payment program BEFORE due date. 
El Community Senice hours by Setup Fee $ Insurance Fee $ 
~ e s t i ~ i w , -  
BBond  Exonerated, provided that any de osit shall first be ap lied pursuant to Idaho Code 19-2923 in satisfaction of outstanding Cnes, fees J' and costs with any rema~nder to be ref nded to the postlng [arty. 
U N o  Contact Order, as  condition of bond, terminated. 
/ 9 0 days, Suspended / 70 days, Credit days 
(if you qualify) Dln-Home Monitoring 
SheWs Community Labor Program in lieu of Jail (it you quality) YO hours by @ - 9 -0.5- Must sign up within 7 days. 
DRIVING PRIVILEGESSUSPENDED f 98 dysmmnc ing  . / l p 4 / e ~  ? . 2 a 5 
REINSTATEMENT OF DRIVING PRIVILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED before ydu can drive. Apply to DRIVERS SERVICES, P.O. Box 7129, 
Boise, ID. 83707-1 129. 
0 Ternporav Dtiving Piivileges Granted commencing 
To, from and$# work purposeslrequlrecl medical careicoutiorderod alcohol progremlcommunlty sewice. Must cany proof of work 
sohodule and llabillty insurance at all times. Not valid i f  insurance expires. 
PROBATION ORDERED FOR YEAR(S) ON THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: ~ ~ u ~ e r v i s i d  - See Addendum 
Violate no federal, state or local laws more serious than an infraction. UCommit no similar offenses. 
Maintain liability insurance on any vehicle that you drive. 
Do not operate a motor vehicle with any alcohol in your bloodstream. 
Youmust submit to any blqod alcohol condentration test requested of you, wlth reason bie cause, by a peace officer. 
Obtain a Substanc A b u i e l ~ E v a l u a l i o n ,  and flle proof of evaluation, within /? 0 ' days. ,.. . 
Enroll i n ; m o  h n e f l .  . . program, and file proof, within - days. File proof of completion within I days. 
Notify the court, in writing, of andddress change within 10 days. Agrees to accept future service by mail at the last known address. 
Interlock ignition device required on vehicle for 
$ ., 
year(s). To be installed per attached addendum. 
q Other . , 
THESUSPENDED PENALTIES ARESUBJECTTOYOUR COMPLIANCEWITH ALWRMSHENIN 
THEDEFENDANTHASTHE RIGHTTOAPPEAL 
THIS JUDGMENT WITHIN42DAYS 
Date Judge # ??/ 
Copies To: 
Def. I e Def. Any. I 1 1 pros.,- 1 I 0 t h e r L  
Jall (fax 446-1407) [ ] KCSO RECORDS tax 446-1307 (re: NCO) - --- 
1 ...*I+-- r ? r n m  Sarv I 1 AMP (fax 446-B99B Da dqb6 Deoutv CI 
'-,, 
- - /  ,3 
COEUR DALENL: l.'itiT/,'ri') ~~xo~IIvl.lOl~h(.il 
PDLICE.WP~~ m ; I D * H o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A T I O N , . . . , N P  3 7  5 2 6 9 
'-4' 
IN THE: ~gjma COURT o p  
. . sTAm Y\I ~ N P ) ~ ~ ~ ~ $ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O O T E N A I  
. . . . . . .  ,. ~ + , , ~ 3 3 , S . , ~ > < . l  ?,, :1 $u'* ,>,,!,IC, 1 'Q*nrvv - 7:) ?11 - 
t ,I,.,t-: S T A ~ O P  IDAHO ,,~IP .r,. ,rikrej imxij ).+nS,i C O ~   AN^ S&ON~' 
. , . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
-. ..... 
I .  Q- 
,. ; ).)-- tn4isrw ip)'~c~,iiPan;&~citation . . . . . . . . . .  . 
First Name " ' " ' ~ d ~ l e ' l n i t i ~  , ~ > o ~ j r , )  :.. bl,> 7f;yp 01 i v h t  ' Attichid, - ,. ,;,,,. :.,:,;: ,, . . 
. .  ~ U S W T T K C . ~ U ~ #  
s { . * ~ ~ : q ~ ~  .~;!:J:~,,. f :)i. . :. , :'r J ,  .................. . . .  I i l l  , 
<Operator .;O-C3ass A -..D.Class B .'I2 ~ l a i a l & : , ~ : ~ l a w ~  ' r T I  Mher' 
[ 1 GVWR 2 ,  + [ 1 %+ P e r m  4, Placard Ii&rdom a M  DR#4- 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i d \ & g  W&r:r.'. 4 613 pd'~. 0 .  R.?F1.? 
4 tkcarenr i r :  Business Addreas T A \  ph# LLI - 
1- __ .- - - 
Vio. #1 %bT *? 
Code Section 
, ~ 
,,r.i,t.. i ..., ,.( ,.., ezmsmbh 
.. ,. ..: -, . . . . . . . .  .. > .,., , 
~ocation 7CAk 4 . d d c  l*r CD4r;a, .  
MP. KOOTENAI ' %y.. County, Idaho. 
i.,:. ... , !3~4,ili19!r'g- . . y \ .:. : , ; . :  . . . . . . .  : ;  . , :  .\L\L311 .: . '( ,lrmO 
.- ,, .,a% ~ f ~ . : l ~ , ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ f i ~ ~ p e a y ; i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ . ~ . ~  , ,  i &,ji&,,'qdreae ' ~ t ,  
? .  . . . . .  
, :. ! . . . . . . .  .....-. !:*:.$:*#;.:* . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  % ,s... 
, , j  ' '  ~ 
- 'F' .- w Date -~itn~inp'Gfflc&~' : .:, !, Serii?#/Address Dept. 
z .  " .  ........ THE STATE OFIDAHOTOTH~~ A B O V E N ~ D E P E N D ~  
You are hereby summonedd.t6 appedbefore the Clerk of the Magistrate's COM of the . . . . . .  ........... . . . . .  '"3 . . 
o ~ i ~ t i ~ t  court of KOOTENAI : ' ~ o u n t ~ , C o E U R  D'ALENE, Idaho, 
Defendant's Signature ... 
. 
_. . : I he&y qtify.ee.~+ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ e f ~ d a n ~ ~ ~ m o n a l l ~ ~ ~ o n  . . ,20- ,. . 
3 ; :3 , !.! .. 1 .m& ' 
NOTICE: See revere side of'your copy'for PENALTY and COMPLIANCE instructions. 
C I T Y  ATTORNEY'S O F F I C E  - PROS. 
7 1 0  E . W L L A N  AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 8 3 8 1 4  
TELEPHONE: (208 ) 7 69-2323 
I N  THE D I S T R I C T  COURT O F  THE F I R S T  J U D I C I A L  D I S T R I C T  O F  TKF, 
STATE O F  IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY O F  KOOTENAI 
STATE O F  IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CRM-05-002408 
P l a i n t i f f ,  ) 
) 
7,  el ORDER T O  SHOW CAUSE WHY 
AARON KYLE HARRIS, 
1127 MARIE AVE # 12 
CDA, 
D o B r SSN:  
om: ) 
D e f e n d a n t .  ) 
PROBATION SHOULD NOT 
BE RWOKED AND/OR . . 
DEFENDANT HELD I N  
CONTEMPT 
U p o n  t h e  application of t h e  C i t y  At to rney ,  and upon 
e x a m i n a t i o n  of t h e  C o u r t ' s  f i l e ,  n o w ,  therefore, 
ove n a m e d  defendant appear 
, 20&, a t  jO,i29 & - m -  
o r  as soon thereafter as counsel m a y  be heard, a t  the  c o u r t r o o m  
of t h i s  C o u r t  t o  s h o w  cause w h y  t h e  probation i m p o s e d  he re in  
should not  be revoked and sentence i m p o s e d ,  o r  t o  s h o w  cause w h y  
t h e  sa id  defendant should n o t  be held  i n  c o n t e m p t .  
E N T E m D  t h i s  1 day of , 2 0 6  














STATE OF IDAHO, 
DEPUTY 
FIRST DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE, P.O. BOX 9000 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83816-9000 
Defendant 
CR- 
ORDER AFTER HEARING ON 
PROBATION VIOLATION / 
CONTEMPT 
A HEARING WAS CTED on the date set forth below. 
The defendant ersonally appeared [ I  was not present 
The Defendant having been fully advised of histher statutory and constitutional rights including the 
right to be represented b counsel, and the right to have court appointed counsel if indigent, 
and the Defendant was represented by counsel A [ I  waived the right to counsel 
[ 1  The court conducted a hearing and received evidence. 
[I tipulation entered into by both parties was received by the court. 4 efendant admitted to the violation. The court finds that the admission is knowingly and voluntarily entered. 
[ I  The State submitted a motion to dismiss. 
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the 
&court finds that his probation by 
I 
[ I  Court finds that the Defendant is in contempt of Court for a knowing and willful violation of the 
Court's previously entered judgment by 
[ ] Hearing failed to show that the Defendant violated the terms of probation; 
[ ]  Hearing failed to show that the Defendant is in contempt; 
[ ] Probation Violation 1 contempt proceeding is dismissed. 
~ n n c n  r-rn ucrnnrnr r r r t  n a n a r r n n a l  \ , a n #  a T I n L I # ~ ~ k I T E . I r % T  4 nn? 0-.. 4 inn 
THE COURT IMPOSES THE FOLLOWING PENALTIES UPON THE DEFENDANT: 
MONIES ORDERED PAID: $c$2.00 handling fee is imposed on each installment 
H ~ i n e l ~ e n a l t y  $ g- Suspended $ 
WTo be paid by 1 1 3 - Pay $ per month, to begin 
[ I  Community Service - hours by Setup Fee $ Insurance Fee $ 
Defendant must sign up for community service within ten (10) days of the date this order is signed 
and pay all sign-up fees and workman's compensation fees; 
[ I  Sign-up fee waived [ I  Workman's compensation fees waived 
[ I  Defendant shall reimburse Kootenai County for costs of defense in the amount of 
$ payable by 
[ J Bond Exonerated I ] Applied to Fine and CostsIReturn Remainder, if any. 
INCARCERATION ORDERED: 
 ail , /O , days, Credit days. 
Report to Jail i 1 1 3  / 7 at .#a . m. 
Release 
Work Release Authorized [ I  In-Home Monitoring 
[ I  Defendant may perform hours by on the Kootenai 
County Sheriff's Community Labor Program, in lieu of said jail, or report to the Jail on the same 
date at 6:00 p.m. to serve the full jail time. Defendant must sign up at the Jail within seven (7) 
calendar days for the Labor Program. 
IT IS FURTHER OR 
VfDefendant may 
and submitting written proof to the Court before // / 3 . /  Z-d7 . If such is not com- 
pleted and the written proof is not delivered prior to ihat bate, then the Defendant must report to 
jail as ordered above.. 
[ I  The probation previously imposed shall continue on the same terms and conditions and shall 
not expire until 
[ I  The probation shall be extended to 
[ I  Additional terms of probation shall include: 
[ I  The probation shall be supervised. (See Supervised Probation Addendum attached.) 
[ I  The probation is hereby terminated. 
[ The probation shall be terminated on 
gbnher: -we AP~-  
JUDGE / 
COPIESTO: ee I ]  JAIL [ ]  COM. SERVICE 
[ I  OTHER 
C I T Y  ATTORNEY'S O F F I C E  - PROS.  
"- STATE DF IDAi.10 
couw OF K.OGTENAI ss 
TILED: 
7 1 0  E . MULLAN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 8 3 8 1 4  
TELEPHONE: ( 2 0 8  ) 7 6 9 - 2 3 2 3  
I N  THE DISTRICT COURT O F  THE F I R S T  J U D I C I A  E 
STATE O F  IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY O F  KOOTENAI 4 
STATE O F  IDAHO, 
P l a i n t i f f ,  
v s  . 
AARON KYLE HARRIS, 
1 1 1 2  E. HASTINGS AVE. 
CDA, ID 8 3 8 1 5  
DOB SSN:  
OLN: 
D e f e n d a n t .  
) 




) T O  SHOW CAUSE WHY 
) PROBATION SHOULD NOT 





COMES NOW, O f f i c e  of t h e  C i t y  A t t o r n e y  C r i m i n a l  D i v i s i o n  
f o r  C o e u r  d l A l e n e ,  K o o t e n a i  C o u n t y ,  Idaho, and respectfully 
applies t o  the above-entitled C o u r t  f o r  an order d i rec t ing  t h e  
defendant i n  t h i s  ac t ion  t o  appear before the  above-entitled 
C o u r t  t o  s h o w  cause w h y  the  probation here in  should n o t  be 
revoked pursuant  t o  Idaho C o d e  Sect ion 19-2601 e t  seq. P l a i n t i f f ,  
i n  support of said application, presents t o  t h e  C o u r t  t h e  
f 01 l o w i n g :  
T h a t  on May 09, 2 0 0 5  , t h e  C o u r t  entered an order 
o r  j u d g m e n t  requir ing  the  above named defendant t o  c o m p l y  w i t h  
conditions of probation o r  sentence, inc luding no v io la t ion  of  
federal, s tate,  or  loca l  l a w s ,  except in f r ac t ions  w h i c h  t he  
APPLICRllIoN TO SHOW CAUSE: 1 
defendant has f a i l e d  t o  comply with by committing addi t iona l  
offense (s) of :  
JULY 2 5 ,  2 0 0 6  I N  CASE NUMBER CR-06-15983 AND FEBRUARY 28 ,  2 0 0 7  I N  
CASE NUMBER CR-07-4775 
a s  shown by the attached a f f i d a v i t .  
That t h e  f i l e s  and records of t h i s  case show t h a t  t he  above 
named defendant had personal knowledge of s a i d  order  o r  j udgment . 
That t h e  above named defendant has f a i l e d  t o  comply w i t h  
s a i d  order  o r  judgment. 
WHEREFORE, i t  i s  respec t fu l ly  requested t h a t  t h e  defendant 
be ordered t o  show cause why his /her  probation should no t  be 
revoked, and t h a t  s a i d  defendant be returned t o  t h i s  Court 
forthwith f o r  pronouncement of judgment and sentence. 
DATED t h i s  day of April, 2007. 
C I T Y  ATTORNEY' S OFFICE BY: 
i c y  Attorney 
APPLICATION TO SHOW CAUSE: 
STATE OF IDAHO 
P l a i n t i f f ,  
VS  . 
F,,- Judicial District Court, State of ldc 
In and For the County of ~ootenai '~"  
324 W. Garden Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 
FILED 4/3/2007 AT 0 3 ~ 0 4  PM 
STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
CLERKflF THE D:STPICT COURT 
DEPUN 
Aaron Kyle H a r r i s  
1112 Hastings Ave 





) Case No: CR-2005-0002408 
) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF THE RECORD FOR 
) ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE - PROBATION 
) REVOC~TION/CONTEMPT 
) 
) Judge: S c o t t  Wayman 
) 
DARCY GLASS, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. I am a Records Custodian employed by Kootenai County District Court. I have 
reviewed the file and records in this case. 
2. An Order or Judgment was entered in this case on MAY 9, 2005 requiring the 
above named defendant to comply with conditions of probation including; 
VIOLATE NO LAW MORE SERIOUS THAN AN INFRACTION 
Violation: CR06-15983 Committed: 7-25-06 
CR07-4775 2-28-07 
3. The records in this case show that the defendant had personal knowledge of the 
court's order or judgment according to the distributionlmailing. 
4. The defendant has willfully failed to comply with said order accordin- -7 . . 
records: 
Subscribed & sworn to before me Tuesday, April 03,2007. 
SUBSEQUENT VIOLATION ClTATlONlJUDGMENT ATTACHED 
Copies and attachment(s) sent by affiant Tuesday, April 03, 2007 via interoffice mail to: 
Coeur d' Alene Prosecutor 
AFFIDAVIT OF THE RECORD FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE-PROBATION REVOCATIONICONTEMPT 061 
FIRST JLDICIitL IIISTXCT COURT, STATEOE'IDAHO, COUITSJ OFXO(jTF3liI 
')?2 'Z1, GAP3E?? AT,? T, P.0. .E)C?X?@??, CCEf.. D'ALENE, I? C? K?ftglCL.!%<'C' 
-. 
--- - - .  
/ vv M n R I E S T j R Z  
EbX D'iLLmE. m mi415
!?? DL?! m -
a: AGZNCX: COETiA D'AIJ5lL-E PD 
,Sb # CK-20O!LOUU2d(18 f il'AT1ON kt 75.2h6 
iitRGT: II {XiC: TJlW x YCE (S-CORD i 3 z ~ ~ ~ r - 5 ~ )  
mrl): r & 7  4'yT i/r r wr -EEL,+ f 
The defendant having been fully advised of hislher statutory and constitutional rights including the right to be represented by counsel, and 
Been advised of right to court appointed counsel i f  indigent 
fendant waived right lo counsel Judgment--Not Guilty 
Defendant represented by counsel 8 El Judgment on Trial--Guilty 
&udgment. Plea of Guilty I Rights Waived El Judgment for Defendant 1 Infraction 
Withheld Judgment C] Accepted ff Judgment for State 1 Infraction 
Dismissed Bond Forfeited 1 Conviction Entered - Case Closed 
Bond Forfeited I Dismissed 
MONIESORDERED PAID: A $2.W handling fee will be imposed on each installment. 
g ~ i n e  I Penalty $ ./* Costs $ a s'Zf @Probation Fee $10.00 Suspended $' 
mpay  by V w P  
me 
, or enroll in time payment program BEFORE due date. 
C) Community S e ~ c e  hours by Setup Fee $ Insurance Fee $ 
- Reimburse 
Restihrtbn 
BBond Exonerated, provided that ny de osit shall first be ap lied pursuant to Idaho Code 19.2923 in satisfaction of outstanding fines, fees 
and costs with any remainder to %e ref&ded to the postrng !arty. 
No Contact Order, as condition of bond, terminated. 
.- / 8 0 days, Suspended / days, Credit days 
elease 
Worlc Release Authorized (if you qualify) mln-Home Monitoring 
Sheriff's Community Labor Program in lieu of Jail (if you qualify) Lf0 hours by 6 - q -05- ' Must sign up within 7 days. d 
DRlVlNGPRlVlLEGESSUSPEflDED /gd dayscommencing -@? 7 , 5- 
REINSTATEMENT OF DRIVING PRIVILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLlSHEDbefore ydu can drive. Apply to DRIVER'S SERVICES, P.O. 80x7129, 
Boise, ID. 83707-1129. 
C) Temporaty Driving Privileges Granted commencing 
To. tom and for work ~ u r w s e s l  reauired medical care /court ordered alcohol praaram I cornmunitv sewice. Must cam Drool of work . - ,. 
schedule and llablllty insurance at ell times. Not valid if insure?ca expires. 
PROBATION ORDERED FOR 2 YEAR(S) ON THE FOLLO~VING CONDITIONS: DSupe~ised - See Addendum 
Violate no federal, state or local laws more serious than an infraction. DCommit no similar offenses. 
Maintain liability insurance on any vehicle that you drive. 
Do not operate a motor vehicle with any alcohol in your bloodstream. 
. @ You must submit to any blood alcohol concentration test requested of you, with reason bie cause, by a peace officer. 
Obtain a Substanc AbuseIE!SE@Evaluation, and file proof of evaluation, within days. 9 Enroll in . m d  .hpr? program, and file proof, within days. File proof of completion within I go days. a Notify the court, in writing, of any address change within 10 days. Agrees to accept future service by mail at the last known address. 
17 Interlock ignition device required on vehicle for year@). To be installed per attached addendum. 
17 Other 
THESUSPENDED PENALTIES ARESUBJECTTOYOUR COMPLIANCE WITH ALL3ERMSHERElN 
THEDEFENDANTHASTHE RIGHTTO APPEAL 
THISJUDGMENT WlTHlN42DAYS 
COEUR D'ALENF 
POLICE DEPAR :NT w . H o  UNIFORM CITATION NO -. 7 5 2 6 b . ., . , : ?'*,:,,.; 
. j  !:,,2 " * ;  , .  ,r ,,>,, . '  . , ' . A  I& y p q p  .... J 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 1st JUDICIAL DISTRICT(@? 
KOOTENAI THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE C O v ( Q F c ;  , , - , , 
STATE OF IDAHO ) COMPLAINT AND SUMMONS 
1 1 , .  .,.,,., 




Last Name ) [ ] Accident 1nv;l"ed 
) [ ] Companion Citation 
First Name ~ i d h l e  Initial ) 
Attached 
IPUC* CR-0.5- 240g USDOT TK census # 
*Operator D Class A 0 Class B Class C k c l a s s  D D Other 
[ GVWR 260Ol + [ ] 16+ Persons 4 Placard Hazardous. ateruls DM- 
&.< & p d Y ~  ' r o  Home Address ) 1 1.5 
Business Address Th -4 r\4 n*-er. Ph# k'b1-aL 
T TY) HEREBY CERTIFIES AND SAYS: 
Q 
I elieve the above-named Defendant, Race \ 
D L ~ ~  state ltn3 sex
I 1 w t . L  ~eir&&.-, ~ y e s DOB
~ake- 
Did commit the following actfs) on hl.'?\ hours. 
0 .  # T t CT-; \u;k ~?rLr h & \ e n e  IT-WY 
3 ~ ;  
Code Section dh: I* qid+ a A &.tir te 
Viok2 Q&*d -'. JAL . eaame&& 
8 .  
Location k -  % . d c CU cL%Tn 




i; Date Witnessing Officer Seriel#/Address Dept. 
z 
0 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT: 
You are hereby summoned to appear before the Clerk of the Magistrate's Court of the 
District court of KOOfENAl county,COEUR D'ALENE, Idaho, !2 
2 located at 324 W- GARDEN and before 
8 the o'clock-.M. 
k promise to appear at the time indicated. 
Defendant's Signature 
I hereby certify service upon the defendant personally on , 20- 
--- --- -...,-- =;Aa ,f rrnllr m,,n~r fnr P G N A l  TY  and rnMPT IANCF i n c h , r t i n n r  
FIRST JUDICIAL I'-TRICT COURT, STATEOF IDAHO, COZr'Y OF KOOTENAI 
324 W. GARDEN, WE, P.O. BOX 9000, COEUR D'ALENE, JIO 838149000 -- I 
STATE OF IDAHO V 
4ARON K HARRIS 
/ / / z  / - ~ ~ s T I ~ ~ ~  
COEUR D'ALENE, ID .83Bf5-
SSN # DL# ID 
DOB AGENCY: KOOTENAI c o u N m  SHERIFF 
CASE # CR-2006-0015983 CITATION # 100859 
CHARGE: 118-8004 M DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
MENDED: 
The defendant having been fully advised of hidher statutory and constitutional rights including the right to be represented by counsel, and 
q Been advised of right to court appointed counsel i f  indigent 
0 Defendant waived right lo counsel Judgment--Not Guilty 
@Defendant represented by counsel Judgment on Trial--Guilty 
&Z~ud~menl, Plea of Guilly l Rights Waived Judgment for Defendant / Infraction 
Withheld Judgment 0 Accepted Judgment for State / Infraction 
q Dismissed Bond Forfeited / Conviction Entered - Case Closed 
Bond Forfeited / Dismissed 
MONIES0 DEREDPAID: 
$he I penalty $ Suspended $ 
P p a y  by / ~ - *7  - w b  , or enroll in time payment program BEFORE due date. 
0 Community Senrice hours by Setup Fee $ Insurance Fee $ 
q Reimburse 
0 Restitution 
WBond Exonqrated, provided that any deposit shall first be ap lied pursuant to Idaho Code 19-2923 in satisfaction of outstanding fines, fees 
and costs with any rematnder to be refunded to the posting !arty. 
No Contact Order, as condition of bond, terminated. 
INCARCERATION ORDERED: 
C;h Jail , .  @ days, Suspended 6 days, Credit 10 days 
&~Fieportto~ail- ?/%/Z&f& 6 /U:USI /)-+ 
Release , t , , 
B ~ o r k  Release Authorized (if you qualify) q In-Home Monitoring 
Sheriff's Communily Labor Program in lieu of Jail (if you qualify) hours by Must sign up wlhin 7 days. 
DRIVING PRIVILEGESSUSPENDED /go ciayscommncing - . Z S - - ; E & U ~  
REINSTATEMENT OF DRIVING PRIVILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED before you can drive. Apply lo DRIVER'S SERVICES, P.O. Box 7129, . .  . 
Boise, ID. 83707-1 129. 
Temporary Driving Privileges Granted commencing 
To, fromand for work purposeslrequired medical care lcoult ordered alcohol program Icommunity sewice. Must carry proof of work 
schedule and liability insuranceat all times. Not valid if insurance expires. 
PROBATION ORDERED FOR 2 YEARfS) ON ThE FOLLOWING CONDITION,: IZlSupervised - See Addendum 
I# Violate no federal, state or local laws more serious than an infraction. OCommit no similar offenses. 
IE(1 Maintain liability insurance on any vehicle that you drive. 0 ~ ~ 0 1  4  yriaTi: 
Do not operate a motor vehicle with any alcohol in your bloodstream. . PZ ( l f i ~ ~ ~ f j , r  30 Y T M U D ~  
@ You must submit to any blood alcohol concentration test requested of you, wit$!gjts@&/e:~at~sg, bgnaip$aue!effi@eT.a: EIHr 
@ Obtain a Substance Abuselhky Evaluation, and file proof of evaluation, witt&p ~ r i  ~Aiti@@.O qa Vqos ~ ~ ~ n r  A 
3a . d @ Enroll in program, and file proof, within ---.I days. File pro&8ii%o"$~~i8! @%%$ /# days. 
Igi Notify the court, in writing, of any address change within 10 days. Agrees to ac~~t,f~~0q&y.mail.at.th~7a~CkKocVhXddress. 
Interlock ignition device required on vehicle for d. To be instajb&g$p$w~$@d&@1!mm'i b .tswtO 
q Mher /YWW VS. rl.ln- . . - vttroaO 
THESUSPENDED PENALTIES ARESUBJECTTO YOUR COMPLIANCE WITH ALLTIRMSHEREIN 
THEDEFENDANTHASTHE RIGHTTO APPEAL 
THIS JUDGMENTWlTHiN42DAYS 
Date 4-27 Judgel 391 
Copies To: 
.% L Def. Atty. LC m p r o s .  a [ ] Other ('J 6 5 
Jail (fax 446-1407) [ ] KCSO RECORDS fax 446-1307 (re: NCO) 
Dr. Serv. I 1 Auditor i 1 Corn. Serv. i 1 AMP (fax 446-1990) Date Deputy Clerk 
.. 
KOOTENAI COUNN con~~* r~  City o5 100859 
SHERIFF- QE~T. Q HAYl'Effi " 0 FERNAN qOTHER 
Q DALTON GARS). Q HUETTER DISTRIC- - IDAHO UNIFORM CITATION - 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 1ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
Infraction Citation 
07' OR 
LO SI  ems @ Misdemeanor Citation 
Accident involved 
0 FI~SI ~ a m e    id die Initlei Companion Citation 
(3 Attached 
-id, ti USDOT TK Census # 
Operator Class A Class B Class C @class D Other 
GVWR 26001 + 16- Persons F'&ard Hazardous Materials DR. 06- l7g9g 
Home Address I N e  ' l h h  
Business Address C& C&\L CLPO - Phone# b6)* 261b 
THE UNDERSIGNED OFFICER (PARTY) HEREBY CERTIFIES AND SAYS: 
Stale Veh. Llc. 
Model A r  
Did commlt the following act?) on 07h-flZt 20 & at &.?&2 o'ciock & M. 
~ i o .  #1 D~tulhu L I Y ) ~  % SM//UIL*CL I%-~oo(/ 
14L;ul,\ 
Gods s w o n  
Code S%leon 
;;tion ' 1 '  ""'L'E" *u" - 
MP. KOOTENAI county, IWTO. 
07/2x-I0b aede PC Vvl eeL., 2 3'14 
MticerIParty Serial #/Address 
I Date Wllnesslng Ofitcar Serial #/Address Dept 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT 
COURT COPY VIOLATIOR +!I 
- -  - 
\\ 
1266312  
IDAHO ID ATE ')'PC lDAHO UNIFORM CITATION 
STATE OF IDAHO I COMPLAINT AND SUMMONS 
VS. 





M ]  isde demeanor Citation . . 
a Awa\ [j AcciFnt Involved 
c.0 Fir61 Name Mlddla Inlllsl 
N 
USDOT TK - 
perator C ]  class A C]class B U c l a s s  C q class D a t h e r  
G W R  26001 + 8 + persons q Placard Hazardous Materials DR# 01' bbaS 
H~~~ Address \\\2 HA&\ .-j\*, burr 0' Pc\-,%'9 smb\ 
Company Name Phone # 
THE UNDERSIGNED OFFICER.(PARPI) HEREBY CERTIFIES AND SAYS: 
grounds, and believe 
@r ss s \ ~  
Height F\\" Wt. LF0 




Date Officer/Party Serial #/Address Dept. / Date Witnessing Officer Serial #/Address Dept. 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO THE ABOVE NAMED DFNDANT 
$ NOTICE: See reverse side of your copy for PENALTY and COMPLIANCE instructions. 
COURT COPY VIOLATION #I 
C I T Y  ATTORNEY' S O F F I C E  - PROS.  
7 1 0  E . MULLAN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
TELEPHONE: (208)  769-2323 
I N  THE D I S T R I C T  COURT O F  THE F I R S T  J U D I C I A L  D I S T R I C T  O F  THE 
STATE O F  IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY O F  KOOTENAI 
STATE O F  IDAHO, ) 
1 CASE NO. CRM-05-002408 
P l a i n t i f f ,  ) 
) 
vs . ) ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE WHY 
AARON KYLE HARRIS, 
1112 E. HASTINGS AVE. 
CDA, ID 83815 
) PROBATION SHOULD NOT 
) B E  REVOKED 
) 
D e f e n d a n t .  ) 
U p o n  t h e  application O X  the  C i t y  A t t o r n e y ,  and upon 
examination of t h e  C o u r t  ' s E i l e ,  n o w ,  therefore, 
I T  I S  HEREBY ORDERED t h a t  the  above n a m e d  defendant appear 
o r  as soon thereafter as counsel m a y  be,heard, a t  the  c o u r t r o o m  
of t h i s  C o u r t  t o  s h o w  cause w h y  t h e  probation i m p o s e d  herein 
should no t  be revoked and sentence i m p o s e d  
E N T E m D  t h i s  day of - 
MAGISTRATE / 
CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
,710 E. MULLAN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE. IDAHO 83814 
TELEPHONE: (208) 769-2323 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDIC 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
AARON KYLE HARRIS, 
1112 HASTINGS AVE. 
COEU AHO 83814 
DOB: SSN:  
Defendant. 
I 
) CASE NO. CRM-05-002408 
) AMENDED 
) APPLICATION 
) TO SHOW CAUSE WHY 
) PROBATION SHOULD NOT 
) BE REVOKED 
) 
) 
) .  
COMES NOW, Office of the City Attorney Criminal Division for 
Coeur dlAlene, Kootenai County, Idaho, and respectfully applies 
to the above-entitled Court for an order directing the defendant 
in this action to appear before the above-entitled Court to show 
cause why the probation herein should not be revoked, pursuant to 
Idaho Code Section 19-2601 et seq. Plaintiff, in support of said 
application, presents to the Court the following: 
That on May 9,2005 the Court entered an order or judgment 
requiring the above named defendant to comply with conditions of 
probation or sentence, including no violation of federal, state, 
or local laws, except infractions which the defendant has failed 
to comply with by committing additional offenses of JULY 25, 2006 
APPLICATION TO SHOW CAUSE, ETC.: 1 osc's/laws 
IN CASE NUMBER CR-06-15983 AND FEBRUARY 28, 2007 IN CASE NUMBER 
CR-07-4775 ALSO COMPLETE RECOMMENDED LEVEL I TREATMENT PROGRAM 
AND FILE PROOF BY APRIL 1. 2007 as shown by the attached 
affidavit. 
That the files and records of this case show that the above 
named defendant had personal knowledge of said order or judgment. 
That the above named defendant has failed to comply with 
said order or judgment. 
WHEREFORE, it is respectfully requested that the defendant 
be ordered to show cause why his/her probation should not be 
revoked, and that said defendant be returned to this Court 
forthwith for pronouncement of judgment and sentence. 
DATED this day of April, 2007. 
City Attorney's Office 
APPLICATION TO SHOW CAUSE, ETC . : 2 
STATE OF IDAHO 
P l a i n t i f f ,  
Aaron Kyle H a r r i s  
1112 Ha
Coeur d 4 
DOB : 
First Judicial District Court, State of ldaho 
In and For the County of Kootenai 
324 W. Garden Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ldaho 83816-9000 
FILED 4 / 1 6 / 2 0 0 7  AT 11:34  AM 
STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




) Case No: CR-2005-0002408 
) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF THE RECORD FOR 
) ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE - PROBATION 
) REVOCATION/CONTEMPT 
) 
) Judge: S c o t t  Wayman 
1 
DARCY GLASS, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. I am a Records Custodian employed by Kootenai County District Court. I have reviewed the 
file and records in this case. 
2. An Order or Judgment was entered in this case on DECEMBER 13,2006 requiring the above 
named defendant to comply with conditions of probation including; 
COMPLETE RECOMMENDED LEVEL I TREATMENT PROGRAM AND FILE PROOF BY 
APRIL 1,2007 
3. The records in this case show that the defendant had personal knowledge of the court's order 
or judgment according to the distributionlmailing. 
4. The defendant has willfully failed to comply with said order according to court records: 
[ I a copy of the failure to comply report is attached 
~prooflverification of compliance required, but not 
submitted 
[ ] other 
Subscribed & sworn to before me Monday, April 16, 
J - ~ . U  n C=tS f in 
Deputy Clerk 
Copies and attachment(@ sent by affiant Monday, April 16, 2007 via interoffice mail to: 
Coeur d' Alene Prosecutor 
070 
STATE OF IDAHO. 
DEPUTY 
FIRSTDISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE, RO. BOX 9000 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 8381 6-9000 
CR- /7d-2~!d 
ORDER AFTER HEARING ON 
PROBATION VIOLATION / 
CONTEMPT 
Defendant 
A HEARING WAS CTED on the date set forth below. 
The defendant ersonally appeared [ ] was not present 
The Defendant having been fully advised of hislher statutory and constitutional rights including the 
right to be represented by counsel, and the right to have court appointed counsel if indigent, 
and the ~efendant A w a s  represented by counsel [I waived the right t i  counsel 
[ ]The court conducted a hearing and received evidence. 
[ I tipulation entered into by both parties was received by the court. 9 efendant admitted to the violation. The court finds that the admission is knowingly and voluntarily entered. 
1 3  The State submitted a motion to dismiss. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the 
his probation by 
I 
[I Court finds that the Defendant is in contempt of Court for a knowing and willful violation of the' 
Court's previously entered judgment by 
3 
[ I  Hearing failed to show that the Defendant violated the terms of probation; 
[ ] ~earing failed to show that the Defendant is in contempt; 
[ 1 Probation Violation I Contempt proceeding is dismissed. 
ORDER AFTER HEARING ON PROBATION VIOLATIONICONTEMPT - 1 ' DC 097 Rev. 1/00 
I 
THE COURT IMPOSESTHE FOLLOWING PENALTIES UPON THE DEFENDANT: 
MONIES ORDERED PAID: &$2.00 handling fee is imposed on each installment 
g ~ i n e l ~ e n a l t y  $ 5 3  "' Suspended $ 
j 4 . o  be paid by I I 3 - Pay $ per month, to begin 
[ I  Community Service - hours by. Setup Fee $ Insurance Fee $ 
Defendant must sign up for community service within ten (10) days of the date this order is signed 
and pay all sign-up fees and workman's compensation fees; 
[ I  Sign-up fee waived [ ] Workman's compensation fees waived 
[ I  Defendant shall reimburse Kootenai County for costs of defense in the amount of 
$ payable by 
[ I  .Bond Exonerated [ I  Applied to Fine and CostslReturn Remainder, if any. 
INCARCERATION ORDERED: 
H ~ a i l  /o days, Credit days. 
MI Report to Jail i ! 1 ' 5  7 at h>cto,h?~ . m. 
Release 
Work Release Authorized [ I  In-Home Monitoring 
[ I  Defendant may perform hours by on the Kootenai 
County Sheriff's Community Labor Program, in lieu of said jail, or report to the Jail on the same 
date at 6:00 p.m. to serve the full jail time. Defendant must sign up at the Jail within seven (7) 
calendar days for the Labor Program. 
IT IS FURTHER 0 
VfDefendant may Y c)Gi"&~/'"p Ed4 L u ~ c ~  
U 
and submitting written proof to the Court before 131 $a)? . If such is not com- 
pleted and the written proof is not delivered prior to that bate, then the Defendant must report to 
jail as ordered above.. 
[ I  The probation previously imposed shall continue on the same terms and conditions and shall 
not expire until 
[ I  The probation shall be extended to 
[ I  Additional terms of probation shall include: 
[ I  The probation shall be supervised. (See Supervised Probation Addendum attached.) 
[ I  The probation is hereby terminated. 
[ The brobation shall beterminated on 
$Other: ~ W P  ~U)C~PUO~ 9 mru~ /; 7 
DATED THIS 1 3 DAY OF 1- ,20&. 
JUDGE 
[ ] OTHER 
DATE: DEPUTYCLERK 
STATE OF IDAHO 
P l a i n t i f f ,  
VS . 
- I 
First ~ubicial District Court, State of ldaho 
In and For the County of Kootenai 
324 W. Garden Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ldaho 83816-9000 
FILED ' 4 / 3 / 2 0 0 7  AT 0 3 : 0 4  PM 
STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF KOOTENRI 
DEPUTY 
Aaron Kyle Harris 
1112 Hastinqs Ave 
Coe,ur d'lllene, I D  83814 
DOB : 
Defendant. 
) Case No: CR-2005-0002408 
) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF THE RECORD 'FOR 
) ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE - PROaATION 
) REVOCATION/CONTEMPT 
) 
) Judge: Sco t t  Wayman 
) 
DARCY GLASS, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. I am a Records Custodian employed by Kootenai County District Court. I have 
reviewed the file and records in this case. 
2. An Order or Judgment was entered in this case on MAY 9,2005 requiring the 
above named defendant to comply with conditions of probation including; 
VIOLATE NO LAW MORE SERIOUS THAN AN INFRACTION 
Violation: CR06-I5983 Committed: 7-25-06 
CR07-4775 2-28-07 
3. The records in this case show that the defendant had personal knowledge of the 
court's order or judgment according to the distributionlmailing. 
4. The defendant has willfully failed to comply with said order accordin- -q ~ . 
records. 
SUBSEQUENT VIOLATION CITATION~JUDGMENT ATTACHED 
Copies and attachment(s) sent by affiant Tuesday, April 03, 2007 via interoffice mail to: 
Coeur d' Alene Prosecutor 
AFFIDAVIT OF THE RECORD FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE-PROBATION REVOCATIONICONTEMPT 073  
The defendant having been fully advised of hislher statutory and constitutional rights including the right to be represented by Counsel, and 
q Been advised of light to court appointed counsel if indigent 
efendant waived right to counsel !J Judgment--Not Guilty 
Defendant represented by counsel 2' !J Judgment on Trial--Guilty 
&?$Judgment, Plea of Guilty I Rights Waived • Judgment for Defendant / Infraction 
Withheld Judgment a Accepted Cl Judgment for State / Infraction 
Dismissed C] Bond Forfeited / Conviction Entered - Case Closed 
C] Bond Forfeited / Dismissed 
MONIES ORDEREDPAID: A 2.0 handling fee will be imposed on each installment. 
g ~ i n e  I penalty $ 1. Costs $  robation ation ion Fee $10.00 Suspended $. me 
@pay by %@P , or enroll in time payment program BEFORE due date. 
Community Service hours by Setup Fee $ Insurance Fee $ 
q Reimburse 
q Reslitution 
Q?.Bond Exonerated, provided that ny deposit shall first be applied pursuant to Idaho Code 19-2923 in satisfaction of outstanding fines, fees 
and costs wrth any remarnder toge refunded to the postmng party. 
D N o  Contact Order, as cond~tion of bond, terminated. 
/ 8 0 days, Suspended / days, Credit days 
0 ReporttoJail 
elease 
Work Release Authorized (if youqualify) q In-HomeMonitoring 
Sheriff's Community Labor Program in lieu of Jail (if you qualify) Lt.0 hours by -- .-&5- Must sign up within 7 days. d 
DRIVING PRIVILEGESSUSPENDED f86 dayscommencing h'f%# 7 , ga 2- 
REINSTATEMENT OF DRIVING PRIVILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED before ydu can drive. Apply to DRIVERS SERVICES, P.O. Box 7129, 
Boise. ID. 83707-1129. 
13 Temporary Driving Privileges Granted commencing 
To, from and for wok  purposes1 required medical carelcourt ordered alcohol program lcommunlty service. Must cany proof of work 
schedule and liability insurance at all times. Not valid if insurapce expires. 
.-I 
PROBATION ORDERED FOR A YEAR(S) ON THE FOLLOWINGCONDITIONS: ~ S u p e ~ i s e d  - See Addendum 
4 Violate no federal, state or local laws more serious than an infraction. OCommit no similar offenses. Maintain iiability insurance onany vehicle that you drive* Do not operate a molor vehicle with any alcohol in your bloodstream. 
You must submit to any bbod alcohol concentration test requested of you, with reason ble cause, by a peace officer. 
Obtain a Substanc AbuselB~B.E~y Evaluation, and file proof of evaluation, within 
Enroll in -%% 
i o  days. 
0 9*ULlpr? program. and file proof. within days R. proof of completion within I go days. 
Notify the court, in writing, of any address change within 10 days. Agrees to accept future service by mail at the last known address. 
0 interlock ignition device required on vehicle for yearb). To be installed per attached addendum. 
C] Other 
THESUSPENDED PENALTIESARESUBJECTTOYOUR COMPLIANCE WITH ALLSRMS HEWIN 
f HEDEFENDANTHASTHERIGHTTO APPEAL 
. ..- " ' - - . . v L l ~  WITUlUA7 DAYS 
, . ,  -,. - 
, ' F W T  JUDICIAL r ; :.ZT COURT, STATEOF IDAHO, COZI". '!F KOOTENM ;. . . A, 324 W. GARDENA, A"E, P.O. BOX 9000, COEUR D ' A L E N ~ , , , ~ . ~ ~  838169000 
STATE OF IDAHO v 
AARONKHARRlS 
/ I  /z H O = - I ~ ?  S 
COEUR D'ALWE, ID -83%
SSN DL# ID 
DO AGENCY: KOOTENAI COUNTY SHERIFF 
CA 06-0015983 CITATION # 100859 
CHARGE: 118-8004 M DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
4MENDED: 
The defendant having been fully advised of hislher statutory and constitutional rights including the right to be represented by counsel, and 
Been ahtised of right to court appointed counsel if indigent 
Defendant waived right to counsel fl Judgment--Not Guilty 
pd Defendant represented by counsel Judgment on Trial--Guilty 
@~u$inent, Plea of Guil!yl Rights Waived D Judgment for Defendant 1 Infraction 
0 Withheld Judgment Accepted fl Judgment for State I Infraction 
0 Dismissed - fl Bond Forfeited1 Conviction Entered -Case Closed 
fl Bond Forfeited I Dismissed 
MONIES0 DERED PAID: imposedon eac ' 
$in. I ~enalty $ 1, / N C ~  robation Fee $ Suspended $ 
JBPay by / ~ - 2 7 - W b  . or enroll in tlme&nt program BEFORE due date. 
D Community Sewice hours by Setup Fee $ Insurance Fee $ 
0 Restitution 
WBond Exonerated, provided that any deposit shall first b applied pursuant to Idaho Code 19-2923 in satisfaction of outstanding fines, fees 
and costs w~th any rema~nder to be refunded to the post?ng party. 
No Contact Order, as condition of bond, terminated. 
INCARCERATIONORDERED: 
RJail I @ 4 days, Suspended 6 days, Credit 10 days 
! 5 3 ~ e ~ o r t t o ~ a l l y  / /Q:QO 3Y 
Release 
@work Release Authorized (if you qualify) In-Home Monitoring 
q Sheriffs Community Labor Program in lieu of Jail (If you qualify) hours by Must sign up within 7 days. 
DRIVING PRIVILEGESSUSPENDED yscommencing d - r- Z bu 6 
REINSTATEMENT OF DRIVING PRIVILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED before you can drive. Apply to DRIVER'S SERVICES, P.O. 90x7129, 
Boise, ID. 83707-1 129. 
D Temporary Driving Privileges Granted commencing 
To, from and for work purposeslrequired medical carelcourt ordered alcohol program lcommunity service. Must carry proof of work 
schedule and liability insurance st all times, Not valid if insurance expires. 
PROBATION ORDERED FOR 3 YEAR(S) ON THE FOLLOWING CONOITIONS: C]S~pe~iSed - See Addendum 
@violate no federal, state or local laws more serious than an infraction. OCommit no similar offenses. 
I;$ Maintain liability insurance on any vehicle that you drive. ! i i ;  :: . . .7 . .  
, . 
Do.not operate a motor vehicle with any alcohol in your bloodstream. . , ,. .- * $,,,, : j : . . , . . : : , > ,  ,." :';:<!:,,':.,: 
You must submit to any blood alcohol concentration test requested of you, ~ i t $ ~ ! ~ ~ $ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ c a t &  byia.peace:officer. ri :r  !.i:. 
@ Obtain a Substance Abuse l~Evafuat ion,  and file proof of evaluation, within .: +ir&i&& iA;tlBr$;) fiiJi: P
Enroll in % C U m r )  program, and file proof, within ----" days. File probl.6f & i d  ~IGP;/.#~ days. 
jX] Notify the court, in writing, of any address change within 10 days. Agrees to ac~e&fu&re.s~t.yi~tt.by mail at thelastlkfiowhaddress. 
Ed Interlock ignition device required on vehicle f o r d .  To be i n s t a ) l g ~ p ~ ~ ~ a t & o h q ~ ~ d ~ , ~ . ~ u m : : ~  ii.r.t:j I, .i.:i~~,.:: 
. M m ~  . - Other . ~... ,!..., :?>,.> . . , , ,  . . .:.: ..:?.' 
~HESUSPENDEDPENALTIESARESUBJECTTOYOURCOMPLIANCEWITHALLTERMSHEREIN 
HE DEFENDANTHASTHERIGHTTO APPEAL 
'HIS JUDGMENTWlTHlN42DAYS 
Date 9-27-zkaa Judgeff 3 
:opies To: 
C Z /  
191. -EL Def. Atty. LC a ~ r o s .  Z C  [ ] Other 075  
Jail (fax 446-1407) [ ] KCSO RECORDS fax 446-1307 (re: NCO) ..,. ,. , . A,... ,r- .... -,.,.... - . - . - * ,  
ii 
,OUKIYOF KO0 - \ 
AT 
. . . . GI.T.Y..A-T.TORNEY 1 S - OFFICE . . .  . . . ' . "  . .  . 
710 E . MULLAN AVENUE . . DEPUM 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 , . 
TELEPHONE: (208) 769-2323 . . 2 > :-. ?:' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CRM-05-002408 
Plaintiff, ) AEIENDED 
) 
vs . ) ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
) WHY PROBATION SHOULD 
) NOT BE REVOKED 
AARON KYLE HARRIS. ) - - -  - 
1112 HASTINGS AVE: ) 
COEU DAHO 83814 ) 
DOB SSN:  1 
Defendant. 1 
1 
! ,  
Upon the application of the City Attorney, and upon 
examination of the Court's file, now, therefore, I .,.: ,. .. . 
. I : . < : / : , ,  
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above named defendant appear 
on JUNE 6, 2 0 0 7 ,  at 3 : 0 0  p.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel 
may be heard, at the courtroom of this Court to show cause why 
the probation imposed herein should not be revoked and sentence 
imposed. 
ENTERED this day of , 2001. 
Ssott wayman 
MAGISTRATE 







FIRS7 DICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE f VAHO 
iND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTh,-_,A 
3 
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83816-9000 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
Aaron Kyle Harris 
11 12 Hastings Ave 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 838 14 
Defendant. 
DOB: 
DL or SSN: 




) Case No: CR-2005-0002408 
) 





The Court being fully advised as to the application of Aaron Kyle Harris, and it appearing to be a proper case, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Attorney 
Kootenai County Public Defender 
P.O. Box 9000/ 400 Northwest Blvd. 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
(208) 446-1700 
Public Defender for the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, is hereby 
appointed to represent said Defendant, in all proceedings in the above entitled case. 
The Defendant is further advised that 11eIshe may be required to reimburse the Court for all or part of the cost of court 
anwointed counsel. 
[ ] In Custody Bond $ G' 
t x P u b l i c  Defender 
P r o s e c u t o r  
C 
Order Appointing Public Defender 
C I T Y  ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
710 E.  MULLAN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 838i4 
TELEPHONE: (208) 769-2323 
I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST J U D I C  
STATE OF IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
P l a i n t i f f ,  ) CASE NO.  CRM-05-002408 
) AMENDED 
) APPLICATION 
vs  . ) TO SHOW CAUSE WHY 
) PROBATION SHOULD NOT 
) BE REVOKED 
AARON KYLE HARRIS, ) 
1112 HASTINGS AVE. ) 
COEU DAHO 83814 ) 
DOB: SSN:  ) 
Defendant. ) 
I 
COMES NOW, Of f i ce  of t h e  C i t y  A t to rney  Criminal  D iv i s ion  f o r  
Coeur d '  Alene, Kootenai County, Idaho,  and r e s p e c t f u l l y  a p p l i e s  
t o  t h e  above-en t i t l ed  Court f o r  an  o r d e r  d i r e c t i n g  t h e  defendant  
i n  t h i s  a c t i o n  t o  appear  be fo re  t h e  above -en t i t l ed  Court  t o  show 
cause why t h e  p roba t ion  h e r e i n  should  n o t  be revoked, pu r suan t  t o  
Idaho Code Sect ion 19-2601 e t  seq.  P l a i n t i f f ,  i n  suppor t  of  s a i d  
a p p l i c a t i o n ,  p r e s e n t s  t o  t h e  Court t h e  fo l lowing:  
That on May 9,2005 t h e  Court e n t e r e d  an o rde r  o r  judgment 
r e q u i r i n g  t h e  above named defendant  t o  comply with  conditions of 
p roba t ion  o r  sentence,  i nc lud ing  no  v i o l a t i o n  of f e d e r a l ,  s t a t e ,  
o r  l o c a l  laws, except i n f r a c t i o n s  which t h e  defendant  has  f a i l e d  
t o  comply with by committing a d d i t i o n a l  o f f e n s e s  of JULY 25, 2006 
., 
APPLICATION TO SHOW CAUSE, ETC.: 1 osc's/laws 
I N  CASE NUMBER CR-06-15983 AND FEBRUARY 28, 2007 I N  CASE NUMBER 
CR-07-4775 ALSO COMPLETE RECOMMENDED LEVEL I TREATMENT PROGRAM 
AND FILE PROOF BY APRIL 1,  2007 a s  shown by t h e  a t t a c h e d  
a f f i d a v i t .  
- 
- 
That t h e  f i l e s  and r eco rds  of t h i s  ca se  show t h a t  t h e  above 
named defendant  had pe r sona l  knowledge of s a i d  o rde r  o r  judgment. 
That t h e  above named defendant  has  f a i l e d  t o  comply with  
s a i d  o rde r  o r  judgment . 
WHEREFORE, it is r e s p e c t f u l l y  reques ted  t h a t  t h e  defendant  
b e  ordered t o  show cause why h i s / h e r  p roba t ion  should no t  be  
revoked, and t h a t  s a i d  defendant  be  r e t u r n e d  t o  t h i s  Court  
f o r t h w i t h  f o r  pronouncement of  judgment and sen tence .  
DATED t h i s  day of A p r i l ,  2007. 
BY: 
C i t y  A t t o r n e y ' s  Of f i ce  
APPLICATION TO SHOW CAUSE, ETC.:  2 
First Judicial District Court, State of ldaho 
In and For the County of Kootenai 
324 W. Garden Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ldaho 83816-9000 
STATE OF IDAHO 
P l a i n t i f f ,  
VS . 
Aaron Kyle H a r r i s  
1112 Hast inas  Ave 
Coeur d l 4 
DOB : 
FILED 4/16/2007 AT 11:34 AM 
STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




) Case No: CR-2005-0002408 
1 
) AFFIDAVIT OF THE RECORD FOR 
) ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE - PROBATION 
REVOCATION/CONTEMPT 
) 
) Judge: S c o t t  Wayman 
) 
DARCY GLASS, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. I am a Records Custodian employed by Kootenai County District Court. I have reviewed the 
file and records in this case. 
2. An Order or Judgment was enterd in this case on DECEMBER 13,2006 requiring the above 
named defendant to comply with conditions of probation including; 
COMPLETE RECOMMENDED LEVEL I TREATMENT PROGRAM AND FILE PROOF BY 
APRIL 1,2007 / 
3. The records in this case show that the defendant had personal knowledge of the court's order 
or judgment according to the distributionlmailing. 
4. The defendant has willfully failed to comply with said order according to court records: 
[ ] a copy of the failure to comply report is attached 
~prooflverification of compliance required, but not 
submitted 
[ ] other 
Subscribed & sworn to before me Monday, April 16, - 
J-& U ,? 
Deputy Clerk 
Copies and attachment@) sent by affiant Monday, April 16, 2007 via interoffice mail to: 
Coeur d' Alene Prosecutor 
DEPUTY 
FIRST DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FORTHE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE, P.O. BOX 9000 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 8381 6-9000 
STATE OF IDAHO, CR- 
ORDER AFTER HEARING ON 
PROBATION VIOLATION / 
CONTEMPT 
Defendant 
A HEARING WAS CTED on the date set forth below. 
The defendant ersonally appeared [ I  was not present 
The Defendant having been fully advised of hisfher statutory and constitutional rights including the 
right to be represented b counsel, and the right to have court appointed counsel if indigent, 
and the Defendant was represented by counsel A [ I  waived the right to counsel 
[ I  The court conducted a hearing and received evidence. 
[ I  tipulation entered into by both parties was received by the court. d efendant admitted to the violation. The court finds that the admission is knowingly and voluntarily entered. 
I]  The State submitted a motion to dismiss. 
[ I  Court finds that the Defendant is in contempt of Court for a knowing and willful violation of the 
Court's previously entered judgment by 
[ I  Hearing failed to show that the Defendant violated the terms of probation; 
[ I  Hearing failed to show that the Defendant is in contempt; 
[ I  Probation Violation / Contempt proceeding is dismissed. 
ORDER AFTER HEARING ON PROBATION VIOLATIONICONTEMPT - 1 DC 097 Rev. 7/00 
THE COURT IMPOSESTHE FOLLOWING PENALTIES UPON THE DEFENDANT: 
MONIES ORDERED PAID: &$2.00 handling fee is imposed on each installment 
H ~ i n e t ~ e n a l t y  $ z$'z3 - Suspended $ 
&Tobepaidby 1 4 1 3 - w  Pay$ per month, to begin 
[I Community Service - hours by - Setup Fee $ Insurance Fee $ 
Defendant must sign up for community service within ten (1 0) days of the date this order is signed 
and pay all sign-up fees and workman's compensation fees; 
[I Sign-up fee waived [ 1 Workman's compensation fees waived 
[ I  Defendant shall reimburse Kootenai County for costs of defense in the amount of 
$ payable by 
[ ].Bond Exonerated [ I  Applied to Fine and CostsIReturn Remainder, if any. 
INCARCERATION ORDERED: 
g ~ a i l  /O days, Credit days. 
MReport to Jail I 1 13 i ~ f f ~  7 at ~ > C W  ,h" . m. 
Release 
Work Release Authorized [I In-Home Monitoring 
[ ] Defendant may perform hours by on the Kootenai 
County Sheriff's Community Labor Program, in lieu of said jail, or report to the Jail on the same 
date at 6:00 p.m. to serve the full jail time. Defendant must sign up at the Jail within seven (7) 
calendar days for the Labor Program. 
IT IS FURTHER 0 
wefendant may Y O d l j P I d / 9  E d r ~  ~~~ 
C/ I 
and submitting written proof to the Court before 131 2-a,? . If such is not com- 
Dleted and the written proof is not delivered prior to that bate, then the Defendant must report to 
jail as ordered above.. 
[I The probation previously imposed shall continue on the same terms and conditions and shall 
not expire until 
[ I  The probation shall be extended to 
[ ]  Additional terms of probation shall include: 
[ I  The probation shall be supervised. (See Supervised Probation Addendum attached.) 
[I The probation is hereby terminated. 
[ The probation shall be terminated on 
dother :  ~ i i . 4 ~ 4  P C V ~  9 m. 1~m.7 
DATEDTHIS 1 3 DAY OF I- ,20&. , 
JUDGE 
COPIESTO: &F. ATTORNEY- [ ]  JAli [ ]  COM. SERVICE 
I ] OTHER 
DATE: DEPUTY CLERK 088  
ORDER AFFER HEARING ON PROBATION VIOLATION/CONTEMPT - 2 DC OR7 Rev. 1/00 
3 .  
Firs, ,-~dicial District Court, State of Idaho.- 
In and For the County of Kootenai 
324 W. Garden Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 
FILED ' 4 / 3 / 2 0 0 7  AT 0 3 : 0 4  PM 
STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
CLERK/\DF THE DISTRICT COURT 
#@y&v DEPUN 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
VS ., 
Aaron Kyle Harris 
1112 Hastings Ave 




) Case No: CR-2005-0002408 
) AFFIDAVIT OF THE RECORD 'FOR 
) ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE - PROBATION 
) REVOCATI~N/C~NTEMPT 
) 
) Judge: Scott Wayman Defendant. 
I 
DARCY GLASS, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1 I am a Records Custodian employed by Kootenai County District Court. I have 
reviewed the file and records in this case. 
2. An Order or Judgment was entered in this case on MAY 9,2005 requiring the 
above named defendant to comply with conditions of probation including; 
VIOLATE NO LAW MORE SERIOUS THAN AN INFRACTION 
Violation: CR06-I5983 Committed: 7-25-06 
CR07-4775 2-28-07 
. .,. . .  
3. The'records in fhis case show that the defendant had personal knowledge of the 
court's order or judgment according to the distributionlmailing. 
4. The defendant has willfully failed to comply 
records. 
Subscribed & sworn to before me Tuesday, April 03, 
SUBSEQUENT VIOLATION CITATIONIJUDGMENT ATTACHED 
Copies and attachment(s) sent by affiant Tuesday, April 03, 2007 via interoffice mail to: 
Coeur d' Alene Prosecutor 
AFFIDAVIT OF THE RECORD FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE-PROBATION REVOCATlONlCONTEMPT 0 8 9  
The defendant having been fully advised of hislher statutory and constitutional rights including the right to be represented by counsel, and 
Been advised of light to court appointed counsel if Indigent 
efendant waived right to counsel Judgment-Not Guilty 
Defendant represented by counsel 2' Judgment on Trial--Guilty 
&udgment, Plea of Guilty I Rights Waived Judgment for Defendant I Infraction 
0 Withheld Judgment Accepted Judgment for State 1 Infraction 
0 Dismissed Bond Forfeited / ConvictionEntered - Case Closed 
Bond Forfeited / Dismissed 
MONIESORDEREDPAID: A $2.00 handling fee will be imposed on each installment. 
g ~ i n e l ~ e n a l t y  $ Costs $ * ! & f ~ r o b a t i o n  Fee $10.00 -Suspended $' sZi 
@pay by  'U-9 , or enroll in time payment program BEFORE due date. 
a Community Senrice hours by Setup Fee $ Insurance Fee $ 
-~ -- 
Restitution 
BBond Exonerated, provided that any de osit shall first be ap lied pursuant to Idaho Code 19-2923 In satisfaction of outstanding fines, fees 
and costs w~th any rema~nder to be reftkded to the postlng $arty. 
No  Contact Order, as condition of bond, terminated. 
/ 8 0 days, Suspend& 7 days, cwii t  days 
C' ReportfoJail 
elease * 
Work Release Authorized (if you qualify) nln-Home Monitoring 
Sheriff's Community Labor Program in lieu of Jail (if you qualify) +O hours by - 9 -0s- ' ~ u s t  sign up within 7 days. d 
DRIVINOPRIVILEGES SUSPENDED f fd daiscammenciig . P W ~  7 , 2a 5- 
REINSTATEMENT OF DRIVING PRIVILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED before ydu can drive. Apply to DRIVER'S SERVICES, P.O. Box 7129, 
Boise, ID. 83707-1 129. 
17 Temporay Driving Privileges Gmnted.commencing 
To, from and for work purposeslrequired medical cab lcourl ordered alcohol program lcommunlty sawice. Must cany of work 
schedule and liability insurance at all times. Not valid if insurapce expires. 
PROBATION ORDERED FOR Z YEAR@) ON THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: OSupewised - See Addendum 
Violate no federal, state or local laws more serious than an infraction. DCommit no similar offenses. 
Maintain liability insurance on any vehicle that you drive. 
Do not operate a motor vehicle with any alcohoi in your bloodstream. 
: You must submit to any bbodalcohol concentration test requested of you, with reason ble cause, by a peace officer. 
Obtain a Substanc Abuse i~Eva lua l ion ,  and file proof of evaluation, within 0 days. 
Enroll in - m d  . hp r?  program. and fiie proof. within days. File proof of completion wlthh Z?d days. 
Notify the court, in writing, of any address change within 10 days. Agrees to accept future service by mail at the last known address. 
0 Interlock ignition device required on vehicle for year($ To be installed per attached addendum. 
0 Other 
THESUSPENDEDPENALTIESARESUBJECTTOYOUR COMPLIANCEWITH ALI,@RMSHE&IN 
THEDEFENDANTHASTHERIGHTTO APPEAL 
- * *a@ tllnaUFNTWITHlN42DAYS 
/-- 
. . ,° KOOTENAI FIRST JUDICIAL r7 ': 2T COURT. STATEOP IDAHO, C O W j  ,:
- ' 324 W. GkWm A-~.UE, P.O. BOX 9000, COEUR D'ALFNh, , 0 83816-9000 
iTATE OF IDAHO V 
M O N  K HARRIS u n r r l q  S 
:OEUR D'ALnvE, ID -838S- 8 3 5/ Y 
!SN # DUI PW215681D ID 
)OB: 11/14/1978 AGENCY: KOOTENAI COUNTY SHERIFF 
:ASE # CR-2006-0015983 CITATION # 100859 
!KARGE: 118-8004 M D m G  UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
The defendant having been fully advised of hislher statutory and constitutional rights including the right to be represented by counsel, and 
C1 Been advised of light to court appointed counsel i f  indigent 
C1 Defendant waived right lo counsel I2 Judgment--Not Guilty 
a Defendant reoresented bv counsel C] Judoment on Trial--Guiltv -- 
q~udgrnent, ~ i e a  of ~ u i l t y j  Rights Waived ~udgment for ~ e f e n d a n i l  Infraction 
Wilhheld Judgment q Accepted 17 Judgment for State I Infraction 
Dismissed ~ o n d  Forfeited I Conviction Entered - Case Closed 
Suspended $ 
P P a y  by / ~ - * 7  -2..bv& , or enroll in time payment program BEFORE due date. 
Communily Service hours by Setup Fee $ Insurance Fee $ 
Reimburse 
Restitution 
W Bond Exonerated, provided that any deposit shall first be applied pursuant to Idaho Code 19-2923 in satisfaction of outstanding fines, fees 
and costs wtth any rematnder to be refunded to the posttng party. 
I2 No Contact Order, as condition of bond, terminated. 
NCARCERATIONORDERED: 
@Jail I /0 0 days, Suspended / - days, Credit A? 
P500 fi* 
dap 
m~e&- ~ / % f ~ &  @ / 
Release 1 I I I 
@work Release Authorized (if you qualify) q In-Home Monitoring 
17 Sheriff's Community Labor Program in lieu of Jail (I you qualify) . .  . hours by Must sign up within 7 days. 
- .Zs"--;E~u6 IRIVING PRIVILEGESSUSPENDED &yscomniencing 
REINSTATEMENT OF DRIVING PRIVILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED before you can drive. Apply to DRIVER'S SERVICES, P.O. Box 7129, 
Boise. ID. 83707-1129. 
Temporary Driving Privileges Granted commencing 
To, from and for work purposes1 required medicel carelcourt ordered alcohol program /community service. Must cany proof of work 
schedule and liability insurance at all times. Not valid if insurance expires. 
'ROBATION ORDERED FOR 2 . YEAR(S) ON M E  FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: OSupe~ised - See Addendum 
@violate no federal, state or local laws more serious than an infraction. ClCommit nosimilar offenses. 
@ Maintain liability insurance on any vehicle that you drive. '!: j: 1:: , .:?. 
. , ,  c 
[i9 Do not operate a motor vehicle with any alcohol in your bloodstream. . , ,. .- : ,,,,, ,, -.,:... . 3 . -  ,:';:.!.:,,<...' : :  ., 
You must submit to any blood alcohol concentration test requested of you, ~it$!~~&q~$~ble.ca$e, b#.;a:peace:offickr. ?r r 12: 
@ Obtain a Substance AbuselMdWy Evaluation, and file proof of evaluation, within:+ *.i<&ii& in;ll8y$? .it4* 7;j 5' '*- 
@Enroll in hEcI7-c program, and file proof, within ----" days. File pro6~:6fC;6ii;l$ii &16~?#(5! days. a Notify the court, in writing, of any address change within 10 days. Agrees to ac$gJfu&r.~..ggyiceby mail at the1ast:kilowRriddress. 
@Interlock ignition device required on vehicle for /o &..To be insta)lq$p&[~a@pPq$~~e~$um::i:,;.>t:t:$ !. .i'xik*nc: 
.Maim ." . a d ' ,  Other L z  's...,:n., . . ,,_-_ .. . '. 
.,,>,?,., ,, ::': 
HESUSPENDED PENALTlESARESUBJECTTOYOURCOMPLlANCEWlTHALLT.~RMSHERElN 
i E  DEFENDANT HASTHE RIGHTTO APPEAL 
i IS  JUDGMENT WITHIN42 DAYS 
Dale 4-77 -A&' Judge t '791 
opies To: 
Def. ~ t t y .  e 
Other- 
COEUR D'ALENE 
POLICE DEPAR INT rDAHo uNIFoRM c n A n o N  NO ( ? 7 5 2 6 b 
........ ) : i . . . . . .  .. < .  .,, 2:'........ 
a-  .I : ,!),; .,;Tr I*:.., ?., '. :,:::.!*?: . . . . . .  * ..: ,., .... ",, .". ., :,-> , , 13: ?fir .<..-c: 
n\l THE D~TIUCT COURT OF THE 1 St JUDICIAL DISTRICTY$jf!: i 
i 
I 
TKE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COLNIYFF,^ ! : KOoTENA' ,,",- . ,  .>w3.-. ) co*L-?AND SUMMOG. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
VS. 
I 
. :-Misdemeanor .Citation 
I 
1 [ 1 Companion Citation 
First Name ' - Midxe Initial 
Aftached 
PUC# CR-05- dqOg USDOT TK census # i i 
1 
t o p e r a t o r  0 Class A Class B 0 Class C .&class D Cl Other 
[ ] GVWR 26001 + [ 1 16t Persom 4 1 Placard Hamrdous,Mataials 
he 4 -nl3 4 - -  .LO.Home Address ) \%q m&- 
Business Address fik bH%4- . ~ h #  foal - 2 L  
THE UNDERSIGNED OFFICER (PARTY) HEREBY CERTEIES AND SAYS: 
6) 
I certify I have reasonable grounds, and believe the above-named Defendant, Race !. ) ' ! 
DLorSS# T ~ Q ) s ~  state W 
I 
Model 1 
Did commit the following act@) on hours. ! 
t r - w v  Via. #l 'rScj-s: -, % w:k . w-,&r h&\.~.-cs. . . Code Sertion 
a& A\&,\ 4\2:\~ &%-B A t4h-r c w h 4 - t ~  
VioX2 %RwJ kl.. 
marsmbb i ! . . .  
k \ c  LI ~ocation 5-i . LW'tT, 4 
MP. KOOTENAI county, ~daho.  ! 
Officer/Party 
LSerial#/Address -0 Dept. i 
I 
Date Wimessing Officer Serial#/Address Dept. i 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT: 
You are hereby summoned to appear before the Clerk of the Magistrate's Court of the ! 





Defendant's Signature 1 
I hereby certify s e ~ c e  upon the defendant personally on , 20- 
.: Officer 













STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
Aaron Kyle Harris 
Defendant. 
"irst Judicial District Court, State of Idr 4 In and For the County of Kootenai 
324 W. Garden Avenue 
Cocur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 
) Case No: CR-2005-0002408 
1 
1 
) NOTICE OF BOND FORFEITURE 
) 
1 
) BOND POWER NO: 522542 
j 
) BOND AMOUNT: $5000.00 
ALADDIN BAIL BONDS 
Justin Carlock 
80 NORTH COLE RD. 
BOISE, ID 83704 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the bail for the above named Defendant, for which you are obligor, was declared 
forfeited by order of this Court pursuant to Idaho Code 19-2927, on February 5,2008. 
If within one hundred eighty (1 80) consecutive days from the above date of the order forfeiting bond, you bring said 
Defendant to the jail facility of the county which issued the warrant, the Court shall direct that the forfeiture be 
discharged. 
I certify a copy of this Notice was mailed, postage paid, to the above named bail agent at the address listed above. 
Dated: Wednesday, February 06,2008 
Daniel J. English 
Clerk Of The District Court 
By: Mickey Carlson, Deputy Clerk 
Notice ofBond Forfeiture 
ZOO0 RUG - I PM 2: 29 
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, ISB #4156 
A S ~ ~ C X A T E  GENERAL COUNSEL 
Two Jim, Inc. 
80 North Cole Road 
Boise, ID 83704 
Telephone: 208-287-2211 
Facsimile: 208-287-3302 
Attorney for Two Jbn ,  Inc., dba Maddin Bail Bonds I Anytime Bail Bonds 
I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DIS'I'.RICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STA3.X OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
Two Jim,  Inc. ("Two Jim"), by and through i ts  counsel of  record, Susan M. Campbclk 
hereby moves this Court, pursuant to I.C. 819-2927 and I.C.R. 46, to set aside the February 5, 
Case No.: CR- 2005-0002408 
Bond No.: LG5-522542 
Bond Amount: $5,000.00 
VS. 
kARON KYLE HARRIS, 
Defendant. 
2008 forfeiture and exonerate this bond in the above-referenced case. The forfeiture has not yet 
been remitted to the court. T h i s  Motion i s  also based upon the Affidavit of Sham Skograud in 
Support of Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond and the Affidavit of Deon Price 
MOTTON TO SET ASXDE 
FORFEXTURE ANI) EXONERATE 
BOND AND CONDITIONAL 
REQUEST FOR HEARING 
in Support of Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond filed contemporaneously 
herewith and incorporated herein by reference. 
The grounds and reasons for this Motion are as follows: 1 0 6  
MOTION TO SET ASIDE FORFEITURE AND EXONERATE BOND AND COWXTXONAL REQUEST 
FOR HEARING 
1. Two J i m  posted the above-captioned bond, with the Kootenai County J ~ l  on 
June 24,2007. See attached copy of bond LG5-522542. A Notice of Fo~eiture was entered by 
the court on February 5, 2008. See amched copy of Notice. The bail bond is a suretyship 
conkact between the State, the accused and the surety entered into by the parties to guarantee the 
appearance of the Defendant. This bond agreement i s  subject to the mles of contract law and 
suretyship. In addition, because it is a contract, existing law becomes a part of the contract. See 
State v. Abracadobra Bail Bonds, 131 Idaho 113,116,952 P.3d 1249,1252 ( ~ t :  App. 1998). 
2. Two Jinn was unable to complete its perfomance pursuant to the bail bond 
contract because of the typc of w m t  issued in this matter, which did not pennit the Defendat 
*o be extradited &om Oregon. The doctrine of impossibility operates to excuse perfomauce 
when the bargained for performance i s  no longer in existence or is no longer capable of being 
perfomed due to the unforeseen, supervening act of a third party. See Haessly v. Safeco Title 
Ins. Co., 121 Idaho 463,465,825 P.2d 1119,1121 (1992). 
3. The primary purpose of bail is not pudtive but intended to ensure a defendant's 
presence in court. State v. Overby 90 Idaho 41, 46, 408 P.2d 155, 157 (1965); State v. Quick 
Release, 144 Idaho 651, 167 P.3d 788,792 ('3. App. 2007). The s w t y  has until August 3,2008 
to surrender the Defendant or for the Defendant appear in court. The Defendant was located in 
The Udles, Oregon through the efforts of the Two Jim investigators. See the Affidavit of Shaun 
Skogmnd in Support of Motion to Set Aside Forfeitwe and Exonerate Bond and the Affidavit of 




"Affidavity') filed contmporaneously herewith and incorporated herein by reference. 
1 
I 4. Investigators for Two J i m  went to The Dalles, Oregon and spoke with the 
Defendant. Defendant's photograph and fingerprints were taken on July 22, 2008. See 
I 
MOTXON TO SET ASalEI'FORFEITURE AND EXONERATE BOND AND CONIIXTLONAL REQUEST 
FOR HEARING PAGE 2 OF 4 
Affidavit. However, Two Jinn was prevented ikom returning the Defendant to this jurisdiction 
due to the type of warrant issued in this matter. Based upon the inability of Two Jinn to return 
this Defendant to Idaho in order to timely surrender him to the proper Idaho authorities because 
of the type of warrant issued, to not exonerate this bond would be inequitable. See State v. Quick 
Releuse, 144 Idaho 651, 167 P.3d 788,792 (Ct. App. 2007). 
5. The Oregon legislature has adopted the Uniform Criminal Extradition Act. See 
State v. Epps 36 0R.App. 519,525, 585 P.2d 425,429 (1978). A copy of this case is attached. 
The bail agents in this case were convicted of kidnapping. ORS 133.855 identifies the 
provisions of the Uniform Criminal Extradition Act to include ORS 133.743 to 133.833 and 
133.839 to 133.855. ORS 133.747 governs fugitives from other states and provides as follows: 
Subject to the qualiications of ORS 133.743 to 133.857 and the provisions of the 
Constitution of the United States controlling, and Acts of Congress in pursuance 
thereof, it i s  the duty of the Governor of this stare to have arrested and delivered 
up to the exeoutivc authority of any other state of  the United Slalss any person 
charged in that state with treason, felony, or other crime, who has fled .from 
justice and is found in this state. 
Pursuant to Oregon law, the only legal means by which Two Jim has to remove the Defendant 
from Oregon and return him to Kootenai County for surrender is for him to be extradited by the 
State. 
6 .  Two Jim went to extensive efforts to locate and apprehend the Defendant in order 
to bring him before this Court The surety's participation in locating and apprehending the 
Defendant are several of the factors to be considered in this request for exoneration. See State v. 
Fry, 128 Idaho 50,910 P. 2d. 164, (Ct. App. 1994). 
7. This Defendant was not extradited, therefore, there i s  no additional cost to the 
State other than what was incurred prior to forfeiture. The State has no entitlement to a windfall, 
MOTION TO SET ASKDE FORFI&ITURE AND EXONERATE BOND AND CONDXTXONAL REQUEST 
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which. would occur if this bond is not exonerated. See State v. Quick Release, 144 Idaho 651, 
167 P.3d 788,792 (Ct. App. 2007). 
Based upon all of the above, justice does not require enforcement of the forfeiture. See 
I.C.R. 46(e)(4). WHEREFORE, Two Jinn, Inc. requests that the Court: grant this Motion to Set 
Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond. Should the Court, fox any reason, determine that this 
Motion shodd be denied, it is requested that the Court set this mattm for hearing at a mutually 
convenient date and time. 
su Respecthlly submitted this Iday of August, 2008. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this - day of August, 2008, I caused to be served n 
.hue a d  correct copy of the foregohg by the following method to: 
Coeur d'Alene City Prosecutor U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
710 E. Mdan Ave. u Hand Delivery 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 Court House Basket 
U Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
r Overnight Mail 
1 1  Facsimile: 208-769-2326 
Heather Price 
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, , ' Plain= 
vs. . 
Aaron Kyle I.Iarris 
Defendant. 
. ... , , 
',\ . 
'! \~ndieiai~istrict Coart, State of XdrihL, .... " 1  
la and Hbr the County ofKootenai 
324 W.'Gardsn Avenue 
Coeur dlAiene, Idaho 83816-9000 
1 
' ) NOTICE: OF BONb B ' 0 . W E I ~ '  
ALADDINBAlLBOrnG 
Justin. Cadock 
80 NORTH COLE RD. 
BOIS.E, ID 83704 
, , 
Y O @ ~ ~ Y N O T I F I E D  thatfhe 9aiYforthe heovem$m8d~efend&~ for which you a c  obligoi,.wm . . deolmed', 
%nfeited by order of this Court pursuant to Idaho Code 19-2927, on February 5,2008. . . . . I 
Ifwithin one hundred eighty (180) cods~outive days *om the above date ofthe order forfeiting bond, y o u g b ~ i  said 




I certiij, a copy ofttiis Notice was mailed, postage paid, to the above named bail a m t  at the address listed above. i 
Dated: Weduesd~y~ Pebruary 06,2908 . . 
bde1 J, English ' 
Clerk Of The DiBtriot Court - 
' By: Miclrey Carlson, Deputy Clarlc ,I 
Notice ofBond Porfoinrre 
Page 2 of 1 1 
H 
State v. Epps 
Or.App.,1976. 
Court of Appeals of Oregon, In Banc. 
STATI! of Oregon, Respondent, 
v. 
Clyde EPPS, Appellant. 
STATE of Oregon, Respondent, 
v. 
Don AZEVEDO, Appellant. 
No. C 77-05-07062; CA 9138; NO. C 77-05-07063; 
CA 9222. 
Argued and Submitted April 25,1978. 
Decided Oct, 16,1978. 
Defendants were convicted in the Circuit Court, 
Mulmomah County, Henry M. Kaye, J., of second- 
degree kidnapping, and they appealed The Court of 
Appeals, In Banc, Tanzer, J., held that: (1) the evid- 
ence was sufficient to establish that the taking or 
confinement of the victim was accomplished by 
force; (2) though dcfcndants, as agents of a Calihr- 
nia suwy company, were legally authorized to ar- 
rest rhe viaim, whom they believed to have viol- 
ated the bail agreement, and to lake trim before a 
judgment or magistrate with all pramicable speed, 
defendants acted without legal authority in immedi- 
ately W i g  the victim to California; (3) rhe com- 
mon-law m1e that a bail bondsman has absolute 
dominion over his principal has no force in Oregon, 
and (4) the evidence was sufticient to support the 
conviction. 
Page 1 
23 1Ek33 Evidence 
231Ek36 k. Weight and Sufficiency. Mosr. 
Cited Cases 
(Formerly 232k 1) 
Evidende that defendants, who were agnnts of a 
California s u m ~  company, comered individual 
whom they believed to have left CaYiornia in viola- 
tion of a bail agreematt and handcuKed him, that 
defendants then put hi into a pickup m c k  and 
drove to California and that defendants placed leg 
ions around their captive's ankles and did nor allow 
him to stop or make any phone calls durkg an 
18-hour ride was sufficient to establish that the tak- 
ing or confinement was "accomplished by force" 
and, thus, was without consent for purposes of the 
kidnapping statute. ORS 163.215(1). 
121 Kidnapping 231E -20 
23 IE Kidaapping 
23 1Ekl4 I%lcmenta 
231Ek20 k. Warn of Consent Most Cited 
Cases 
(Fornxerly 232kl) 
Whatever legal effect might attach to a conhactual 
provision whereby an incarcerated person consents 
to be taken into custody iT he a i ls  to notify bail 
bondsman gf a change of address or employment, 
such contractual provision does not constitute 
"consent" as that tern is used in the portion of the 
kidnapping statute which states that without 
"consent" means that the raking or conhement is 
accomplished by force, threat or deception. ORS 
163.215(1). 
Affirmed. 131 Kidnapping 231E e 2 7  
Buttler, J,, dissented and fited opinion in which 23 1E Khlnapping 
Thornton and Lee, JJ., joined. 23 1Ek27 k. Degrees. Most Cited Cases 
(Formerly 232k1) 
West Headnotes Term "legal authority," as used in the statute which 
provides in relevant p& that a person commits 
[I] Kidnapping WXE -36 second-degree kidnapping if, with the intent to in- 
terfere s~~bstantially witb another's personal lib-, 
231E Kidnapping 
@ 2008 Thomson ReuterslWest. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works. 
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he rakes another person tiom one place to another 
without ''legal authority," means "authorized by 
law?' ORS 163.225(l)(a). 
141 Arrest 35 -64 
35 Anest 
3Sn: On Criminal Charges 
35k64 k. Privntc Persons, Anest Without 
Warrant. Most Cited Cases 
Arrest 35 -66(2) 
35 Arrest 
3511 On Crkninal Charges 
35k66 Place of Arrest m Stop 
3Sk66(2) k. Offkcer's Authority Outside 
Jurisdiction. Most Cited Cases 
~ o m e r l y  35k66) 
Wanantless arrest in Oregon by a private person of 
a person accused of a crime in another state is au- 
thorized md regulotcd by the Unif&m Criminal Ex- 
tradition Act. O W  133.803, 133.805. 
15) Arrest 35 @JJG6(2) 
35 Arrest 
351T On Criminal Charges 
35k66 Place of Arrest or Stop 
35k66(2) k. Officer's Authority Outside 
Jurisdiction, Most Cited Cases 
(Formerly 35k66) 
Arrest 35 -70(2) 
35 Arrest 
3511 On Criminal Charges 
35k70 Custody and Disposition of Prisoner 
35k70(2) k. Presentation to Magistrate, 
Etc.; Arraignment. Mosr Cited Cases 
(Formerly 35Lc70) 
Under the Uniform Criminal Extradition Act, 
agents of California surety company were legally 
authorized to arrest person who had violated terms 
of bail agreement by leaving Wffomia without rbe 
consent of either the surety or the coun and to take 
hi before a judge or a magistrate with all practic- 
able speed for legal proceedings to determine if rhe 
person axrested was in fact the person wanted and if 
thc charge against hiin was exlrdditable. OR8 
133.805. 
161 Kidnapping 2 3 1 ~  -15
23 1E Kidnapping 
23 1Ek 14 Elements 
231Ek15 k. Tn General. Most Cited Cases 
(Formerly 232k1) 
Acts of agents of California surety company in pur- 
suing and capturing person who allegedly had left 
California in violation of rhe terms of a bail agree- 
ment and in taking the captive immediately to Cali- 
fornia were not authorized by the statute which reg- 
ulates the warrantless arrest in Oregon by a private 
person of a person accused of crime h anotber 
sate; thercfore, the conducl of thc surety company's 
agents was without "legal authority" fbr purposes 
of the kidnapping statute. ORS 133.805, 
163225(1)(a). 
171 Bail. 49 -80 
49 Bd 
4911 In Cxjminal Prosecutions 
49k78 Relief from Liability or Forfeiture 
49k80 k. Surrwndex of Principal. Most 
Cited Cases 
Nothing in language of former statute authorizing 
bail bondsman to mesr principal for the pwpose of 
surrender& h i  authorizes transport of the prin- 
cipal out of the state for smnder .  
[8] Bail. 49 -60 
49 Bail 
4911 In Criminal Prosecutions 
49k54 Bond, Undenakmg, or Recognizance 
49k60 k Sureties. Most Cited Cases 
Common-law doctrine t h a ~  a bail bondsman has ab- 
solute dominion over his principal is not recognized 
in Oregon. ORS 133.805. 
[91 Kidnapping 231E -36 
I 2008 Thornson ReutersNVest. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works. 
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23 1E Kidnapping 
23 lE2c.33 Evidence 
23IEk36 k. Weight and Sufficiency. Most 
Cited Cases 
(Formerly 232kS) 
Evidence that defenWa, took victim forcefully 
&om Oregon to California without legal authority 
warranted conviction of second-degree kidnapping. 
ORS 163.225(1)(a). 
'520 **426 David F. Cargo and Miohael E. Wa- 
glund, Portland, argued the cause for appellants. On 
the brief was David F. Cargo, Portland. 
Donald L. Paillette, Assr. Alty. Gen., Salem, argued 
the cause for respondent. On the brief were James 
A. Redden, Atty. Gen., A1 J. Laue, Sol. Gen., and 
Kathleen G. Dahlin, Certified Law Student, Salem. 
Jerard S. Weigler, Michael E. Haglund, and Lhd- 
say, Nahstoll, Hnrr, Ncil & Weigler, Portland, filed 
a brief amicus curiae for appellants. 
*521 **427 TANZER, Judge. 
Defeadants appeal from Uaak convi~?ions of kid- 
napping in the second degree. lbey are agent9 of a 
California surety company, Cowboy Bail Bonds, 
which entered into a bail agreement wia  one Mor- 
row to effectuate his release from incarceration in 
Bakersfield, Califomia. In violation of tke term of 
the agreement, Morrow then left California without 
I 
the consent of either the surety or the c o w  and 
took up residence in Portland, Oregon. In 1977, he 
was pursued and captured by defendants in Portland 
and rotumcd to the custody of rhe coun in Califor- 
nia. It is that taking which is the basis of the present 
kidnapping conviction. 
I 
Kidnapping in the second degree is defined by ORS 
163.225(1)(a), which provides: 
"A persnn commits the crime of hidnapping in the 
second degree if, with intent to interfere substan- 
tially with another's personal libexty, and without 
consent or legal authority, be: 
"(a) Takes the person from one place to another * * 
*.>> 
Defendants admit they took the victim from one 
place to another. Defendants contend that the taking 
was not "without oonsent or legal authority:' 
1. "WITHOUT CONSENT" 
[I] Fit, the defendants ass& that the taking was 
not "wirbout consent." ORS 1.63.215(1) defines that 
term for purposes of the kidnapping statutes: 
" 'Wirhour consent' means that the taking or con- 
finement is accomplished by force, threat or deoep- 
tion * * *." 
There is evidence tha~ defmdant Azevedo b w t  into 
a room where the victim, Monow, was employed. 
Azevedo demanded to know whether Monow was 
Steven Momw. When M o m  asked Azevedo why 
he wanted to how,  Azevedo grabbed Mmow's 
arm and insisted that M o m  idendfy hiself .  
Monow denied '522 ha t  he was Steven Morrow. 
Defendant Epps then entered rhe office and pushed 
Morrow against a partition. During the snuggle, 
Morrow shouted to his supexvisor to call the poiice 
and he did so. 
Morrow broke loose. He xan out of the office and 
down the street. hzevedo pursued Morrow on foot 
while Epps chased him in a pickup huck. Defend- 
ants eventually cornered Morrow. They pulled 
Morrow's hmds beKid his back and handcuffed 
him. Defendants then pushed Morrow into their 
pickup and started driving toward California After 
about au hour and a half, Momw complained that 
it hurt his shoulder to have his hands cuffed behind 
his back. Defendants took the handcuffs off of Mor- 
row, placed his hands in front of him and put the 
handctrffs back on. Defendants elso placed leg- 
irons around Morrow's ankles. Momw was nor al- 
lowed during the 18-hour ride to stop or make my 
phone calls. At no time did Momow consent to be- 
ing handcuffed or restrained or to accompanyb 
defendants back to Califomia. Defendauts took 
Morrow to the I h  County Jail. The recited evid- 
ence is sufficienr to establish, in the words of the 
0 ZOOS Thomson ReutersWest. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works. 
statute, "that the taking or confinemenr (was) ac- 
complished by force.'" 
121 Defendants contend that Morrow had given his 
consent to be ralren into custody if he failed to noti- 
fy the bondsman of a change of address or employ- 
ment by having signed a bond agreement which in- 
cluded a provision to that effect. Whatever legal ef- 
fect such a conttanual provision might have, it 
does not constitute consent as that term is used in 
the statutory definition which, as it applies to this 
case, is based solely upon the use of force in rhe 
t a x i .  
11: "WITHOUT * * * LEGA1, AUTHORITY" 
A. The Applicable Statute 
[33[4] The defendants next contend that the taking 
was legally authoxizcd. Obviously, with "legal au- 
thority" means authorized hy law. 'Ihe warrantless 
west in *523 Oregon by a private person of a per- 
son accused of a crime in anolhsr slats is author- 
ized and regulated by ORS 133.805 of the *'428 
Unifonn Crimiial Extradition Act.W1] That sec- 
don provides: 
FN1, The dissent stares that the raking was 
nor aurhoirzed by ORS 133.803, but makes 
no mention of ORS 133.805. 
"?he arrest of a person may be lawffiliy made also 
by an officer or a priwte ci t im without a wanant, 
upon reasonable information that the accused 
stands charged in the courts of another scare with a 
crime punuhablc by d ~ a t h  or imprison~nent for a 
term exceeding one year, bur when so axrested the 
accused must be taken before a judge or magistrate 
wirh all practicable speed and complaint must be 
made against him under orrth setting forth the 
ground for the arrest as in ORS 133.803; and there- 
after his answer shaU be heard as if he had been ar- 
rested on a warrant" 
Page 4 
ally authorbx'to acres1 Morrow and take him be- 
fore a judge or magistrate with all practicable speed 
for legal prooeedings to dctamine if Morrow was 
in fact the person wanred and if the charge against 
him was extradirable. The acts of the defendants in 
taking Morrow straightaway lo California were nor 
authorized by the statute which controls the Legal 
authority to arrest a person wauted in another state. 
Therefore, the "legally authorized" exception to the 
kidnapping statute provides, no excuse for defend- 
ants' conduct. 
B. The Defendants' Theory 
Acknowledging that there i s  no statute authorizing 
the private arrest of a person wanred in another 
state, the defendants contend, and our dissenting 
eoUce.gues seem to agree, thar legal authority fox 
the kidnapping exisrs by virtue of common law doc- 
trine which is srill valid in Oregon. Their conten- 
tion is based upon Ole 'leading case of Taylor v. 
Taintor, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 366, 371, 21 I,.Ed. 287 
(1872) (decided, in historical terms, a short time 
aRw the more celebrated case of Dred Scott v. 
Sandford, 60 U.S. (19 How.) 393, 15 L.Ed. 691. 
(1856), "24 with which. the latter opinion shares 
some common philosophy, notwithstaading the in- 
tervening conflict) stating the common law docthe 
that a bail bondsman has absolute dominion over 
his principal: 
"When bail i s  given, the principal is regarded as de- 
livered to the custody of his sureties. Their domin- 
ion is a continuance of tile origind imprisonment. 
Whenever they choose to do so, they may seize hi 
and deliver h i  up in their discbarge; and if that 
cannor be done at once, they may imprison him un- 
til it can be done. They may exercise their rights in 
person or by agent. They may pursue bim into an- 
other Stare; may west him on the Sabbat$; and, if 
necessary, may break and enter his house for that 
pupose. Tbe seizure is not made by virtue of new 
process. None is needed. It is likened to the reatrest 
by the sherilfofan escaping prisonor. * * * "[FNZ] 
[5][6] Under this statute, the defendants were leg- 
0 2008 Thomson ReuterslWesr. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works. 
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FN2. It is true that tkis passage from 
laylor v. Taintor, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 366, 
21 L.Ed. 287 (1872), was quoted in State 
v. Broom, 121 h. 202, 209, 253 P. 
1042,253 P. 1044 (1927), as noted in the 
dissent, but it was not a decisional issue. It 
is unlikely that the common law rule was 
ever enunciated io Oregon. 
The defendants contend that Oregon adopted the 
common law rule in 1864 by enactment of a statute 
wwch, in its most recent form, former ORS 
I40.420> provided: 
"For the purpose of surrendering the defendant, the 
bail, at any time before the forfeiture of their under- 
taking and at any place within the state, may them- 
selves arrest him or, by a written authority indorsed 
on a cenified copy of the undertaking, may em- 
power any other person so to do." 
173 We sec nothing in the words of former ORS 
140.420 which authorizes transport out of the state 
for surrender and it has never been so construed. 
Even if we accept defendant's conwnntion tl~at the 
statute was intended to codify the common law rule 
in all its particulars, -however, common law rules 
are nor immutable. The common law upon 
which defendant relies is inconsistent with contem- 
porary requirements of civility. 'lhe undesirable 
workhgs**429 of the rule enunciated in Taylor v. 
Taintor we summarized in a *SZ5 generative work 
of the modern bail revision movement, R. Goldfarb, 
Ransom 117-18 (1965): 
'"ese powers would be far-reaching and abusable 
enough in the hands of proper and responsible po- 
lice aurborities. The same powm in h e  hands of 
bondsmen is shocking and frightening. The bonds- 
man is subjen to less controls and is possessed of 
greater powers tbm is the law enforcement officer 
who would exercise counterpart functions. Hence 
he can act as a de facro state agent without being 
subject to the usual safeguards ordinarily sunound- 
ing the conduct of those officials. 
"When a defendant who is h e  on bail flees from 
the jurisdiction of the court under whose concrol he 
is, no matter how metaphysically, the bondsman 
may pursue, mest, and mwn the burnt, The 
bondsman's powers conflict with rhe uadidonal. 
safeguards that protect all criminally accused dur- 
ing the process of extradition. He can arrest and re- 
nnn a defendant in a aurnmary manner beyond the 
powas of pcace officers who must follow the pxo- 
eedures of extradition. And yet he i s  acting as part 
of the admiisuacion of the official criminal law ap- 
paratus of the state when he is doing 
tKs."(Foomote omitted.) 
If ever the common law rule existed in Oregon, it is 
no more. In 1973, as a part of a comprehensive re- 
vision of the code of criminal procedure, the legis- 
lature repealed &e entire statutory scheme regulat- 
ing the traditional bail system in Oregon and en- 
acted in its place a securhy release system eliminat- 
ing reliance upon the extraordiary powers of bail 
bondsmen. At least three observations relevant to 
that legislative action are significant here: (I) There 
was a complete abandonment, not a refom, of the 
bail system; (2) ORS 140.420 was repealed; and (3) 
as a pan of the criminal procedure ravision, the 
Uniform C e a l  Exvadirion Act, including what 
is now ORS 133.805, was re-enacred with some 
conforming amendments. 
[XI From this, the defendants would have us con- 
clude as a matter of statutoty construction that rhe 
repeal of a statute codifying a common law rule is 
not an abandonment of the common law principle 
and that Taylor v. Taintor .still lives. We conclude 
to the *526 contrary. The legislative action was in- 
tended to eliminate the bail system and its attendant 
evils in favor of a more civilized system of appre- 
hension and return of accused and convicted crim- 
inals. The common law rule is  abandoned in favor 
of ORS 133.805 which provides judicial notice and 
idenrification safeguards which are more consistent 
with conremporary standards of due process.[FN3] 
FN3. California has also outlawed the 
common law powers of bondsmen and re- 
2008 Thornson ReutersiWest. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works. 
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quires more striagent due process protec- 
tions than are afforded in Oregon by ORS 
133.805.Califomia Penal Code, s 847.5; 
See, Ouzts v. Maryland Nat+onal hsurance 
CO., 505 F.2d 547, 552-53 (9th Cir. 1974), 
Cert. den., 421 U.S. 949, 95 S.Ct. 1681, 44 
L.Ed.2d 103 (1975). 
[9] Because the defendanls took the victim force- 
fully @om one place to another without legal au- 
thority, the conviction must be upheld. 
BUTTLER, Judge, dissenting. 
The majority would have us hfievc that this court, 
rather than the legislative assembly, determines 
whar conduct is subject to critniial sanctions, and 
that we are the repository in which society's con- 
cepts of justice and decency are stored only to be 
broken out when ''contemporary requirements of ci- 
vility" (opinion at page 428) call upon us to exer- 
clse our grace. K X thought we had suoh authority to 
apply natural law concepts in determhing what acrs 
constitute a crime today, although they did not yes- 
terday, I would agree with the majority. But I mter- 
rain no such thoughts, and therefore I respecffiUy 
dissent. 
Defendants appeal from their convictions of kid- 
napping in the second degree. Ihe issue is whether 
oubof-state bail bondsmen have "lagal authorily" 
within the meaning **430 of ORS 163.225FNll to 
apprehend '527 their principal in Oregon without 
resort to legal process and surrender him to author- 
ities in the original stab. The majority opinion 
seems to say that foreign bondsmen never had such 
authority, but the state makes no suoh contention 
because it is clearly wrong; rhe only contention is 
that the foreign bondsmen's authority dissipated 
with the repeal of ORS chapter 140 in 1973. As I 
point out below, the repealed chapter was nur ap- 
plicable to foreign bondsmen, so its repeal could 
not make their conduct criminal, and the majority's 
attempt to make it so because defendmtS' behavior 
offends our sense of decency and civility presents a 
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serious due process question undcr tllc Forneenth 
Amendment to the United States Constitution. 
FNI.ORS 163.225 provides: 
"(I) A person corni ts  the crime of kid- 
napping m the second degree if, with intent 
to intc~fexe subscantially with another's 
personal liberty, and without consent or 
legal authority, he: 
"(a) Takes the person from one plde to an- 
other: or 
"(b) Secretly confines the person in a place 
where he is not likely to be found. 
"(2) It i s  a defense to a prosecution under 
subsection (1) of this section if: 
"(a) The person taken or confined is under 
16 years of age; and 
"(b) The de&ndot is a relative of that pw- 
son; and 
"(c) His sole purpose i s  to assume control 
of that person. 
"(3) Kidnapping in the second degree is a 
Class B felony? 
The institution of bail dates back to pre-Noman 
England. See Note, Bail: An Ancient Practice 
Reexamined, 70 Yale L.J. 966 (1961). Under the 
early common law, a bondsman not only exposed 
his own properry to loss if the principal failed ro 
appear, but in some instmoos was subjected Lu the 
same punishment that would have been. inflicted 
upon the prisoner. 2 F. Pollock & F. Maitland, The 
History of EngW Law 589-90 (2d ed. 1898 & reis- 
sue 1968.) In hght of this exposure, the common 
law recognized the bondsman's right to pursue and 
noapture his principal wirhout resorting to legal 
process. 
'This rule was recognized in *is counw, and was 
stated as follows in the leading case of Taylor v. 
Taintor, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 366, 371, 21 L.Ed. 287 
(1872): 
*528 "When bail is given, rhe principal is regarded 
as delivered to the custody of his sureties. Their 
dominion is a cmdnuunce of the original hprison- 
0 2008 Thomson ReutersMrest. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works. 
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ment. Whenever they choose to do so, tbey may 
seize him and deliver him up in thek discharge; and 
if that cannot be done at once, they may imprison 
him until it can be done. They may exercise their 
rights in person or by agent. They may pursue hi 
into another State; may arrest him on tlie Sabbath; 
and, if necessaiy, may break and enter his house for 
that purpose. The seizure is not made by virtile of 
new process. None i s  needed. XI is likened to the re- 
west by the sheriff of an escaping prisoner. * * * " 
Most of the states, including Oregon, followed the 
common law rule. Oregon cod8ed it as early as 
1864, and in its most recent form, former ORS 
140.420 provided: 
"For the purpose of surrendering the defendant the 
bail, at any time before the forfeiture of their under- 
rakiag and at any place within tltc state, may them- 
selves arrest him or, by a written amhority indorsed 
on a certified copy of the undmtaking, may em- 
power any other person so ro do."[FNZ] 
FN2. There is no evidence or contenrion 
that the bondsmen had forfeited their un- 
dertaking. 
In 1935, the Oregon Attomey G e n d  expressed 
the opinion that a California bondsman was aurhor- 
jzed to arrest his principal io Oregon and r e m  h i  
to Califo~nia without resort to fcgd process, relying 
on the common law mle and the Oregon statute, 
noting that California law authorized such , a  bail 
bond with those atiendanr ri&!%l7 Op. Att'y cien. 
523-24 (Or. 1934-36). Judicial recognition of the 
common law in Oregon appears in State v. Broom, 
121 Or. 202, 209, 253 P. 1042,253 P. 1044 (1927), 
quoting Taylor v. Taintor, supra. 
Whiie aere is no dispute with rerpect to the bairs 
rights at common law, or under "*431 ORS chapter 
140 @articular& OR5 140.420) codifying the com- 
mon law, the state contends that when the legis- 
lature enactod an entirely new pxe-trial =lease pro- 
cedure (ORS *529 135.230-135290) in 1973 
(Oregon Laws 1973, ch. X36), and as n part thexeof 
repealed essenrially all. of ORS chapter 140, Ulareby 
aboli ihg the private party bail bondsman, foreign 
bondsmen were deprived of thek rigright to arrest 
their principal. without legal process if he happened 
to be in Oxegon. The contention is that the sole 
remedy available to foreigr bondsmen i s  now under 
the Uniform Criminal Extmdition Act (ORS 
113.743 ro 133.857), and particularly, with respect 
to mesting their principal h Oregon, under O M  
133.803. 
I do not agree with eithex contention. There was 
nothing in ORS chapter 140 which indicated that it 
applied to foreign bondsmen. It encompassed, like 
its 1973 successor (Oragon Laws 1973, ch. 836), a 
pre-trial release procedure for persons charged with 
a crime in Oregon. Foreign bondsmen's rights were 
governed by the well-recognized common law rules 
set for& in Taylor v. Taintor, supra, and recognized 
by the Oregon Supreme Court in State v. Broom, 
supra, and by this court in Umatilla County v. Res- 
olute ins. Co., 8 0r.App. 3 18, 493 P2d 73 1, Rev. 
dm. (1972).pN3] fhe Attomey General had so 
held as long ago as 1935, and the legislature took 
no action to abrogate ibe common law as So ap- 
plied. Those were the ground d e s  prior to 1973, 
and the question is whether the repeal of OR5 
chaprer 140 changed them such as to make defend- 
ants' conduct criminal. , 
m 3 .  As we stated in our opinion in that 
case, we do not necessarily ,accept the 
common law rule as expressed in Taylor v. 
Taintor, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 366, 371, 21. 
L.Ed. 287 (1872), itr i l s  entirety. 
I cannot understaad how the repeal of ORS chapter 
140 had any effect on foreign bondsmen, who were 
not covered by its provisions. But even if ORS 
chapter 140, or ORS 140.420 in particular, may be 
said to have been applicable to foreign bondsmen, 
there is nothing to indicate that the legislature in- 
tended to make criminal that which had previously 
not been criminal by repeatmg the chapter. Absent 
an express statement of *530 Iegislativc intent with 
0 2008 Thomson ReuterslWest. No ~l'airn to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works. 
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respect to foreign bondsmen, we are relegated to 
general rules of statutory constnrction. The general 
rule applicable to the repeal of a statute which codi- 
fies the common law is stated in 2A Sands, Statutes 
and Sranitoxy Construction 268, s 50.01 (4th ed. 
1973): 
" * * * The legislature i s  presumed to b o w  the 
common law before tho statute was enacted and so 
the repeal of a statute> even though declaratory of 
it, revives the common law as it was before the stat- 
ute." 
See also Makin v. Mack, 336 A.2d 230, 234 p e l .  
Ch. 1975). 
Thus, the Oregon Tax Court has held: 
'' * * * When, as in the field of taxatiou, h e  legis- 
lature merely supplants the common law procedure 
with a ssatutory are  miving at substantially the 
same rimedial result, the comfnon law is only in 
abeyance and then only to the extent that the stat- 
utory procedure actually ta!w its place. (Citation 
omittcd.)"Woodbum v. Domogalla, 1 OTR 292, 
348 (1963). 
Ir does nor appear that the legislatare contemplated 
the situation we have at bar. The faot that ORS 
140.420 was repealed along with the repeal of ORS 
chaptet 140 as part of a complete revision of pre- 
aid releaee procedws applicable to persuns 
charged with crimes in this jutisdiction, does not 
evidence an intention that foreign bail, bondsmen 
WE to be accorded less rights rhan they enjoyed pri- 
or to the revision. Nor am I persuaded that Oregon 
adopted "a complete code covering the 
subject,"m4] because there is nothing to indicate 
that the legislature intended to foreclose remedies 
theretofore available to sureties from other jurisdic- 
tions where the traditional bail system is still in use. 
m e  legklanue did nor address, nor docs the new 
statutoiy scheme **432 cover, the rights of, or rem- 
edies available to, bondsmen, domestic or *531 for- 
eign.FfJSJUnder the statutory schcme now in ef- 
fect, ORS 135,230 Et seq., there is no necessity for 
Page 8 
domestic bail bondsmen, [FN6] hence no necessity 
for the legislature to address the remedies available 
to them. 
FN4.h re Estate of Moore, 190 OK. 63, 71, 
223 P.2d 393, 396 (1950). See also 1A 
Sands, Statutns and Statutory Consbunion 
277, s 23.31 (4th ed. 1975). 
FhS. Some stalas have dealt expressly 
with the rights and remedies of foreign 
bondsmen, thereby abrogating the common 
law. See, e. g., Cal. Penal Code, s 847.5, 
which provides: 
"If a person has been admitted to bail in 
another state, escapes bail, and is present 
in this State, the bail bondsman or other 
person who is bail for such fugitive, may 
file with a magistrate in the county where 
the fugitive i s  present an mdavit stating 
the name and whereabouts of the fugitive, 
the offense with which the alleged fugitive 
was charged or of which he was convicted, 
the time and place of same, and the panic- 
ulars in which the kgitive has violated the 
tenns of his bail, and may request the issu- 
ance of a wmant for arrest of the fugitive, 
and the issuance, after hearing, of an order 
authorizing the affiant to return the fugk- 
ive to the jurisdiction from which he es- 
caped bail. The magistrate may require 
such additional evidence under oath as he 
deems necwsruy to decide the bsuc. If he 
concludes that there is probable cause for 
believing that the person alleged to be a fu- 
gitive is such, he inay ivvue a waxmnt for 
his arrest. The magistrate shall, notify the 
dimict attorney of such action and shall 
direct hi to jnvestigate rhe case md de- 
termine the facts of the matter. When the 
hgitive is brought before him pursuant to 
the waneat, the magistrate shaU set a time 
and place for hearing, and shall advise the 
fugitive of his right to counsel and to pro- 
duce evidence at the hearing. He may ad- 
0 2008 Thomson ReutersiWest. No Claim to Orig. 1J.S. Govt. Works. 
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mir the fugitive to bail pending the hear- 
iug. The district attorney shall appear at 
the hearing. E, after hearing, thc magis- 
trate is satisfied from the evidence that the 
person is a fugitive he may issue m order 
authorizing afftant to return the fugitive to 
the jurisdiction &om which he escaped bail. 
"A bondsman or other person who is bail 
for a fugitive admitted to bail in another 
sate who takes the fugitive into custody, 
except pursuant to en order issued Under 
Ehis section, is guilty of a misdemeanor." 
Construed in Ouzts v. Maryland National 
Insurance Co., 505 F.2d 547, 552-53 n. 4 
(9tb Cir. 1974), Cert den. 421 U.S. 949, 
95 S.Ct. 1681,44 L.Ed2d 103 (1975). 
FN6. See Burton v. Tomlmson, 19 Or.App, 
247,527 P2d 123, Rev. den. (1974). 
The state's contention that the extradirion proeed- 
ures are the only ones available to foreign bonds- 
men overlooks the fact that those procedures were 
available prior to the repeal of ORS cb.apter 140, 
and pxior lo the Amorney General's 1935 opinion, 
yet the sstte does not contend that foreign bonds- 
men were required to g o  through extradition pro- 
cedures prior to the repeal of ORS chapter 140 in 
1,973. 
*532 If the conclusion I have reached seems anom- 
alous, the remedy is with tbc legislative assembIy. I 
cannot say that the revision of pre-trial release pro- 
cedures with respect to persons charged with crime 
in Oregon evidences such an overriding' public 
policy agsind the exercise of age-old lights of for- 
eign bondsmen to take custody of their principal 
withour legal process as to make the exercise of 
those rights criminal. This conclusion is buttressed, 
if not dictated, by the legislature's failure to repeal 
similar x@ts of bondsmen under the provisions for 
bajl in connection witb civiJ axrest (ORS 29.520 to 
29.740), which contain language almost identical to 
that contained in former O W  140.420. See ORS 
29.630.lYh'7] 
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Fnr7.0RS 29.630 provides: 
"For the purpose of smendering the de- 
fendant, the bail at any time and place, be. 
fore they we finally charged, may them- 
selves arrest him, or by a written authority, 
indorsed on a certified copy of the under- 
tak'mg, may ampower rhe sheriff or any 
other person of suitable age and diicretion 
to do so." 
I a~n! unaware of any cases involving this 
section; I note, however, that thesc provi- 
sions have not gone unnoticed by the legis- 
lature; it amended ORS 29.620 in 1977. 
(Oregon Laws 1977, ck 415, s 6.) 
Moreover, the application of the kidnapping statute 
(OW 163.225) to thesc defendants after the repeal 
of ORS chaprer 140 in 1973, presents due process 
problems under the Fourteenth Amendment to rtre 
United States Constitution because defendants did 
not have fair notice that the law, es to them, had 
changed.Pahner v. Euclid, 402 U.S. 544, 91 S.Ct. 
1563, 1564, 29 L.Ed2d 98 (1971). In that case, the 
United States Supreme C o ~ ~ r t  stated: 
" ' * * "The underlying principle is rhat no man 
shall be held criminally responsible for cunducc 
which he could not **433 reasonably understand ro 
be proscribed.'United Slates v. Hamiss, supra, at 
617, (347 U.S. 612, 74 S.Ct. 808, 98 L.Ed. 989 
(1954)), at 617, 74 S.Ct. at 812, 98 L.Ed. ar 
996;Bouie v. Columbia, 378 U.S. 347, 84 S.Ct. 
1697, 12 L.Ed.2d 894 (1964); Wright v. Georgia, 
373 U.S. 284, 83 S.Ct. 1240, 10 L.Ed.Zd 349 
(1963);' 
*533 Certainly, if defendants could hilve done what 
they did before the repeal of ORS chapter 140, they 
could not reasonably have understood that the re- 
peal of that chapter, which did not apply to them, 
made rheir conduct orimhal. 
T would hold that defendanfs, as foreis0 bondsmen, 
had "legal authority" to toke their principal into 
custody in Oregon for the purpose of returning him 
to California in accordance with the t m s  of ?he 
0 2008 Thornson Reuters/West. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works. 
Bail Agreement which was valid under the law of 
Califomia.FN8] Accordingly, their doing so did 
not constitute the crime of  kidnapping in tho ae~oud 
degree as defined in ORS 163.225. 
FN8.Cal. Penal Code, 3 1301. 
THORNTON and LEE, JJ., join in &is dissent 
Or.App.,1978. 
State v. Epps 
36 Or.App. 519,585 P.Zd425 
END OF DOCUMENT 
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STATE OF $@Tic0 } ss 
WNTY OF KOCnh'Al 
FILED: 
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, ISB #4156 
ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL 
Two Jinn, Inc. 
80 North Cole Road 
Boise, ID 83704 
Telephone: 208.287.2211 
Facsimile: 208.287.3302 
Attorney for Two Jinn, Inc., dba Alsddin Bail Bonds /Anytime Bail Bonds 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
AARON KYILE KARRIS, 
Defendant. 
Case No: CR- 2005-0002408 
Bond No.: LGJ-522542 
Bond Amount: $5,000.00 
AFFIDAVIT OF SHAUN SXCOGRAW 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SET 
ASIDE FOlUZXTURE AND 
EXONERATE BOND 
STATE OFIDAN0 ) 
) ss: 
County of Ada 1 
I, Shaun Skogrand, being Tist duly sworn, depose and state: 
1. X am employed by Northwest Surety Investigations, Inc. as an invcs6gator. 
2. I gained training and experience in the field of  criminal investigations while 
employed as a police officer for thee years. My duties included criminal and civil 
investigations, as well as makiug arrests for various crimes. 
3. On February 11,2008,l: was assigned this case and reviewed the pre-investigation 
notes. 1 2 2  
- - 
4. On February 13,2008,I went to Defendant's last known address. There was no 
one home, but a car was in the garage. I. then went to Defendant's previous address. I spoke 
with an elderly couple who told me that they had lived there since August 2007 and that the 
Defendant did not live there. Next, 1 went to Defendant's listed place of employment but no one 
was there. I then went back to the Defendant's last known address and spoke to a male. The 
male told me that he has lived there for a few weeks and that the Defendant does not live there. 
Next I called Gary Bower, a friend of the Defendant, and left a voicemail message. M e r  that, I 
called the Defendant. The Defendant told me that he moved to Portland, Oregon permanently. 
The Defendant told me that he i s  willing to come back and tske care of this. The Defendant 
further told me that he never received a notice of c o w  date &om Kootenai. I advised the 
Defendant that I would verifjr that the warrant is still active and call him back with his options. 
Mr. Dower then returned my call. Mr. Bower told me that he is currently in Alaska but that the 
Defendant will take care of this or Mr. Bower would personally go to Portland to get the 
Defendant. 
5. On July 22,2008,I ran a background check and obtained a possible address for 
the Defendant in The Dalles, Oregon. 1 provided th is  information to fellow investigators who 
were going to Oregon. 
6 .  Further your affiant sayeth not. 
si 
DATED this \ day of August, 2008 
SUBSCRlBED ANI) SWORN to before 
HEATHER M. BAKER 
Noiary Publle 
Slate of Idaho 
1 3 2  
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AFlFXDAVlT OF SHAWN SKOGRAND PAGE 2 OF 3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
ak 
I HI!XZEBY CERTIFY that on this 1day of August, 2008, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregohg document to be mailed andlor faxed to the following: 
Coeur d'Alene City Prosecutor U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
71 0 E. Mullan Ave. u Hand Delivery 
Coeur d7Alene, Idaho 83814 Cuurt House Basket ' , 
Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested u Overnight Mail 
Facsimile: 208-769-2326 
STATE OF K&~O 
FILED 
SUSAN M. CANR'BELL, ISB #4156 
ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL 
lLvo Jim, Inc. 
80 North Cole Road 




2808 WUG - I PM 2: 36 
Attorney for Two Jinn, Inc., dba Aladdin Ball Bonds I Anytime Bail Burids 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRTCT OF TEIE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENM 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
AARON KYLE H m S ,  
Defendant, 
Case No: CR- 2005-0002408 
Bond No.: LG5-522542 
Bond Amount: $5,000.00 
AFFIDAVIT OF DEON PRICE IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SET 




County of Ada 1 
I, Deon Price, being first duly sworn, depose and state: 
1. I am employed by Northwest Surety Investigations, Inc, as an investigator. 
2. I gained Crainiug a d  experience in the field of criminal investigations while 
employed a s  a P d e  Officer for the State of Idaho for 4 years. My duties included supervising 
and managing paolees, interviewing witnesses and f d l y  members, and training and working 
with a K-9 drug dog. 125 
~ r n A w T  OF nEoN PRICE ORbBIMAL 
3. On July 22,2008, I received a possible address for the Defendanr in The Dalles, 
Oregon from Investigator Skogrand. I went to the Defendant's residence at 1430 Meek Street, 
The Dalles, Oregon and spoke to the Defendanf explaining his options. The Defendant told me 
that he cannot go take care of this by the 3" of August. 1 told the Defendant to call Gina and 
provided him with a business card each for myself and Gina. 1 also talked to the Defendant 
about taking care of this today and offered the Defendant a ride. The Defendant told me no, he 
could not take care of this today but he might get with Gary Bower, the co-signor, and lake case 
of this on Monday. I provided the Defendant wi& the telephone number for Aladdin. I then had 
thc Defendant's photograph and fingerprints taken since the warrant for &e Defendant was not 
an extraditable wanant. See attached photographs of Defendant standing next to me holding The 
Observer, the photographs of Defendant's Idaho Identification Card Number PW21568lD and 
Defendant's fingerprint card. 
4. As an investigator for the surety, without an extraditable w a m t ,  there is no other 
legal recourse that I have to bring Aaron Kyle Harris to Kootenai County from Oregon to answer 
for his charges. 
5. Further your affrant sayeth not. 
DATED this \,$ day of August, 2008. 
sk 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, this day of August, 2008. 
H W E R  M. BAKER 
Ndafy Publfc 
Notary Public for I w o  
Residing at:-, O\ &R , --\-&xh(~ SkXb of Idaho 
Commission ~ 3 r e s :  
AFFIDAVIT OF DEON PRICE PAGE 2 OF 3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE + X HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of August, 2008, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be mailed and/or faxed to the following: 
Coeur d'Alene City Prosecutor US. Mail, postage prepaid 
71.0 E. Mullan Ave. Hand Delivery 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 ' u COW Rouse Basket 
L-] Certified Mail, Rehun Receipt Requested 
U Overnight Mail 
Facsimile: 208-769-2326 
AFFIDAVIT OF DEON PRICE 
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This oard is used for the PUrp058 of comparing latent prints found at the scene of !he crime. Each suspecl andi 
or person on tpepremises where the crime occured should be flngerpfiot~d lor ellrnh~nlion purposes. In order to 
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SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, ISB #4156 
ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL 
Two Jinn, Inc. 
80 North Cole Road 
Boise, ID 83704 
Telephone: 208-287-2211 
Facsimile: 208-284-3302 
Attorney for Two Jinn, Inc., dba Aladdin Bail Bonds / Anytime Bail Bonds 
IN TRE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDXCIAL DXSTRTCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDABO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
Two Jim, he., by and through its counsel of record, Susan M. Campbell, hereby requests 
Case No.: CR-2005-0002408 
Bond No.: LG5-522542 
Bond Amount: %5,000.00 
YS. 
AARON KYLE &AlRRTS, 
~efendant. 
that this Court permit counsel for Two Jim, Inc. to appear by telephone for the October 31,2008 
mQUEST TO APPEAR BY 
TELEPHONE FOR HEARING ON 
MOTION TO SET ASIDE 
FORFEITURE AND EXONERATE 
BOND 
hearing at 3:00 p.m. due to a scheduling conflict. 
Respectfidly submitted lhis &day of September, 2008. 
REQUEST TO APPEAR BY TEX,EPHONE FOR HEARING ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE FORFEITURE 
AND EXONERATE BOND 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
@' 
I IIEIEBY CERTIFY .that on this & day of Septembex, 2008, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the following method to: 
Coeur d7Alene City Prosecutor U U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
710 E. Mullan Ave. U Hand Delivery 
Coew d'Mene, Idaho 83814 Court House Basket 
Cdf ied  Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
U Overnight Mail 
Facsimile: 208-769-2326 
 QUEST TO APPEAR BY ~ L E P H O N E  FOR HEARING ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE FORFEITURE 
AND EXONFRATE BOND PAGE 2 OF 2 
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, ISB #4156 
ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL 
Two Jinn, hc .  
80 North Cole Road 
Boise, ID 83704 
Telephone: 208-287-2211 
Faeshile: 208-287-3302 
Attorney for Two J h ,  lnc. dba Aladdin Bsil Bonds I Anytime Bail Bonds 
IN TJB DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
NOTICE OF HEARJNG ON 
MOTION TO SET ASIDE 
AARON JcYLE HARRIS, FORFEXTURE AND EXONERATE 
BOND 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
NOTICB IS MEREBY GIVEN that the hearing on the Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and 
Case No.: CR-2005-0002408 
Bond No.: LG5-522542 
Bond Amount: $5,000.00 
Exonerate Bond is set for Friday, October 31, 2008 at 3:00 p.m. Pacfic time before the 
Honorable Judge Scott Wayman. 
Respectliilly submitted this & day of September, 2008. 
NOTICE OF HEARING ON THE MOTION TO SET ASmE FORJTXTURE AND EXOlYERAT B M1 $B~BINAL 
CERTXFICATE OF SERVICE 
m 
I HBREBY CERTIFY thnt on this day of September, 2008, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the following method to: 
Coeur d' Alene City Prosecutor L_l U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
7 10 E Mullan Ave U Hand Delivery 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 u Court House Basket 
Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
U Overnight Mail 
~,IJJ Facsimile: 208-769-2326 
1 3 6  
NOTICE OF HEARING ON THE MOTION TO SET ASIDE FORFEITURE AND EXONeXATE BOND 
PAGE 2 OF 2 
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, ISB #4156 
ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL 
Two Jim, Inc. 
80 Nodh Cole Road 
Boise, ID 83704 
Telephone: 208-287-2213. 
Facsimile: 208-287-3302 
Attorney for Two Jinu, Ine. dba Aladdin Baii Bonds I Anytime Bail Bonds 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ILN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, . . 
Plaintiff, 
The Court, having considered the Request to Appear by Telephone for Hearing on 
Case No.: CR-2005-0002408 
Bond No.: LG5-522542 
Bond Amount: %5,000.00 
VS. 
AARON KYLE HARRIS, 
Defendant. 
Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond hereby GRANTS said Request. Counsel for 
Two Yinn, Inc. shall appear by telephone and shall call the Court at 208- 
p.m. Pacific time, or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard. -- P a  ewat 
SO ORDERED &is /d day of ,2008. P G *  G?&$ r 
G L  
ORDER TO APPEAR BY 
TELEPHONE FOR HEARING ON 
MOTION TO SET ASIDE 
FORFEITUJUC AND EXONERATE 
BOND 
ORDER TO APPEAR BY TELEPHONE FOR HEARING ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE FORFEITURE 
AM, EXONERATE BOND 
CLERK'S CER'JXNCATE OF SEEVICE 
I HEmBY C W T W  that on this 4 day of & 2008.1: caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to be mailed and/or faxed to (he following: 
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, 
80 North Cole Road 
Boise, ID 83704 
1 
O D X R  TO APPEAR BY TELEPHONE FOR ESARING ON MOTION TO SET ASTDE F O R F E I m  
AND EXONERATE B O W  PAGE 2 OF 2 
Your request to appear by telephone has been granted. 
Please contact our office after 4:OOpm the day prior to the 
hearing. Please call 208-446-1108 to obtain the telephone 




CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
710 E. MULLAN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
TELEPHONE: (208) 769-2323 
L 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CRM-05-002408 
Plaintiff, ) 
I 
) ' ORDER DENYING MOTION TO 
VS . ) SET ASIDE FORFEITURE 
) AND EXONERATE BOND 
AARON KYLE HARRIS, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
The matter of Two Jinn, Inc.,'s Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture 
and Exonerate Bond came before the Court October 31, 2008. The 
State was represented by Anna M. Eckhart, Deputy City Attorney, the 
Defendant was not present but was represented by Michael Clapin, 
Deputy Public Defender, and Susan M. Campbell appeared via 
telephone, representing Two-Jinn, Inc. 
After hearing argument from Counsel, and pursuant to the 
findings entered on the record by the Court, and for good cause 
appearing, now, theref ore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED Two Jinn Inc.'s Motion to Set Aside 
Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond be and hereby is DENIED. 
ENTERED this d a y  of N f l J m  , 20&. 
Magistrate 1 
Copies to: I 
Def: Def . Att .&&&yy.Qq& CDA Pros. / 
CDA PD Jail, CIB Dr. Serv. 
Aud . Bond'ng Co. Other 
Date - .  d Dep . 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I mailed/delivered a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing ORDER DENYING MOTION TO SET ASIDE FORFEITURE 
AND EXONERATE BOND, by regular U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, by 
facsimile, or by Interoffice Mail at the Kootenai County Courthouse 
to: 
MICHAEL A. CLAPIN 
PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE 
INTEROFFICE MAIL 
FAX: ( 2 0 8 ) 4 4 6 - 1 7 0 1  
Coeur d'Alene City Prosecutor's Office 
FAX: 769-2326  
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL 
Attorney for Two Jinn, Inc. 
FAX: 208-287-3302  
DATED this $5 day of November, 2008 .  
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, ISB #4156 
Associate General Counsel 
Attorney for Appellant, Two Jinn, Inc. 
80 North Cole Road 
Boise, Idaho 83704 
Telephone: 208-287-2211 
Facsimile: 208-287-3302 
Attorney for Two Jinn, Inc. dba Aladdin Bail Bonds /Anytime Bail Bonds 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff - Respondent, 
VS. 
AARON KYLE HARRIS, 
Defendant; 
and i 
TWO JINN, INC., Real Party in 
Interest, 
Appellant. 
Case No.: CR- 2005-0002408 
Bond No.: LG5-522542 
Bond Amount: $5,000.00 
NOTICE OF APPEAL OF 
DENIAL OF MOTION TO SET 
ASIDE FORFEITURE AND 
EXONERATE BOND 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, THE STATE OF IDAHO, AND ITS 
ATTORNEY, COEURD'ALENE CITY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE, AND THE CLERK OF 
THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant, Two Jim, Inc., dba Aladdin Bail Bonds /Anytime Bail 
Bonds, appeals against the State of Idaho to the district court from the magistrate court's denial of its 
NOTICE OF APPEAL OF DENIAL OF MOTION TO SET ASIDE FORFEITURE AND EXONERATE 1 4 5  
BOND 
Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond entered in the above-entitled action on the 5'h 
day of November, 2008, the Honorable Judge Scott Wayman presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the district court, and the judgments or orders 
described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 1 l(a)(l) I.A.R. 
3. This appeal is taken upon matters of law and fact. The following is a preliminary 
statement of the issues on appeal which Appellant then intends to assert in the appeal; provided, any 
such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent Appellant from asserting other issues on appeal. The 
issues on appeal are: 
a. Whether the magistrate court erred in denying Appellant's Motion to Set Aside 
Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond and Conditional Request for Hearing. 
4. Upon information and belief an order has not been entered sealing all or any portion 
of the record. 
5. a. A reporter's transcript is requested. 
b. The Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript: 
The October 3 1,2008 hearing on Appellant's Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture 
and Exonerate Bond. 
6 .  Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.: 
All motions, pleadings, affidavits, attachments, notices of forfeiture, warrants, orders and 
other documents, including but not limited to comments regarding Appellant's Motion to Set 
Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond and Conditional Request for Hearing. 
7. I certify: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL OF DENIAL OF MOTION TO SET ASWE FORFEITURE AND EXONERATE 
BOND PAGE 2 OF 4 
a. The proceedings at the hearing were recorded on the Court's digital system. 
That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on Mickey Carlson, Clerk to the Honorable 
Judge Wayman, of whom a transcript has been requested at the address set out below: 
Mickey Carlson 
Clerk to the Honorable Judge Wayman 
SO1 Government Way 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 838 16-9000 
b. That the clerk of the district court shall be paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript within fourteen (14) days after filing of this Notice of Appeal 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 83(k)(l). 
c. That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid. 
d. That there is no appellate filing fee in this matter. 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Rule 20. 
f i  DATED THIS & day of November, 2008. 
' \  Associate General Counsel, ywo Jinn, Inc. 
Attorney for the Appellant 
NOTICE OF APPEAL OF DENIAL OF MOTION TO SET ASIDE FORFEITURE AND EXONERATE 
1 4 7  
BOND PAGE 3 OF 4 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this &day of November, 2008,I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the following method to: 
Coeur d'Alene City Prosecutor 
7 10 E. Mullan Ave. 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
3 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__1 Hand Delivery 
__I Court House Basket 
__I Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
_I Overnight Mail 
Facsimile: 208-769-2326 
Michael Clapin U US. Mail, postage prepaid 
Public Defender's Ofice U Hand Delivery 
400 Northwest Blvd. U Court House Basket 
PO Box 9000 [ Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 838 16-9000 U Overnight Mail 
I>(1 Facsimile: 208-446-1 701 
Mickey Carlson U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Clerk to the Honorable Judge Wayman U Hand Delivery 
501 Government Way U Court House Basket 
P.O. Box 9000 U Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 8381 6-9000 U Overnight Mail 
Facsimile: 208-446-1 188 
NOTICE OF APPEAL OF DENIAL OF MOTION TO SET ASIDE FORFEITURE AND EXONERATE 
1 4 8  




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
I 
Plaintiff/Respondent ) CASE NO. CR-05-2408 
) 
vs . 
AARON K. HARRIS, 
Defendant, 
) NOTICE OF LODGING OF TRANSCRIPT 
) 
) 
) Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture 




TWO JINN, INC., Real ) 
Party in Interest, ) 
Appellant. j 
TO: THE PARTIES ABOVE NAMED OR THEIR ATTORNEYS: 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED PURSUANT TO ICR 54.9 that the 
transcript previously ordered in the Notice of Appeal filed 
November 26, 2008, in the above entitled matter, has been lodged 
with the Clerk of the District Court, Magistrate Division of 
Kootenai County, State of Idaho. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that you have twenty-one (21) days 
from the date of this Order to secure your copy of the transcript 
Notice of Lodging Transcript - Page 1 
from the Clerk of the District Court, Criminal Division, and to 
file any objections to the content thereof. 
0 '  DATED this day of January, 2009 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH, 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
was mailed this - 9- day of January, 2009, to-wit: 
Michael Gridley 
City Attorney 
Fax No. (208) 769-232 
Susan Campbell 
Attorney at Law 
Fax No. (208)287-3302 
a?' 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Deputy Clerk 
Michael Clapin 
Deputy Public Defender 
Fax No. (208) 446-1701 
~3~ 
Notice of Lodging Transcript - Page 2 
Honorable John Mitchell 
Appellate Judge 
,- - 
' ) STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST J[TDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff/Respondent ) CASE NO. CR-05-2408 
1 
vs . ) Receipt of Transcript . 
) 
u. Lluiq, ) 
) Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture 




TWO JINN, INC., Real ) 
Party in Interest, ) , 
On this 12. day of &. , 2009, I picked up 
my copy/copies of the transcript that were prepared in the above 
entitled matter per the Notice of Appeal ifiled November 26, 2008. 
Michael Clapin, Deputy Public Defender 
Kootenai County 
I hereby certify that. I hand 
delivered the transcrlpt(6) to 
the above signed. 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH, 
Receipt of Transcript 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
i 
Plaintiff/Respondent ) CASE NO. CR-05-2408 
vs . j Receipt of Transcript 
) 
) 
) Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture 
Defendant, ) and Exonerate Bond Hearing 
I 
and ) 
TWO JINN, INC., Real 
Party in Interest, 
Appellant. ) 
On this A day of J ~ L L L L C ~  , 2 0 0 9 ,  I YM& Led 
my copy/copies of the transcript that were prepared in the above 
entitled matter per the Notice of Appeal filed November 2 6 ,  2 0 0 8 .  
Susan Campbell, Attorney for Two Jinn 
I hereby c e r t i f y  that, I hand 
delivered the transcr~pt(s) to 
the above signed. 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH 
Receipt of Transcript 
January 12,2009 
Kootenai County Clerk 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 838 16-9000 
Attn: Dawn 
Re: State ofldaho v. Aaron Kyle Harris 
Kootenai County Case No. CR-2005-0002408 
Bond Number: LG5-522542 
Dear Dawn: 
Please find enclosed a self-addressed, stamped envelope for return of our copy of the 
Transcript that was lodged with the Court on January 9,2009 in the above referenced matter. 
Should you have questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 208-608-6504. And, 




80 N. Cole Road * Boise, Idaho 83704 
Phone: (208) 287-221 1 * Fax: (208) 287-3302 
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, ISB #4156 
Associate General Counsel 
Attorney for Appellant, Two Jina, Inc. 
80 North Cole Road 
Boise, Idaho 83704 
Telephone: 208-287-2211 
Facsimile: 208-287-3302 , 
Attorney for Two Jinn, Inc. dba Aladdin Bail Bonds 1 Anytime Bail Bonds 
IN TWE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRTCT OF THE 
STATE OF UIAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTlENGl 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
TRE STATE OF XDAHO, 
Plaiatiff- Respondent, 
vs. 
Case No.: CR- 2005-0002408 
Bond No.: LGS-522542 
Bond Amount: $5,000.00 






COMES NOW, Two Jim, Inc., by and through i ts counsel of record, Susm M. Campbell, 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF 
TIME FOR FILING 
APPELLANT'S BRTEF 
and moves this Court pwsuatlt to Idaho Appellate Rule 34(e), for an order extending the time in 
which the Appellant's brief will be due until March 24,2009. This  Motion is based on the Affidavit 
ofthe undersigned attorney. Said Affidavit i s  attached hereto and incorporated by reference herein. 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TKME ROR FILING APPELLANT'S BRIEF ~~BEoE$&\  A 1 
DATED THIS day of March, 2009. 
MOTION FOREXTENSION OF TIME FOR FILING APPELLANT'S BRIEF PAGE 2 OF 5 
STATEOFIDAI-IO ) 
1 ss 
C O W  OFADA ) 
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
(1) The date on which the brief of the Appellant is due is Match 10,2009. 
(2) No extensions of time have previously been granted. 
(3) An extension of time is requested inasmuckas the attorney for Appellant received the 
Notice of Settling Transcript on Appeal and Briekg Schedule and Receipt of Transcri~ by 
facsimile on Wednesday, March 4,2009 after calling the Kootenai County Clerk to inquire as to the 
status of the appeal and learning that these documents had been filed with the Court on February 3, 
2009. See attached. Appellant was not listed on the Certificate of Service. Further, Appellant has 
beenunable to process this brief within the established time limits due to deadlines and hearings in 
other cases and thus is unable to adequately research the issues involved in the case ifan extension of 
time were not granted. 
(4) The Appellant requests an extension of fourteen (14) days from the due date, 
whereupon its brief would become due on March 24,2009. 
(5) The Parties have not stipulated that the proposed extension be granted. 
(6) A message has been left for the attorney for the Respondent but Appellant has 
received no word back from the Respondmt as of the time of filing this brief. 
(7) The Affiant assures the Corn that every effort will. be made to file the reply brief 
within the requested h e .  
(8) Further your Affiant sayeth naught. 
PAGE 3 OF 5 
t?t DATED this /n day of March, 2009. 
Two Jinn, hc. dba Aladdin Bail Bonds1 
Anytime Bail Bonds 
SUBSCRUBED AND SWORN to before me, this Kday of March, 2009. 
HEATHER M. BAKER 
Residing at: Boise, Idaho 
Commission Expires: 4/30/10 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME FOR FILING APPELLANT'S BRIEF 
157 
PAGE 4 OF 5 
4 9  I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 10 day of  arch, 2009, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy ofthe attached MOTION FOREXTENSION OF TIME FORFlLING APPELLANT'S 
BRIEF by the following method to: 
Coeur d'Alene City Prosecutor US. Mail, postage prepaid 
710 E. Mullan Ave. Hand Delivery 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 838 14 /'J Court House Baslcet 
, Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
L_1 Overnight Mail 
DQ] Facsimile: 208-769-2326 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME FOR FKLlNG APPELLANT'S BRIEP 
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, 1SB #4156 
ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL 
Two Jim, Inc 
80 North Cole Road 
Boise, ID 83704 
Telephone: 208.287-2211 
Facsimile: 208-287-3302 
Attorney for Two Jinn, Inc. dba Aladdin Bail Bonds / Anythe  Bail Bonds 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TEB 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TEE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
TWO JINN, INC., Real Party in 
Interest, 
, . A ,J enant. 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
filed with the court by Appellant on March 6,2009, requesting tlds Court for an order extending 
the time in. which the Appellant's brief will be due until March 24,2009 due to the fact that the 
Notice of Settling Transcript on Appeal and Briefing Schedule was not served on Appetllmt. 
Therefore, good cause appeaxing; 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff- Respondent, 
vs. 
AARON KYLE HARRIS, 
Defendant; 
and 
IT l33REBY IS ORDERED that Appellant's MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TFME 
FOR FLING APPELLANT'S B D F  be, and hereby is, GRANTED and Appellant shall be 6 
allowed an EXTENSION OF TIMG UNTIL MARCH 24,2009, to file Appellant's Brie5 ZeJ pule"& 
 BY;^ ;S d f ~ .  Ap;(JII -7 /ty.A 9 Qv (7 *ny ,i A- p-/y /S *ye 
Case No.: CR- 2005-0002408 
Bond No.: LG5-522542 
Bond Amoun6;' $5,000.00 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION 
FOR EXTENSION OF TIhfE FOR 
JK&ING APPELLANT'S BRIEF 
" 
ORDER GRANTING M O m N  FOR EXTENSION OF TIME FOR FILING APPELLANT'S 
1 5 9  
SO ORDERED this -day of 2009. 
CLERK'S CERTWICAM OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTXFY that on this day of m K m  ,2009. I caused a true and 
wrrect copy of the foregoing document to be mailed and/or faxed to the following: 
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Associate Genexal Counsel Hand Delivery 
80 North Cole Road Court House Basket 
Boise, ID 83704 r Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
Ove-t Mail 
Facsimile: 208-287-7709 
Coeur d'Alene City Prosecutor r US. Mail, poage prepaid 
710 E. Mullan Ave. U Hand Delivery 
Coew d'Alene, Idaho 83814 Court XJouse Basket 
Ceidfied Mail, Return Receipt Requested & Overnigh",""' 
Facsimile: 208-769-2326 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME FOR lWTNG APPELLANT'S . B R E J ~ ~  
PAGE 2 OF 2 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI)~' 
FILED: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL D 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KO0 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, ) 
) 
vs . ) RESPONDENT'S BRIEF 
) 










Appeal from the Magistrate Division of the 
First Judicial District for Kootenai County 
HONORABLE SCOTT WAYMAN, Magistrate, presiding. 
JENNIFER TINKEY 
Deputy City Attorney 
Coeur dlAlene City Attorney 
7 1 0  Mullan Avenue 
Coeur dlAlene, ID 83814  
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL 
Associate General Counsel 
8 0  North Cole Road 
Boise, ID 8 3 7 0 4  
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
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TABLE OF CASES 
Cases 
State v .  Rupp, 123 Idaho 1, 3, 843 P.2d 151 (1992) . . . . . . . . . . . 1-2 
NATURE OF THE CASE 
This is in response to an appeal from the Order of the 
Honorable Scott Wayman denying Defendant's Motion to 
Exonerate Bond on October 31. 2008 .  
STATEMENT OF FACTS AND COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS 
The Respondent has reviewed the Statement of the Case 
submitted in Appellant's brief. ~espondent submits the 
following changes to the Appellant's General Course of 
Proceedings. Defendant Harris was sentenced on a charge of 
Driving Under the Influence in this case on May 9, 2005 .  
Court Register of Actions ("ROA") . The Amended Application 
to Show Cause was issued on May 1, 2007. Id. 
ISSUES PRESENTED 
1. Did the magistrate abuse its discretion in concluding 
that the interests of justice did not require exoneration 
of the bond? 
2. Did the magistrate err in concluding the doctrine of 
impossibility did not require exoneration of the bond? 
The decision whether to set aside a forfeiture or 
exonerate bond under I.C.R. 46(e) (4) is committed to the 
trial court's discretion. State v. Rupp, 123 Idaho 1, 3, 
843 P.2d 151, 153 (1992) (motion to set aside forfeiture); 
A decision of a trial court under this rule, will not be 
overturned unless the trial court abuses its discretion. 
Id. The Court has adopted a three-part test for examining 
exercise of discretion: (1) whether the trial court 
correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion; (2) 
whether the trial court acted within the outer boundaries 
of such discretion and consistently with any legal 
standards applicable to specific choices; and (3) whether 
the court reached its decision by an exercise of reason. 
Id. 
The trial court ruled that the Defendant's 
unwillingness to return to Idaho and the mere possible 
threat of the bondsperson being charged with the crime of 
kidnapping in Oregon did not create a legal impossibility 
such that it would not be just to let the forfeiture stand. 
Tr.p.9,L.l-5. In doing so, the trial court correctly 
perceived the issue as within its discretion under I.C.R. 
46(e)(4), acted within the boundaries of its discretion, 
and reached a decision by an exercise of reason. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing argument and authority, 
Respondent hereby respectfully requests that the 
magistrate's denial of the motion to exonerate bond be 
upheld. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this \ day of April, 2009. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I mailed/delivered a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing RESPONDENT'S BRIEF, by FACIMILE, to: 
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL 
ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL 
80 NORTH COLE ROAD 
BOISE, IDAHO 83704 
FAX: 208-287-3302 
on the 2 \ day of April, 2009. 
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, ISB #4156 
ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL 
Two Jinn, Inc. 
80 North Cole Road 
Boise, ID 83704 
Telephone: 208-287-2211 
Facsimile: 208-287-3302 
STA?i G -  fti*,!fO 
C O U N i Y  Of' ~ ( O O J E N A ~ ~ S S  
FILED , 
Attorney for Two Jinn, Inc., dba Aladdin Bail Bonds /Anytime Bail Bonds 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff - Respondent, 
VS. 
AARON KYLE HARRIS, 
Defendant; 
Case No.: CR-2005-0002408 
Bond No. LG5-522542 
Bond Amt. $5.000.00 
MOTION TO APPEAR BY 
TELEPHONE FOR ORAL 
ARGUMENT ON APPEAL 
and I 
TWO JINN, INC., Real Party in Interest, 
Appellant. 
Two Jinn, Inc., by and through its counsel of record, Susan M. Campbell, hereby moves 
this Court to permit counsel for Two Jim, Inc. to appear by telephone for the May 27,2009 Oral 
Argument on Appeal at 4:00 p.m. Pacific time due to a scheduling conflict with another matter. 
t!h 
RespectfuIIy submitted this %day of April, 2009. M 
Attorney for h o  k m ,  Inc. V 
168 
MOTION TO APPEAR BY TELEPHONE FOR ORAL ARGUMENT ON APPEAL 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this s a y  of April, 2009, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing by the following method to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor U U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
501 Government Way Hand Delivery 
P.O. Box C9000 U Court House Basket 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 U Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
U Overnight Mail 
1901 Facsimile: 208-446-1833 
Kootenai County Public Defender U U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
400 Northwest Blvd U Hand Delivery 
PO Box 9000 U Court House Basket 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 838 16-9000 U Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile: 208-446-1701 
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SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, ISB #4156 
ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL 
Two Jinn, Inc. 
80 North Cole Road 
Boise, ID 83704 
Telephone: 208-287-2211 
Facsimile: 208-287-3302 
Attorney for Two Jinn, Inc. dba Aladdin Bail Bonds I Anytime Bail Bonds 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff - Respondent, 
VS. 
AARON KYLE HARRIS, 
Defendant; 
and 
Case No.: CR-2005-0002408 
Bond No. LG5-522542 
Bond Amt. $5,000.00 
ORDER TO APPEAR BY 
TELEPHONE FOR ORAL 
ARGUMENT ON APPEAL 
TWO JINN, INC., Real Party in Interest, 
Appellant. 
The Court, having considered the Motion to Appear by Telephone for Oral Argument on 
Appeal hereby GRANTS said Motion. Counsel for Two Jinn, Inc. shall call the Court on May 
26,2009 and obtain the court room phone number. Counsel for Two Jinn, Inc. shall then appear 
by telephone and shall call the Court at 4:00 p.m. Pacific time on May 27, 2009, or as soon 
thereafter as counsel may be heard. 
SO ORDERU) this SC. day of /+ ,2009. 
ORDER TO APPEAR BY TELEPHONE FOR ORAL ARGUMENT ON APPEAL QRbGINAL 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 5 day of , 2009.1 caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to be mailed and/or faxed to the following: 
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, 
80 North Cole Road 
Boise, ID 83704 d' 
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CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
710 E. MULLAN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
TELEPHONE: (208) 769-2323 
SlATE OF IOAI-?O- 
COUNTY OF 6001 E , ~ A I / S S  
FILED: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL CT OF THE ?%??--- 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff/Respondent, ) CASE NO. CRM-05-002408 
) Dist.Appea1 
VS . ) 
) 
AARON KYLE HARRIS, ) ORDER AFFIRMING MAGISTRATE 




TWO JINN, INC . , Real Party ,In ) 
Interest, ) 
Appellant. ) 
The Court having reviewed briefing heard oral argument on the 
above matter on May 27, 2009. The Appellant was represented by their 
attorney, SUSAN M. CAMPBELL; the state was represented by JENNIFER 
TINKEY, Deputy Coeur d'Alene City Attorney, the Honorable John 
Mitchell, District Judge, presiding. 
After the arguments of counsel the Court announced its 
findings and conclusions on the record. Based on the announced 
findings and conclusions: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the decision of the Honorable Scott 
Wayman is AFFIRMED. 
DATED this - (-h-6 , 2009. 
'"day 
HELL \I ~iztricp Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I herby certify that I mailed/delivered a true and correct copy 
of the forgoing Order Affirming Magistrate Decision, by regular U.S. 
Mail, postage prepaid, by facsimile, or by Interoffice mail at the 
Kootenai County Courthouse to: 
SUSAN CAMPBELL 
Attorney for Appellant 
FAX: ( 2 0 8 )  287-3302  
MICHAEL A. CLAPIN 
Attorney for Defendant 
FAX: ( 2 0 8 )  4 4 6 - 1 7 0 1  
City of Coeur drAlene Attorney Office 
FAX: 769-2326  
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, ISB #4156 
Associate General Counsel 
Attorney for Appellant, Two Jinn, Inc. 
80 North Cole Road 
2009 JUN 24 AH 11: 22 
Boise, Idaho 83704 
Telephone: 208-287-2211 
Facsimile: 208-287-3302 
Attorney for Two Jinn, Inc. dba Aladdin Bail Bonds 1 Anytime Bail Bonds 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff - Respondent, 
VS. I 
AARON KYLE HARRIS, 
Defendant; 
and I 
Case No.: CR-2005-0002408-M 
Bond No.: LG5-522542 
Bond Amount: $5,000.00 
NOTICE OF APPEAL OF 
DENIAL OF MOTION TO 
SET ASIDE FORRCITURE 
AND EXONERATE BOND 
TWO JINN, INC., Real Party in 
Interest, 
Appellant. 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, THE STATE OF IDAHO, AND ITS 
ATTORNEY, COEURD'ALENE CITY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE, AND THE CLERK OF 
THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant, Two Jinn, Inc., dba Aladdin Bail Bonds / Anytime Bail 
Bonds, appeals against the State of Idaho to the Idaho Supreme Court from the district court's final 
order denying its Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond, Bond No. LG5-522542, 
NOTICE OF APPEAL OF DENIAL OF MOTION TO SET ASIDE FORFEITURE AND EXONERATE 
BOND ORIGINAL 178 
entered in the above-entitled action on the lS' day of June, 2009, the Honorable Judge John T. 
Mitchell presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments or 
orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 11(a)(2) 
I.A.R. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then intends to assert 
in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant from 
asserting other issues on appeal. The issues on appeal are: 
a. Whether the court erred as a matter of fact or law and/or abused its discretion in 
denying Appellant's Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond. 
4. Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? NO. If so, what 
portion? N/A 
5. (a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? 
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
The May 27,2009 hearing. 
6. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R. 
All motions, pleadings, affidavits, attachments, notices of forfeiture, warrants, court 
minutes, orders, record of actions and other documents related to andlor regarding the 
appellant's Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond filed on August 1,2008. 
7. I certify: 
a. The proceedings at the hearing were recorded. That a copy of this Notice of 
Appeal has been served on each reporter of whom atranscript has been requested as named below at 
the address set out below: 
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BOND PAGE 2 OF 4 179  
Julie Foland 
Kootenai County Court 
324 W. Garden Ave. 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
b. That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript as required by Rule 24, I.A.R. 
c. That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid. 
d. That there is not an appellate filing fee in this matter. 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Rule 20, I.A.R., and upon the attorney general of Idaho pursuant to $67-1401(1), Idaho Code. 
Attorney for the Appellant 
NOTICE OF APPEAL OF DENIAL OF MOTION TO SET ASIDE FORFEITURE AND EXONERATE 
BOND 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of June, 2009, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing by the 
Coeur d'Alene City Prosecutor 
7 10 E. Mullan Ave. 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 838 14 
Office of the Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
Julie Foland 
Kootenai County Court 
324 W. Garden Ave. 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 8381 6-9000 
a U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
___I Hand Delivery 
___I Court House Basket 
___I Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
___I Overnight Mail 
__I Facsimile: 208-769-2326 
@ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ Hand Delivery 
U Court House Basket 
[ Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
[ Overnight Mail 
[ Facsimile: 208-854-8071 
& U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
U Hand Delivery 
[ Court House Basket 
U Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
[ Overnight Mail 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) SUPREME COURT 
~laintiff/Respondent ) CASE NUMBER 
) 36629 
) 
vs . ) CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
AARON KYLE HARRIS ) 
AND .) 
TWO JINN, INC., REAL PARTY IN INTEREST 
I CINDY O'REILLY Clerk of the District Court of the First 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Kootenai, do hereby certify that the foregoing Record in this 
cause was compiled and bound'under my direction and is a true, 
correct and complete Record of the pleadings and documents 
requested by Appellate Rule 28. 
I further certify that the following will be submitted as 
exhibits to this Record on Appeal: 
TRANSCRIPT: MOTION TO SET ASIDE FORFEITURE AND EXONERATE 1/9/09 
TRANSCRIPT: APPELLANT'S BRIEF 3/24/09 
TRANSCRIPT: APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF 5/11/09 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed 
the seal of the said Court this 4TH day of August 2009. 
Clerk of the District Court 
Clerk's Certificate 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
State of Idaho 1 SUPREME COURT #36629 
PlaintiffIRespondent 1 
1 CASE #CRF05-2408 
1 
1 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
VS ) 
1 
AARON KYLE HARRIS ) 
AND 1 
TWO JINN, INC., REAL PARTY IN INTEREST 
DefendantIAppellant 1 
I, Cindy O'Reilly, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District 
Of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of Clerk's Record to 
each of the attorneys of record in this cause as follows: 
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL Mr. Lawrence Wasden 
ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL Attorney General 
80 NORTH COLE RD State of Idaho 
BOISE, ID 83704 700 W. Jefferson 
Suite 210 
Boise ID 83720-001 0 
Attorney for Appellant Attorney for Respondent 
IN WITNESS e hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
Said Court this& day o ,2009. 
Dan English 
Clerkof District Court . 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
